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General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems, a business unit of General Dynamics, delivers the power and mission adaptability 
the U.S. Navy needs to meet emerging threats and challenges. Built by a proven, innovative, best-of-industry team, the Littoral 
Combat Ship is a key element of the Navy’s plan to address these threats.

General Dynamics is responsible for the design, integration and testing of the Littoral Combat Ship’s combat and seaframe control 
systems and we are currently seeking qualified individuals with a current security clearance or with the ability to obtain a security 
clearance in Pittsfield, MA, and Mobile, AL.

Candidates should have experience in complex electronic Command & Control Systems on Navy surface platforms and possess  
the following skillsets:

•       Systems Engineers – concept development, systems analysis, test and evaluation, DOORS, modeling & simulation
•       Software Engineers – integration, analytical modeling, embedded software, Linux, Unix
•       Logistics Engineers – lifecycle engineering and support and analysis, baseline control, and analysis on life cycle cost
•       Mechanical Engineers – analysis, concept development, design tools Pro/E and Unigraphics, dimensions and design verification
•       Electrical Engineers – components failure databases, electronic systems, hardware design, and requirements analysis

Visit our career site at www.gd-ais.com/careers for more information.

Candidates for these positions must possess the ability to obtain a national security clearance and US Citizenship is a pre-requisite 
for that process.

General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems is an Affirmative Action Employer who values cultural diversity in  
the workplace. EOE, M/F/D/V
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER

President’s 
Corner
INCOSE’s Mission: Share, promote, and 
advance the best of systems engineering 
from across the globe for the benefit of 
humanity and the planet.

Over the last two issues of INSIGHT, I have been explain
ing the thinking behind the update to the INCOSE 
mission statement by explaining what it means to 

share and promote the best of systems engineering from 
across the globe for the benefit of humanity and the planet. 
In this issue, I finish with the third aspect of the mission 
statement: “advancing the best of systems engineering.”

It has been said that if we only used current processes 
properly, we would have a great improvement. To some extent 
that’s true, but in a changing, increasingly complex world, 
better process adherence is not enough. Systems engineering 
needs to continue to advance to meet the additional challeng
es that such complexity brings.

I have a framed cartoon on my office wall. It shows a father, 
seated in his armchair at home after a busy day at work, still 
in his suit and tie. A small boy, probably about five or six years 
old, is standing talking to him. The caption reads, “I’m a sys
tems engineer, Michael. That means I can’t explain electric
ity or anything like that, but if you ever want to know about 
meaningless paperwork I’m your man.” The picture is just a 
blackandwhite photocopy of a handdrawn sketch. I don’t 
remember how it came into my possession, and I have never 
been able to find an original — but the message is an impor
tant one, so the simple copy got framed. Systems engineers 

producing meaningless paperwork are increasingly irrelevant 
in the development of complex systems.

At our core, INCOSE is a professional organization. That 
means we have the interests and the future of our discipline 
at heart. Our goal must be not only to remain relevant, but to 
become increasingly relevant. To do that we must continue to 
drive improvements in both the “content” of systems engi
neering and how that content is applied, since both affect the 
reputation of the discipline.

The messages here will be familiar to those who have been 
following the “President’s Corner.” Every member — especially 
those in Englishspeaking countries — must keep in mind that 
the best of systems engineering will not always come from 
your own country and domain. It may not be written in your 
native tongue. INCOSE must facilitate the identification and 
advancement of systems engineering across the globe, and in 
many cases this will mean working in partnership with others. 

Chief Editor Bob Kenley 
 insight@incose.org +1 260 460 0054
Assistant Editor Andrew Cashner 
 andrew.cashner@incose.org
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“I’m a systems engineer, Michael. That means I can’t explain electricity
or anything like that, but if you ever want to know about meaningless

paperwork I’m your man.”
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER

The BKCASE project and MBSE Initiative are two examples where we are 
cooperating within the community to make essential advances in key 
areas.

Ensuring advancements in how systems engineering is applied 
drives our interest in teaching, competencies, and certification. It drives 
renewed emphasis on the role of INCOSE’s academic community, on the 
accreditation of systems engineering degree programmes, and on the 
establishment of an international competency model for systems engi
neering. It continues to drive the growth of the certification programme, 
not simply in terms of scale, but into new countries and new domains. 
It is driving a new relationship between INCOSE and PMI, the Project 
Management Institute, in which our joint focus is the delivery of benefits 
to development programmes which neither of us can do alone.

Our mission directs INCOSE and all its members to make a difference: 
to seek out better practices, to share what we know and improve what 
we do. Nowhere does it demand an ability to create or process meaning
less paperwork. We must all strive to ensure that future generations of 
systems engineers would not understand the cartoon in my office. 

President’s Corner continued from page 3

On-site systems development training program - Courses and training programs developed 
Systems engineering consulting services - Enterprise process re-engineering support

Systems Management 
Systems Requirements 
Systems Synthesis 
Systems Verification

NEW	 Universal Architecture Description Framework (UADF)
A proven, affordable systems development certificate program as well as single courses available at 
your facility or on line.

Program content mapped to INCOSE certification program documentation and published textbooks.

The program can be tailored to support your existing process definition and use your product line as 
the workshop basis.

Check web site for course outlines and contact us for any other information you need including 
arranging for courses.

Available Anywhere On Earth!

Contact: Jeffrey O. Grady  ESEP Web: www.jogse.com

Phone: 858.458.0121 Email: jgrady@ucsd.edu or jeff@jogse.com

FOUNDATION

Consider a gift to the James E. Long Memorial Fund,  
established with an initial gift from the Washington (DC) 

Metropolitan Area Chapter of INCOSE.
You make the difference—we make it easy for you to give.

 Honor the past and support the future.

Contact Holly Witte, Foundation Managing Director, 
for more information: holly.witte@incose.org

Have you remembered the Foundation in your will? Many companies match gifts. Please ask your company to match your gift to the INCOSE Foundation.
We accept all major credit cards.
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Architecting the Future Enterprise - June 13-14
Donna H. Rhodes, Deborah J. Nightingale

Axiomatic Design for Complex Systems - June 27-29
Sang-Gook Kim, Taesik Lee  

Epoch-Based Thinking: Anticipating System and 
Enterprise Strategies for Dynamic Futures 
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Donna H. Rhodes, Adam Ross
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Earll M. Murman, Annalisa Weigel

Systems Engineering, Architecture, and Lifecycle Design 
- July 25-29
Edward Crawley, Dov Dori

Product Platform and Product Family Design: From 
Strategy to Implementation - August 1-4
Olivier de Weck, Timothy W. Simpson

Managing Complex Projects - July 25-28
Olivier de Weck

Value-Driven Tradespace Exploration for System Design 
- June 6-8
Donna H. Rhodes, Adam Ross

Register for a 2–5 day intensive course and gain critical knowledge to help advance your career and impact 
your company’s success. Courses are offered on topics covering Biopharma, Computing / Networks / 
Communications, Data Modeling & Analysis, High-Speed Imaging, Leadership, Lean Enterprise, Mechanical 
Design & Engineering, Nanotechnology, Supply Chain, Systems Engineering, Technology / Organizations and 
other topics of vital interest to today's engineers and scientists.

2011 Systems Engineering & Lean Enterprise Short Courses

For applications and additional information, visit: http://shortprograms.mit.edu/systems

SAVE 10% when you register and pay fees by April 15 using code MITPE-02
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Promote INCOSE
To obtain materials to 
p r o m o t e  I N C O S E  i n 
the workplace and at 
events, such as regional 
conferences and chapter 
meet ings, contact the 
INCOSE Administrative 
Office:

info@incose.com 
+1 858 541-1725, or access 

the INCOSE website at  
www.incose.org.

7670 Opportunity Road 
Suite 220 

San Diego, CA 92111-2222

We supply INCOSE table 
signs, promotional items, and 

informational materials.
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For the past two decades INCOSE has been managing its 
knowledge assets through the products created by the 
various individual working groups, through proceedings 

from the INCOSEsponsored symposia, and from documented 
events held by INCOSE chapters. The workinggroup products, 
such as the Systems Engineering Tools website, the Measurement 
Primer, the Requirements Engineering Guide for All (REGAL), 
and the Systems Engineering Handbook, have been and will 
continue to be of great value to the INCOSE membership. They 
have grown up as independent products, and will continue to 
evolve through the hard work of their dedicated workinggroup 
contributors. The challenge even in today’s environment is that 
there is little crosscommunication and idea sharing, especially 
as reflected in the creation process for the Systems Engineering 
Handbook. For instance, the idea was advanced in 2007 to use 
a wiki version of the handbook, and a SEHv3 wiki was created 
and put on INCOSE Connect. It got very little attention, however, 
and almost no use. As a result the handbook — while a good and 
useful publication — remains the work of a few individuals, rather 
than benefiting from the collective intelligence of the broader 
membership. Our INCOSE publications — INSIGHT and the journal 
Systems Engineering—have helped spread our ideas throughout the 
systems engineering community, but this is still a “linear process” 
with little crosscommunication.

In 2008 Dick Kitterman, INCOSE’s technical director, and 
Regina Griego, deputy director, focused on the fragmented 
approach to knowledge capture and communication within our 
organization, created a vision of a working group that would 
encompass all INCOSE knowledge management. The goal is to 
bring us out of our nineteenthcentury communication processes, 
and to take advantage of interactive tools that will foster 
organizationwide synergistic interaction involving all interested 
INCOSE members. While the vision is clear, the path to achieve 
these goals is still evolving. This special theme section of INSIGHT 
is dedicated to engaging the entire INCOSE membership in seeking 

SPECIAL 
FEATURE that path and progressing down it toward our goal of better 

knowledge management.
In July 2010 at the International Symposium in Chicago the 

participants in the knowledgemanagement panel session explored 
possible ways of meeting this challenge. The 110 people in the audi
ence were very interested and involved. In the interest of broad
ening the discussion beyond that group of people, the first seven 
articles in this theme section of INSIGHT are based on the presenta
tions made by the symposium panelists:

1. The Future of Knowledge Management. A short statement 
of the panelists’ interests and focus is provided here, as 
elaborated in the papers that follow.

2. Summary Statement on the Future of Knowledge Management 
in INCOSE. Provided by the cochairs of the KMWG, Kevin 
Forsberg and Garry Roedler, this short article highlights the 
12 areas of focus of the working group. We are glad that over 
20 people expressed interest in becoming involved, so we 
have confidence that most of these issues will be addressed in 
the coming year. More volunteers are always welcome.

3. Knowledge Management and the INCOSE Knowledge Manage
ment Working Group. Garry Roedler, cochair of the KMWG, 
emphasizes the vision of our working group, and an approach 
to enabling the INCOSE vision for knowledge management.

4. The Stakeholders in INCOSE’s Knowledge Enterprise. Regina 
Griego is passionate about the need to create a robust 
stakeholder analysis before beginning any project, and 
the startup of the KMWG is no exception. This stakeholder 
analysis is a work in progress. Dorothy McKinney, INCOSE 
Fellow, has agreed to lead a team within the KMWG focusing 
on next step in the stakeholder effort.

5. Sharing Systems Engineering Knowledge: INCOSE as an 
UltraLargeScale System. Hillary Sillitto, an INCOSE Fellow 
from Thales Corporation in the UK, provides insights into one 
of the key challenges of knowledge sharing: vocabulary and 
communication.

Introduction to This Special Feature on Knowledge Management
Kevin Forsberg, theme editor, kevin.forsberg@incose.org
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6. Systems Engineering as Knowledge Exchange. Jack Ring, INCOSE Fellow, 
presents a challenging view: “Excellence in systems engineering depends 
on three distinct kinds of knowledge management: the enabling kind, the 
discovery kind, and the service kind.” He concludes with the challenge for 
INCOSE to consider adopting a serviceoriented vision.

7. Creating an Environment for Knowledge Sharing: Corporate Knowledge 
Sharing at Rockwell Collins. Ray Jorgensen, a leader in knowledge 
management at Rockwell Collins, presents his vision of knowledge 
management “linking people to people and people to information.”

In addition to the papers presented at the 2010 International Symposium we 
have three papers contributed especially for this issue. The first (no. 8 below) is an 
interesting contribution from two authors from Germany. The second (no. 9) is a 
description of the knowledgemanagement process within MITRE, which may well 
provide a model for INCOSE to consider. The final paper is a vital one describing the 
approach to documenting key elements of the BKCASE project. This project is about 
half finished, and the end product will become a joint responsibility of INCOSE and 
IEEE in late 2012.

8. Systematic Knowledge Transfer: Individual Roadmaps based on Knowledge 
Correlations. Maik Maurer and Heiner Kesper, who are from the firm 
TESEON, near Munich, Germany, discuss the challenging problem of 
capability and knowledge loss when employees migrate to another firm. 
They detail steps that have proven to be effective in mitigating the loss.

9. Knowledge Management as an Enabler for Systems Engineering at the 
MITRE Corporation. Rae Anderson, George Rebovich, and Marcie Zaharee 
(all from MITRE) outline key factors to MITRE’s successful approach 
to knowledge management, which focuses on how its people, culture, 
processes, and technology enable and enhance its systems engineering 
practice. This paper contains a road map that could revolutionize the 
knowledgemanagement approach within INCOSE.

10. Managing the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge. Alice Squires, 
Nicole Hutchison, and Art Pyster of Stevens Institute of Technology, and 
Dave Olwell of the US Naval Postgraduate School, highlight the goals of the 
BKCASE effort, which will be of major importance to INCOSE. When Stevens 
and the Naval Postgraduate School complete the final release of BKCASE 
version 1.0 (scheduled for September 2012), they will transfer copyright 
ownership and program management of the product to be jointly managed 
by INCOSE and IEEE Computer Society.

These articles provide exciting new perspectives and ideas for how INCOSE can 
improve its knowledge management. We hope you enjoy reading this special fea
ture, and we hope that the knowledge we are sharing here will accelerate a process 
of dialogue and knowledge sharing within INCOSE. 

Article Author Affiliation

1, 2, 3 Kevin Forsberg, INCOSE Fellow, ESEP Center for Systems Management, USA

1, 2, 3 Garry Roedler, INCOSE Founder, ESEP Lockheed Martin, USA

4 Regina Griego, INCOSE Technical Director (2010) US Department of Energy, USA

5 Hillary Sillitto, INCOSE Fellow, ESEP Thales, UK 

6 Jack Ring, INCOSE Fellow Educe LLC, USA

7 Raymond Jorgensen Rockwell Collins, USA

8 Maik Maurer and Heiner Kesper TESEON, Germany

9 Rae Anderson, George Rebovich, and
Marcie Zaharee

MITRE, USA

10 Art Pyster, INCOSE Fellow
David Orwell
Alice Squires

Stevens Institute of Technology, USA
Naval Postgraduate School, USA
Stevens Institute of Technology, USA

The Future of Knowledge Management
Kevin Forsberg, kevin.forsberg@incose.org

he first part of this theme section is based on the panel session on “The Future 
of Knowledge Management” held 13 July 2010 at the International Symposium 
in Chicago. About 110 people attended the session, and there was great interest 

in the topic. The audience was attentive, and many said it was one of the most useful 
panels they have attended. Even better, there was significant interest in participating 
in the Knowledge Management Working Group (KMWG), and about 20 people signed 
up to actively participate. The panel brought together six experts in the topic who 
are all active in INCOSE projects. Their presentations have been expanded into the 
articles that follow, so only a few highlights are included here.

n Panel chair:
Regina Griego, director of INCOSE Technical Operations (United States 

Department of Energy)
n Panelists (in order of presentation):

Garry Roedler, INCOSE Founder, ESEP; cochair, KMWG; cochair CAB 
(Lockheed Martin)

Kevin Forsberg, INCOSE Fellow and Pioneer, ESEP; cochair, KMWG 
(Center for Systems Management)

T
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Hillary Sillitto, INCOSE Fellow, ESEP; president, UK chapter (2006–08) 
(UK division, Thales)

Jack Ring, INCOSE Fellow (Educe LLC)
Ray Jorgensen, INCOSE Heartland chapter (former chapter president) 

(Rockwell Collins)

Regina Griego introduced the panel, and emphasized the importance of the 
topic to the successful future of INCOSE. Regina is a believer in using sound sys
tems engineering principles even for internal INCOSE projects. So she mentioned 
the need to evolve the concept of operations (CONOPS) for knowledge management, 
which was started in 2008, but has been dormant while the BKCASE project got 
underway. The CONOPS was revived at this symposium and is the focus of one of 
the KMWG teams formed after the panel session.1

In the panel discussion there were four presentations, with Forsberg and 
Roedler sharing one presentation, since they are cochairs of the Knowledge Man
agement Working Group. In an accompanying article in this issue the objectives of 
the KMWG are spelled out, as well as the relationship of the KMWG to the BKCASE 
project that is led by Art Pyster.

Garry Roedler discussed the need to improve our knowledge management and 
sharing. He said INCOSE needs to increase its work both within and beyond its 
boundaries. We must leverage evolving mechanisms for management and distribu
tion of knowledge. This requires leaving our previous comfort zone for document
ing, disseminating, evolving, and maintaining the information. We can no longer 
afford to rely on slowtochange documentation approaches. Often our current ways 
of operating are driven by antiquated financial models for selling products. INCOSE 
and the systems engineering community need to learn to use the current and evolv
ing communication technologies to springboard this effort. There is a strong need 
for more dynamic resources that leverage the whole systems engineering commu
nity.

Kevin Forsberg discussed the possibility of using a monitored wiki to host the 
INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook; this would allow INCOSE members world
wide to actively participate in the creation of updates and hopefully develop new 
topic areas. The role model is Linux, an opensource operating system that many 
claim is more robust than other comparable commercial operating systems. The 
development of Linux is one of the most prominent examples of free and opensource 
software collaboration; typically all the underlying source code can be used, freely 
modified, and redistributed, both commercially and noncommercially, by anyone 

1. BKCASE is the Body of Knowledge and Curriculum to Advance Systems Engineering. The BKCASE proj
ect is led by a university partnership between the Stevens Institute of Technology and the Naval Postgraduate 
School. The project’s scope is to define a Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK) and use the SEBoK 
to develop Graduate Reference Curriculum for Systems Engineering (GRCSE).

under licenses such as the GNU General Public License. The Free Software Founda
tion suggests that to understand this concept, one should “think of free as in free 
speech, not as in free beer” (from their website at http://www.gnu.org/).

Since anyone can add new features to the product, however, it could easily spin 
out of control. The reason the proposed project would work is that there would be 
a small group that reviews all proposed changes, additions, and updates: they 
would ensure that good ideas were accepted, but also maintain tight control of the 
core product. Thus we propose a moderated wiki, which will hopefully ensure that 
the Systems Engineering Handbook grows in content and value, but with appropri
ate control. The intent is also to encourage systems engineers in areas outside the 
scope of current INCOSE membership to participate in handbook (or knowledge 
development), leading us in new directions.

In the context of the wiki discussion someone asked about the need to keep the 
handbook content unchanged in order to support the CSEP exam. Forsberg said 
that certification does not drive knowledge management. On the other hand, the 
certification exam must evolve as our systems engineering knowledge grows and is 
refined. The challenge is to keep the certification exam stable enough so applicants 
have a knowledge framework against which to study; but the exam must be “agile” 
enough to evolve with the handbook and beyond the confines of the handbook 
when appropriate.

Hillary Sillitto said that each system development project is unique. Each has
•	a unique purpose—to achieve some set of benefits envisaged by a complex set of 

stakeholders often with disparate cultures and agendas,
•	a unique starting point, usually characterized by high levels of uncertainty, and
•	a unique trajectory, determined by the order in which critical decisions are 

taken, agreements made, resources engaged, relationships established and 
knowledge and understanding acquired, shared, and used.

Sillitto emphasized in his summary that the opportunity exists for INCOSE to 
provide a learning environment in which systems engineering knowledge can 
influence and benefit a much wider range of people, communities, and enterprises 
than it does at the moment.

In order to ensure that knowledge diffuses quickly enough for the activity to be 
useful, it seems inevitable that such a learning environment would need to be open 
source. There are important questions about governance arrangements and “par
ticipation rules” for such an endeavor. There is a plethora of issues concerning the 
takeup and effectiveness of collaborative socialnetworking systems: some of them 
work, some of them don’t, and how to make sure they produce intended benefits 
still seems to be a matter for research. So success is not assured.
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Jack Ring observed that our focus should be on knowledge production and 
utilization. He cited Herzberg’s six levels of growth in developing character:

1. Knowing more
2. Understanding more
3. Creativity: A qualitative leap of insight
4. Effectiveness in ambiguity
5. Individuation: Some unique talent that sets you apart
6. Real growth: The ability to pursue character accomplishments and selfrespect 

separate and distinct from personality adjustment for status and security

Ring said dialogue with others can help in the first three of these levels. The last 
three come from selfdiscovery.

Ray Jorgensen discussed “Knowledge Management: Linking People to People 
and People to Information.” This is the definition of knowledge management that is 
applied at Rockwell Collins, providing a vision for their corporate knowledgeman
agement strategies. Jorgensen said, “Like other large organizations, we struggle 
with how to transfer knowledge from those who have knowledge to those who need 
knowledge, which becomes an ever greater struggle as the corporation becomes 
more global in operation.” A 2006 study by the American Productivity and Quality 
Center (O’Dell 2006) revealed three major focus areas that corporations were inves
tigating to improve their knowledge management capabilities:
•	Increasing	collaboration
•	Transferring	best	practices
•	Building	better	communities	of	practice

Jorgensen’s paper describes a means to share knowledge of a systems engineering 
process and best practices. Creating an environment of knowledge sharing like the 
one modeled in this paper would enable the expression of competing theories, ideas, 
and diverse opinions; it would also allow for productive collisions to occur, which 
ultimately result in improvements to our collective knowledge. Similar concepts may 
be applied to our systems engineering knowledge of products (requirements, design, 
test, etc.); knowledge sharing of product definition, on the other hand, remains 
beyond the scope of this position paper, but is a promising area for further research.

To our readers, please help us advance INCOSE’s value to our profession by par
ticipating actively in the Knowledge Management Working Group. An openaccess 
KMWG site will be established on the INCOSE home page this year to facilitate this 
process. 

References
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Summary Statement on the Future of 
Knowledge Management in INCOSE
Kevin Forsberg and Garry Roedler, cochairs of the Knowledge Management Working Group

he knowledgemanagement activity within INCOSE is not an academic 
exercise to provide theoretical bounds on the “body of systems engineering 
knowledge.” Rather it is focused on providing resources with insight and 

guidance for the systems engineering practitioner who faces daily challenges on 
active projects with reallife constraints of achieving technical excellence within 
schedule and cost bounds.

Every day one can read of projects in trouble because of issues traceable to 
failed systems engineering. As Jared Diamond said, “One cannot just focus on the 
key to success in projects, but one must also avoid the thousands of individual 
causes of failure.” The Corona project, the first successful United States satellite 
program in the 1950s, suffered 12 successive launch failures. After correcting 
the problems that led to these painful mistakes, the program went on to achieve 
an enviable record of 99% successful missions over hundreds of launches. The 
unfortunate reality in the twentyfirst century is that we are relearning the les
sons learned in the Corona era, as witnessed in the multibilliondollar failure 
and cancellation of the Future Imagery Architecture program in 2007. New chal
lenges were faced and solved, but old failure sources — some dating back to the 
1960s — were unfortunately recreated.

Our challenge is to present systems engineering knowledge in such a way 
that it is of interest to and accessible by people in all engineering fields and all 
business sectors. People from a wide range of industries such as pharmaceuti
cals, biomedical systems, and software development at companies such as Visa, 
MasterCard, and Google have all expressed interest in systems engineering. 
Unfortunately, many organizations have misperceptions about systems engineer
ing being a very onerous set of activities that require a lot of investment only to 
be practiced on large programs, like those sponsored by government agencies. 
These misperceptions are obstacles to creative knowledge exchange, and need to 
be addressed.

One of the responsibilities of the Knowledge Management Working Group has 
been to maintain and update the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook. It is one 
of three components of the certification process currently in place (the other com
ponents are education and handson experience that is verified by references). 
The Systems Engineering Handbook is the basis for the ASEP and CSEP exams, 
but it must be made clear: certification does not drive systems engineering 
knowledge; rather, the certification exam must evolve as our systems engineering 

T
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knowledge grows, evolves, and is refined. The challenge is to keep the certifica
tion exam stable enough so applicants have a knowledge framework against which 
to study; but the exam must be “agile” enough to evolve with the handbook and 
beyond the confines of the handbook when appropriate.

The goal of the Knowledge Management Working Group (KMWG) is to determine 
how INCOSE’s technical knowledgemanagement needs are currently being met, 
and what the new state or states should be. The current focus of the working group 
is as follows:

1. Identifying all areas of INCOSE’s technicalknowledge needs, assets, and 
their management relevant to INCOSE membership and the discipline 
of systems engineering in general. Administrative and organizational 
knowledgemanagement needs such as membership support, accounting, or 
website maintenance are excluded.

2. Identifying of INCOSE technicalknowledge sources and stakeholders, 
whether internal or external to INCOSE. The Knowledge Management Charter 
and Concept of Operations (CONOPS) documents will be available online on 
the public INCOSE website before the International Symposium in Denver in 
June 2011.

3. Creating a “living” Systems Engineering Handbook, potentially as a moderated 
wiki. The current approach to maintaining the handbook is as a traditional 
document with updates spaced out over long periods of time. As can be seen 
in the table at the end of this article, we have had eight versions of the Systems 
Engineering Handbook in the past sixteen years. Although this creates a stable 
base, it does not allow for easily and quickly capturing advances and new 
information that could be valuable to practicing systems engineers. As Jack 
Ring states in his article in this edition of INSIGHT, we need updates in a year or 
less to support the advances in knowledge. A moderated wiki would allow the 
necessary control to be maintained while allowing for a wider set of contribu
tors to submit new information and improvements in a more dynamic manner. 
The KMWG is currently working with the Corporate Advisory Board on a proto
typing effort to explore and understand working with our INCOSE knowledge 
assets in more interactive and accessible environments, such as wikis.

4. Supporting the INCOSEsponsored submission of the Systems Engineering 
Handbook version 3.2 (SEHv3.2) as a technical report with the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical 

Commission (IEC). This process began in the fall of 2008 with version 3.1 
when INCOSE submitted the handbook to the relevant ISO/IEC working 
group (namely, ISO and IEC’s Joint Technical Committee 1, Subcommittee 7, 
Working Group 20). This is the same working group that sponsored the IEEE 
SwEBOK (Software Engineering Body of Knowledge) as an ISO/IEC technical 
report, which is jointly owned by ISO, IEC, and IEEE. The SEHv3.1 was based 
on ISO/IEC 15288 (2002), but it was rejected, with the request to update 
to ISO/IEC 15288 (2008). This led INCOSE to create the updated INCOSE 
SEHv3.2, which it released in February 2010.

SEHv3.2 completed the ISO/IEC review process in November 2010 with the 
updated manuscript (minor editorial changes were identified in the review 
process) to be submitted in February 2011. The final document will be ISO/IEC 
Technical Report 16337. (The INCOSE version, incorporating the minor edito
rial corrections, is designated SEHv3.2.1, dated January 2011.) The advantage 
of the acceptance by ISO/IEC is that the handbook will reach a much broader 
audience than it has through INCOSE alone, since it will become available to 
the 78 member nations of the ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee 1. The chal
lenge is the slow rate of change through the ISO/IEC framework, and the need 
to develop access to a more dynamic versioning process.

5. Developing the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge. The systems 
engineering community has long been lacking a comprehensive guide 
to the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge that can evolve over time. 
INCOSE’s early attempts (G2SEBoK and IPAL) did not achieve their objectives. 
However a significant new effort, BKCASE, has the potential to fulfill this 
need. The project has international participation and support from multiple 
organizations (INCOSE, IEEE, and ACM among others).

The BKCASE Project, under the joint leadership of Art Pyster at Stevens 
Institute of Technology and Dave Olwell at the US Naval Postgraduate School, 
is a significant threeyear program initiated in the fall of 2009. BKCASE (pro
nounced “bookcase”) is the acronym for the Body of Knowledge and Curricu
lum to Advance Systems Engineering. The project scope for Stevens Institute 
and the Naval Post Graduate School is to define a Systems Engineering Body of 
Knowledge (SEBoK) and use the SEBoK to develop a Graduate Reference Cur
riculum for Systems Engineering (GRCSE, pronounced “Gracie”). For INCOSE 
the BKCASE project holds great promise, with the final product (BKCASEv1.0) 
due to be completed in the fall of 2012. This document certainly will heav
ily influence the next generation (version 4.0) of the Systems Engineering 
Handbook, and if appropriate, may in fact replace the SEHv4.0 (a decision to 
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be made in the fall of 2012). At present the BKCASE team has over 50 authors 
and 118 reviewers worldwide; many are members of INCOSE. The final form of 
BKCASE has not yet been determined, and it may well include multiple links 
to online sources, it may be in a wiki form, or it may be a virtual document 
itself. We will be open to suggestions from all interested parties.

Upon release of BKCASE 1.0, Stevens Institute of Technology and the Naval 
Postgraduate School will turn over the document and its future evolution to 
joint management by INCOSE and IEEE. Details will evolve over the next two 
years. As cochairs of the KMWG, we are contributing authors and members 
of the BKCASE team. Forsberg is part of the sixperson team (two each from 
BKCASE, INCOSE, and IEEE) who will work out the administration of the 
BKCASE 1.0 and its evolution.

6. Creating a searchable systems engineering database. For full impact this 
needs to be developed through a collaborative approach that cuts across the 
key technical organizations (in both commercial and government spheres) 
related to systems engineering to allow “onestop shopping” for information 
via proceedings, journals, articles, guides, competency models, and other 
assets. This database must be international in scope, and BKCASE is a major 
step in that direction.

7. Developing a systems engineering competency model. A common reference 
systems engineering competency model is needed across industry to help 
drive the future development and assessment of systems engineers. There 
are several efforts in process, including the INCOSE UK chapter, and US 
organizations such as NDIA. INCOSE should try to influence collaboration 
towards a single model that meets the various needs across industry, 
including the nongovernment commercial sector.

8. Establishing interactive information sharing. To more fully harness tacit 
knowledge, we need to establish appropriate communication mechanisms 
to address various dynamic information needs—mechanisms that connect 
people with questions to people with answers based on experience. These 
mechanisms include the things mentioned above, such as discussion forums, 
communities of practice or expertise, collaborative technologies, video 
information exchange, and directories of knowledge brokers and experts.

9. Developing a comprehensive dictionary tailored to the needs of systems 
engineers and project teams. Several dictionaries exist already, including the 

one created by the ISO/IEC Working Group 22 (under the same Joint Technical 
Committee 1, Subcommittee 7 as Working Group 20). The challenge is that 
the existing documents capture multiple definitions without attempting to 
put a coherent structure to the definitions. The online SEVOCAB 1 resource is 
the product of the Working Group 22, and many people find it quite useful. 
The definitions all come from the many ISO/IEC standards, but unfortunately 
some of these conflict with use in the systems engineering environment.

10. Establishing, in cooperation with the other INCOSE working groups, the 
means to effectively manage and disseminate INCOSE’s technical knowledge 
assets from creation through disposal. The KMWG will explore the 
appropriate balance of printed documents (such as the Systems Engineering 
Handbook) and online products such as the Systems Engineering Handbook 
wiki site and the INCOSE Measurement Guide wiki site.

11. Examining the shortcomings of previous INCOSE knowledgemanagement 
efforts (G2SEBoK, IPAL, and the various editions of the Systems Engineering 
Handbook) and define a way to avoid them.

12. Exploring and proposing a new interactive, searchable, and integrated 
approach for INCOSE to share the full breadth and depth of its knowledge 
assets. This medium would need to allow users to easily find the information 
they need at the time they need it. Ultimately, it would start to move us away 
from a lineardocument mindset and connect information from across the 
knowledge base in a way that support the query at hand. This includes the 
investigation of wikis, both moderated wikis for baselinecontrolled items 
and fully open wikis for working on new assets, revisions, and the capture 
of tacit knowledge from the community.

In a joint effort between the Corporate Advisory Board, KMWG, and the 
Measurement Working Group, we have commenced a prototyping project 
to show a path forward for meeting this objective. This project will focus 
on tying together the measurement assets from INCOSE and collaborative 
organizations in a way that is searchable and integrated. This project is 
working closely with efforts to upgrade INCOSE’s information technology as 
a pathfinder for our infrastructure needs.

For those interested in participating in the Knowledge Management Working 

1. SEVOCAB stands for Systems and Software Engineering Vocabulary. It is a collaborative project between 
ISO/IEC, the IEEE Computer Society, and the Project Management Institute.
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Table 1. History of Systems Engineering Handbook releases

Revision Revision Date Change Description & Rationale

Original Jun 1994 Original by INCOSE Members from several companies; Heavy US 
DoD bias.

1.0 May 1999 Revision approved to update and broaden coverage of SE process; 
broad participation of INCOSE members as authors.

2.0 Apr 2002 Revision approved to expand on several topics, such as functional 
analysis; included new copyright approval. This version was the 
basis for the first CSEP exam.

2.0a Jun 2004 Reduced page count of SEHv2 by 25% based on complaints from 
users and CSEP candidates about the uneven treatment of topics 
and excessively long sections on some areas (like the 70 pages on 
functional analysis). It still had a heavy US DoD bias.

3.0 Mar 2006 First version to be based on ISO/IEC 15288 (2002) the intent was 
to move away from the US DoD emphasis. This was to be a small 
written document.

3.1 Aug 2007 Added detail that was not previously published. This is the version 
that was submitted to ISO/IEC for consideration as an ISO/IEC 
Technical Report.

3.2 Feb 2010 Updated version based on ISO/IEC 15288 (2008) resubmitted to 
ISO/IEC for consideration as an ISO/IEC Technical Report.

3.2.1  Jan 2011 Minor changes to SEHv3.2; no impact to CSEP exam. Clarified 
definitional material, architectural frameworks, concept of 
operations references, and risk references. Editorial corrections 
based on ISO/IEC review. To be available as ISO TR 16337 (available 
mid-2011).

Group, please contact INCOSE Central. We plan to have monthly teleconfer
ences, and the next facetoface meeting is at the International Symposium (18 
June–22 June 2011) in Denver, Colorado (US). Please visit the KMWG link on the 
INCOSE website, or contact us. 

Knowledge Management and the INCOSE 
Knowledge Management Working Group
Kevin Forsberg and Garry Roedler, cochairs of the Knowledge Management Working Group

What is knowledge management?

Knowledge management includes the identification, capture, creation, 
representation, dissemination, and exchange of knowledge across targeted 
groups of stakeholders.

The knowledge includes both explicit knowledge (conscious realization of the 
knowledge, often documented and easily communicated) and tacit knowledge 
(internalized in an individual without conscious realization) and can come from 
either individuals (through experience) or organizations (through processes, 
practices, and lessons learned).

INCOSE’s Vision for Knowledge Management
INCOSE strives to provide a rich set of systems engineering information to its 

members, providing the right information at the right time in a way that is useful for 
all who use INCOSE’s services or resources. The vision is for INCOSE to be regarded 
as the firstchoice, authoritative source for systems engineering information. The 
vision includes the following objectives:
•	Ensure effective, onestop search for information across the INCOSE community.
•	Offer comprehensive, quick access to information that is meaningful to the user.
•	Provide a quick guide to the types of information resources available.
•	Provide integrated linkages between related reference information.

As the planned INCOSE infrastructure upgrades take place, this vision and set of 
objectives will guide the evolution.

Identification
Capture
Creation
Representation
Dissemination
Exchange
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INCOSE’s Motivations in Knowledge Management
INCOSE needs to understand and prioritize the knowledge needs of its stake

holders and build the framework, assets, and infrastructure to support the knowl
edge management for those needs. INCOSE members have made it clear that they 
need to find information more easily, including related information. Knowledge 
management can help
•	facilitate information sharing across organizations,
•	reduce redundant work that results from not having the information needed at 

the right time,
•	avoid “reinventing the wheel,”
•	facilitate training, focusing on best practices, and
•	capture knowledge that would “go out the door” with retirements and attrition.

The last item in this list is a major concern as we are beginning to see a negative 
slope in the supply of systems engineers. As the percentage of experienced systems 
engineers retiring is increasing, it becomes even more important to capture the tacit 
knowledge that otherwise could be lost and then make that knowledge available to 
the developing systems engineers.

As the leading technical organization for systems engineering, INCOSE needs 
to take the lead in developing an infrastructure that can be used across industry 
and academia to identify and organize the explicit systems engineering knowledge 
and to facilitate the capture and documentation of the tacit knowledge of systems 
engineering practitioners, educators, and researchers. This capability is needed 
as a complement to the work currently being supported to develop a guide to the 
Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK). The guide to the SEBoK will go a 
far way towards addressing the explicit knowledge in systems engineering, but it 
stops far short of addressing the tacit knowledge.

In order for INCOSE to continue to grow and demonstrate its leadership and 
recognition as the authoritative source for systems engineering, INCOSE needs to 
make information useful to a diverse set of users, including new systemsengi
neersintraining, active systems engineering practitioners, educators, trainers, 
researchers, and managers.

Enabling the INCOSE Knowledge Management Vision
A key to success in achieving these knowledgemanagement objectives is to 

identify and exploit the enablers for performing knowledge management. Most 
of the enablers exist and many are already in use within INCOSE, but mastering 
their use is the challenge. INCOSE needs to effectively leverage proven industry 
approaches, technologies, practices and tools in a manner that provides an 

interactive user experience. Some of the tools include the following:
•	Discussion forums
•	Repositories
•	Communities of practice and expertise
•	Decision support systems
•	Collaborative technologies
•	Video information exchange
•	Directories of knowledge brokers and experts
•	Knowledgeelicitation techniques and applications

The INCOSE Knowledge Management Working Group is determining where to 
focus efforts for future work in a more strategic and deliberate manner. This need 
has become an explicit objective of the KMWG. See the previous article in this issue 
for more discussion of the group’s charter. The concept of operations for the KMWG 
is still evolving. However, stakeholder identification is one of the most key aspects 
of the concept. Regina Griego identifies and discusses these stakeholders in a 
separate article in this issue. 
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s the largest international organization for professionals 
in systems engineering, INCOSE is in a unique position 
to identify, capture, create, represent, disseminate, 

and exchange systems engineering knowledge. It is the only 
certification body for systems engineering professionals. 
Delivering a canonical reference on systems engineering 
knowledge, currently in the form of the Systems Engineering 
Handbook, is necessary to continue in this preeminent role. 
However, we have to improve the creation and update process to 
broaden the handbook’s technical scope, expand its international 
character, and change its delivery to ensure currency and acces
sibility to all members. In order to improve INCOSE’s capabilities 
as a systems engineering knowledge broker, we must better 
understand our stakeholder community.

INCOSE’s Systems Engineering Knowledge
INCOSE has produced several resources that represent its 

members’ systems engineering knowledge:
•	Key systems engineering assets that have been released as 

INCOSE technical products, such as the Systems Engineering 
Handbook, various guides, primers, tools, informational data
bases, and the INCOSE Systems Engineering Vision 2020

•	Workinggroup products that represent the efforts of the 40 
INCOSE working groups

•	Publications including papers from the International 
Symposium, INSIGHT magazine, and the journal Systems 
Engineering

•	Information sources, which are accessible primarily electroni
cally such as the modelbased systems engineering wiki, and 
represent a collection of knowledge assets

INCOSE’s systems engineering knowledge has grown 
organically through contributions of its many stakeholders and 
through work with collaborative partners. The mission has been to 
provide the membership with technical information of value that 

will enhance their knowledge and serve their professional needs. 
In turn, this should help to retain and attract more members as 
well as advance the state of the practice of systems engineering. 
However, the authoring, adjudicating, endorsing, managing, and 
deploying of this knowledge is fragmented at present. It is not 
clear that all the volunteer effort has the appropriate multiplier 
effect based on all the supporting elements that are required. 
Additionally, the process for authoring products should as a 
rule be more deliberate and planned, especially for our flagship 
products.

An example of an INCOSE systems engineering knowledge 
asset is the Systems Engineering Handbook. The INCOSE San 
Francisco Chapter developed the INCOSE Systems Engineering 
Handbook version 2; it was well received as a systems engineer
ing knowledge reference and created an opportunity for INCOSE. 
As a single item, the handbook was relatively easy to control and 
publish. It was authored by a subset of the membership with 
a particular viewpoint and the review was somewhat ad hoc. 
Once it became an established INCOSE product, the commercial 
and global members of INCOSE advocated that it should to meet 
the needs of a larger constituency and multiple viewpoints. To 
broaden its perspective the INCOSE Board of Directors decided to 
base the next update on the international standard ISO/IEC 15288 
(2002). Moreover, instead of creating a single allencompassing ref
erence that would be of considerable length, costly, and difficult to 
update and manage, version 3 of the Systems Engineering Hand-
book would contain the fundamentals of systems engineering. The 
team set a goal for the page limit, with the anticipation of indepth 
treatment online in other systems engineering knowledge assets. 
Those indepth treatment assets never fully came to fruition, 
necessitating two printed revisions: version 3.1, which had mul
tiple appendices, and version 3.2, which integrated the multiple 
appendices into the main text and updated the document to align 
with ISO/IEC 15288 (2008). It took six years to go from version 2a to 
3.2, which created the problem of meeting stakeholder needs with 

INCOSE has the vision 

of being primarily a 

knowledge broker, and it 

works in collaboration with 

many stakeholders.

The Stakeholders in INCOSE’s Knowledge Enterprise
Regina M. Griego, regina.griego@incose.org
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Figure 1. Classes of stakeholders for INCOSE’s systems engineering knowledge
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timely content. What content takes precedence, and how should it be delivered? 
Improving INCOSE’s process for authoring, adjudicating, endorsing, managing, and 
deployment of systems engineering knowledge requires a sound, current stake
holder analysis.

Stakeholder Analysis for Systems Engineering Knowledge
INCOSE has the vision of being primarily a knowledge broker, and it works in 

collaboration with many stakeholders. There is a core of assets that are part of 
the INCOSE revenue generation and are critically tied to INCOSE mission, vision, 
and objectives; prominent among these is the Systems Engineering Handbook. A 
proposed system for INCOSE systems engineering knowledge management has the 
primary purpose to provide an architecture by which all knowledge is cataloged, 
collected, compiled, and delivered according to the needs of stakeholders.

•	INCOSE members are the primary consumers of INCOSE’s systems engineer
ing knowledge. The membership represents the key stream of revenue to the 
INCOSE. The value we provide to our membership is the key to INCOSE’s vitality 
and viability. They are clearly a part of all the other stakeholder classes, but 
their role as consumer and financer are critical. Members include regular full 
members, student members, CAB representative members, and members from 
collaborating professional societies.

•	INCOSE leaders are the primary enablers, endorsers, and procurers of systems 
engineering knowledge. They also manage finances that fund the systemsengi
neeringknowledge authoring, publishing, and IT infrastructure supply chains.

•	Certification stakeholders are consumers of INCOSE’s systemsengineering
knowledge assets. They are the stakeholders who most rely on the integrity of 
the knowledge assets, in particular the handbook or any asset that becomes the 
basis for certification. These stakeholders include the applicants, the certifi
cation leadership, the certification adjudicators, and the certification admin
istrators. The satisfaction of the certification stakeholders is the key to the 
reputation of INCOSE.

•	Accreditation stakeholders are endorsers of INCOSE knowledge; they endorse 
INCOSE based on the quality of INCOSE knowledge assets and the reputation of 
members who participate in the accreditation. Since INCOSE strives to remain 
the leading systems engineering professional organization, the reputation of 
INCOSE is tied to the quality and caliber of the knowledge produced.

•	The INCOSE authoring supply chain includes the primary providers and 
adjudicators for systems engineering knowledge. The authoring supply 
chain includes many members of INCOSE including participant groups in its 
Technical Operations and member chapters worldwide. The authoring supply 
chain also includes any organizations that INCOSE collaborates with and bro
kers joint products with.

•	The INCOSE publishing supply chain includes key enablers and distributors of 
systems engineering knowledge.

•	The INCOSE IT infrastructure supply chain includes key enablers and distrib
utors of systems engineering knowledge.

Collaborating stakeholders that enrich INCOSE’s systems engineering knowl
edge and augment its knowledge assets include the following:
•	Standards bodies are important to INCOSE’s growth. There are many stan

dards bodies that it collaborates with and contributes to. As such, there is now 
the beginning and future potential for a shared body of systems engineering 
knowledge and assets.

The primary stakeholder classes for INCOSE systems engineering knowledge 
and the assets include these:
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•	Corporate Advisory Board (CAB) enterprises are organizations with a vested 
interest in the practice of systems engineering. As such, they generate their 
own systems engineering knowledge assets, some of which they will share with 
INCOSE. They employ some INCOSE members and include many systems engi
neering practitioners, researchers, students, and instructors. They are primary 
sponsors for INCOSE events.

•	Educational enterprises are academic institutions and commercial consulting 
and training providers that author and consume systems engineering knowl
edge. Many are affiliated directly with INCOSE through the CAB enterprises. 
They are a major consumer and contributor of systems engineering knowledge.

•	Collaborating professional organizations are ones that have a community of 
interest in systems engineering. There are various agreements and arrange
ments that INCOSE has with other professional organizations, some tightly 
coupled like our agreements with established systems engineering profes
sional organizations from other countries and some more loosely coupled 
with professional organizations related to systems engineering, such as IEEE 
and AIAA. Each of these organizations has knowledge and assets that overlap 
with INCOSE’s systems engineering knowledge and assets. They are currently 
collaborating as consumers and contributors of INCOSE systems engineering 
knowledge and assets. There is opportunity for greater collaboration that is 
more systematic and mutually beneficial.

•	Tool-vendor enterprises are key enablers of systems engineering practice and 
knowledge. They are consumers and contributors of this knowledge through 
their membership as well as sponsors of events and tools to support members 
of INCOSE with which knowledge is generated. They have a stake in standard
izing, branding, and mainstreaming systems engineering knowledge. They are 
important collaborators in building a robust systems engineering knowledge
management system.

Lastly, but certainly most importantly, is the systemsengineeringknowledge 
consumer. These stakeholders can be individuals, professional societies, or 
enterprises. They come from many domains, sectors, and disciplines globally. 
Examples of domains are medical, pointofsale systems, consumer electronics, 
aerospace, defense, energy, and infrastructure. Examples of sectors include 
commercial, government, and academic. Examples of disciplines include other 
engineering specialties (electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil, industrial, 
software), business, and information systems. The systems engineering know
ledge consumer can be other professional societies or membership from those 
professional societies. They include practitioners, students, and researchers 
and could potentially be employed by employers of current members or casual 

participants of INCOSE events or chapters. The systemsengineeringknowledge 
consumer could also include potential applicants for the CSEP, including those who 
are not currently INCOSE members.

Profiles of INCOSE’s Internal Stakeholders
The systemsengineeringknowledge stakeholders internal to INCOSE are criti

cal to its vitality. These stakeholders may be in each of the categories listed above. 
As INCOSE moves forward to fully understanding its role as systems engineering 
knowledge broker, it is important that it conduct a detailed analysis for all stake
holder classes. Tables 1 to 7 provide representative stakeholder profiles for these 
INCOSE internal stakeholders.

Table 1. INCOSE members

Representative The representative member will be identified through the working groups and 
Member Board.

Description The primary consumers of INCOSE’s systems engineering knowledge. The 
membership represents the key stream of revenue to the INCOSE. The value we 
provide to our membership is the key to INCOSE vitality and viability. They are 
clearly a part of all the other stakeholder classes, but their role as consumer and 
financer are critical. Members include regular full members, student members, CAB 
representative members, and members from collaborating professional societies.

Type Members are generally not knowledgeable about the leadership hierarchy of 
INCOSE. They are interested in gaining knowledge about systems engineering 
through participation in INCOSE. They may or may not attend the International 
Symposia.

Responsibilities Members enroll as members of INCOSE.
Members maintain their information current in order to receive information about 
INCOSE.
Members have access to the INCOSE Connect collaboration site and product 
area, but must seek the information provided (it is a pull rather than a push of 
information). This information includes the two periodicals, INSIGHT and the 
journal Systems Engineering.

Success Criteria Access to information they can readily use to provide value in their career, either 
to apply the knowledge or to gain credentials for advancement. In order to apply 
knowledge they seek credible and authoritative information artifacts produced by 
INCOSE that are applicable to their jobs as systems engineers. Credentials include 
becoming a certified systems engineer, publishing, or participation in the leadership 
of INCOSE.
Perform better on the job.
Become knowledgeable enough to explain systems engineering to their managers, 
peers, and subordinates
Use the Systems Engineering Handbook and other INCOSE knowledge assets to 
market INCOSE to their managers, peers, and subordinates.
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Table 2. INCOSE leadership

Representative The INCOSE Board of Directors will be the primary stakeholder representative since 
it includes representation from the entire INCOSE leadership. Other bodies that 
will be used as representatives include the Technical Operations leadership, the 
Corporate Advisory Board, the Member Board, the Commercial Steering Board, and 
the Communications Committee (which reports to the  Board of Directors).

Description The primary enablers, endorsers, and procurers of SE knowledge.

Type These stakeholders are the primary governance body of the INCOSE. They determine 
the policies associated with creation, endorsement, and dissemination of INCOSE 
knowledge assets. The INCOSE leadership is also the stakeholder responsible for 
forming and maintaining alliances with other organizations that create knowledge 
assets, such as standards organizations.

Responsibilities Govern and manage INCOSE in a way that maintains and grows its viability as an 
international systems engineering professional organization.
Foster exchange in a global technical organization.
Advance the state of the art and practice of systems engineering.

Success Criteria Maintain and grow membership, primarily by providing value to the members, CAB 
member enterprises, and other INCOSE stakeholders.
Growing the body of knowledge in systems engineering.
Provide the professional and intellectual home for engineers who develop and 
maintain systems in all domains.
Create seamless collaboration environments.
Advance the methods, applications, and recognition of systems professionals.
Provide a gateway and network for members to find and apply solutions.
Maintain INCOSE’s financial well-being.

Table 3. Certification stakeholders

Representative The certification program office, including the Certification Advisory Group, the 
certification program manager, and the certification application reviewers

Description A consumer of INCOSE systems engineering knowledge assets.

Type These stakeholders are very knowledgeable systems engineers; they are 
knowledgeable about the systems engineering body of knowledge by which CSEPs 
are judged, i.e., the Systems Engineering Handbook.

Responsibilities They are the adjudicating body for certifying systems engineers on behalf of INCOSE.
They are responsible for managing and maintaining the CSEP program.

Success Criteria Provide a relevant, stable, and authoritative basis for INCOSE certification.
Increase the number of CSEPs.
Increase the stature and reputation of INCOSE certification.
Provide a practice reference for the CSEP examination.
Contribute to the advancement of their profession.
Contribute to the advancement of INCOSE.
Advance the interests of their employers.
Gain credentials that assist them in their professional advancement.

Table 4. Accreditation stakeholders

Representative The academic director will represent the accreditation stakeholders.

Description Endorsers of INCOSE knowledge; they endorse INCOSE based on the quality of 
INCOSE knowledge assets and the reputation of members who participate in the 
accreditation. Since INCOSE strives to remain the leading systems engineering 
professional organization, the reputation of INCOSE is tied to the quality and caliber 
of the knowledge produced.

Type These stakeholders are very knowledgeable in the discipline of systems engineering 
and the pedagogy by which to deliver the knowledge of the discipline.

Responsibilities Manage INCOSE’s participation in the ABET accreditation process.

Success Criteria The credibility of INCOSE as an accrediting body for systems engineering.

Table 5. INCOSE authoring supply chain

Representative Members that regularly contribute to INCOSE knowledge assets, including members 
who write symposia papers, INSIGHT articles, and journal articles.
Working groups that regularly create INCOSE knowledge assets. Reviewers of 
authored material contained in the review database.
Stakeholders within Technical Operations that are responsible for Technical Review 
Policy and Processes.

Description The primary providers and adjudicators for systems engineering knowledge. 

Type These stakeholders are actively practicing systems engineering within their 
respective enterprises. The reviewers are considered advanced in one or more 
elements of the discipline. 

Responsibilities Develop credible, high-quality knowledge assets for use by INCOSE stakeholders.

Success Criteria Improve the quality and quantity of knowledge assets available to INCOSE 
stakeholders.

Table 6. INCOSE publishing supply chain

Representative Symposia paper publishers (i.e., the Events Committee), INSIGHT editors and 
publishers, technical products publishers, and journal publishers.

Description Key enablers and distributors of INCOSE systems engineering knowledge assets.

Type Knowledgeable in publishing means and distribution.

Responsibilities Providing INCOSE knowledge assets in a way that members find easy to access.

Success Criteria A simplified, standard way of publishing high-quality INCOSE knowledge assets.

Table 7. INCOSE IT infrastructure supply chain

Representative The Communications Committee, in particular the communications director, as well 
as those involved in developing and administering the IT Infrastructure.

Description Key enablers and distributors of systems engineering knowledge.

Type Expert knowledge in IT and INCOSE infrastructure.

Responsibilities Administering the INCOSE IT infrastructure.

Success Criteria INCOSE members and leaders who are happy with the IT infrastructure.

» continues on next page
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Systems companies and acquisition agencies have the char
acteristics of ultralargescale systems (Sillitto 2010). Com
plex systems are developed and operated by projects that 

are enterprises in their own right, spanning multiple systems 
companies. INCOSE itself is a complex sociotechnical system 
that spans many systems companies and acquisition agencies, 
and its members are engaged in numerous project enterprises. 
Knowledge management within INCOSE has to deliver benefits in 
the context of the challenges set by this “problem situation.”

Each system development project is unique. Each has
•	a unique purpose—to achieve some set of benefits envis

aged by a complex set of stakeholders, often with disparate 
cultures and agendas;

•	a unique starting point—usually characterised by high levels 
of uncertainty; and

•	a unique trajectory—determined by the order in which critical 
decisions are taken, agreements made, resources engaged, 
relationships established, and knowledge and understanding 
acquired, shared, and used.

•	The “project enterprise” charged with delivering the project 
is also unique: a transient grouping of organisations and 
people, brought together to pursue a common purpose while 
remaining attached to their parent organisation. Moreover, 
the system may be expected to outlive the project enterprise 
that created it, possibly by many decades.

The view of systems engineering presented by current stan
dards and handbooks is largely processcentric. This provides a 
useful shared reference model and language as a starting point 
for a systems project or business. Experience shows that as teams 
internalise these models they usually rewrite them in their own 
words to suit local culture, language, and circumstances. So the 
same word may mean different things in different contexts, and 
different words are used in different domains to mean the same 
thing (figure 1).

Conclusion
INCOSE’s future is bright 

as a systems engineering 
knowledge broker. INCOSE 
participates in dozens of 
standards committees and is a 
partner in the BKCASE effort. 
As an organization we will 
determine over the next year 
our strategy for systems engi
neering knowledge and offer 
the INCOSE members and 
collaborating organizations 
a reference source of systems 
engineering knowledge. 

The Stakeholders continued

Sharing Systems Engineering Knowledge through INCOSE: 
INCOSE as an Ultra-Large-Scale System? Hillary Sillitto, hillary.sillitto@incose.org

The process models are “brittle,” in the sense that they are 
subject to a variety of poorly understood failure modes; and 
it is very difficult for a project team to establish ahead of time 
whether in adapting a systems engineering process model for its 
unique circumstances it has introduced changes that will prevent 
the process working the way it is supposed to.

How do organisations manage and share systems engi-
neering knowledge? Organisations develop adapted processes 
that they believe give them competitive advantage and there
fore become proprietary. How then to set up a project enterprise 
involving collaborative working across multiple companies and 
agencies, if each regards its process knowledge as a proprietary 
source of competitive advantage, and uses a private language 
that impedes communication with external stakeholders?

What other aspects of systems engineering knowledge 
besides process are important for system success? Is there a 
“systems approach” that is more difficult to articulate but more 
important than process? What are the science and practice that 
underpin systems engineering? How do they apply to different 
disciplines and domains, and to crossdomain integration?

How does knowledge create value? My fellow panellist at 
the Chicago International Symposium, Jack Ring, points out that 

One concept – many words

One concept

concept

concept

concept

concept

word

word

word

word

word

One word – many concepts

key issue: lack of common language

Figure 1. “Do you mean what I think you mean?”

Like cities, ULS [ultra-large-

scale] systems will not simply 

be bigger systems: they will 

be interdependent webs of 

software-intensive systems, 

people, policies, cultures, and 

economics. 

 (Northrop et al. 2006, 6)
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knowledge creates value not from its existence but from its velocity and extent of 
diffusion. Unlike money, the same knowledge can be diffused to multiple recipi
ents; and sharing can create emergent value that magnifies the benefit of the 
knowledge to all involved, as demonstrated by the opensource software communi
ty. On the other hand, even if knowledge is made available, that does not guarantee 
effective diffusion and assimilation.

The way systems engineering knowledge is presented makes it difficult for 
people to understand its relevance to them and to their situation, and to assimilate 
and exploit what is useful to them, without becoming bogged down by much that 
is not. Much published systems engineering information lacks supporting evi
dence as to its value and range of applicability. Many systems engineering meth
ods and approaches were developed in specific cultures. Methods, language, and 
behaviours that work in one regional culture don’t always transfer readily to other 
regions—or indeed to other professional cultures in the same region (for example 
from lawyers to engineers). Few other companies, particularly outside Japan, have 
fully realised the benefits of the “Toyota way.” Much knowledge is tacit—inside 
people’s heads. What does this mean for INCOSE?

INCOSE has created a shared language and understanding of systems 
engineering. As a result it is much easier to set up complex collaborative systems 
projects than it was 20 years ago. But when projects hit problems or approach 
critical decision points, participants are often banned from talking to outsiders or 
even to key project stakeholders — for example, suppliers are often banned from 
talking to customers in the runup to a tender submission. So just at the point 
when sharing would be most informative, and possibly most useful to participants 
and to society in terms of maximising system success, knowledge sharing may be 
positively blocked. An example is the troubled tram project in my own home city of 
Edinburgh (figure 2): with the project two years late and seriously over budget, the 
contractor was banned from public discussion.

The Way Forward
We need to understand what we mean by “systems engineering knowledge.” It 

has to be more than “systems engineering process assertions.” Instead, it must be 
underpinned by evidence of maturity and range of applicability. Further, it must 
extend to the underpinning science of complexity and human behaviours, and to 
the knowledge of how to assess a problem situation, any or all of which can make 
the crucial difference between success and failure in a systems enterprise.

We need to understand what purpose we seek to achieve by managing knowl
edge, and how we will know if we are being successful.

We need to understand what knowledge our individual and corporate members 
are able and willing to share, with other members as well as beyond INCOSE.

We need to understand how our knowledge complements and creates synergy 
with that of other communities, and then present it so that the added value is read
ily identified and realised.

We need to improve the language we use to make our ideas more widely 
accessible. Most successful people have the gift of explaining complex ideas in 
simple language. Much writing about systems engineering does the reverse, hiding 
simple ideas behind complex language.

We need to find ways of enabling faster knowledge sharing, and faster adapta
tion to context, within (as opposed to between) systems enterprises.

We often see inconsistent project outcomes within the same enterprise applying 
allegedly the same processes to similar classes of problem—perhaps because every 
project is unique in detail and the full range of factors that drive success or failure 
are not well understood.

We often find that teams are too busy with their own problems to spend time 
learning from other projects. Lessons learnt within one project may be out of date 
by the time the participants finish that one and start the next.

Conversely, knowledge that was gained during the development and deploy
ment of a particular system, including its design rationale and understanding of 
the problem situation it was designed to address, needs to be managed throughout 
the system’s lifecycle. This does not always happen because of discontinuities in 

Figure 2. A surge of activity on the troubled Edinburgh tram project: laying the track in Princes’ Street in 
the centre of the historic town. (Photo by Hillary Sillitto, November 2009)
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contracts and restrictions on distribution.
If INCOSE is to provide benefit to the entire systems community in the twenty

first century, we need to encourage sharing: so we need to create an environment 
and context where those who share benefit more than those who do not. Even 
making better use of existing knowledge would radically improve worldwide 
systemdelivery performance.

Goal

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Mastering Large-Scale
Complex Systems

Scope for
incremental
improvement

Boundary of
current capability

Need for
Step change?

Use existing
knowledge better?

Much to be
gained here?

Problems in “average”
projects

key issue: much to gain by getting from “average” to “best”

Figure 3. Many projects do not even make best use of existing knowledge.

INCOSE can provide a learning environment in which systems engineering 
knowledge can influence and benefit a much wider range of people, communities, 
and enterprises than it does now. In order to ensure that knowledge diffuses fast 
enough for the activity to be useful, it seems inevitable that such a learning envi
ronment would need to be opensource. There are important questions, though, 
about governance arrangements and “participation rules” for such an endeavour. 
There is also a plethora of issues concerning the takeup and effectiveness of col
laborative socialnetworking systems — some of them work, some of them don’t —
and how to make sure they produce intended benefits still seems to be a matter 
for research. What better research platform than INCOSE itself? 
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Systems Engineering as Knowledge Exchange
Jack Ring, jack.ring@incose.org

Situation

Excellence in systems engineering depends on three distinct kinds of knowl
edge management: the enabling kind, the discovery kind, and the service 
kind. The enabling kind concerns the content and accessibility of the body of 

knowledge that we exhort wouldbe systems engineering practitioners to under
stand and apply. The discovery kind concerns knowledge formulation by systems 
engineering practitioners, individually and mutually, when conducting a systems 
engineering project. The service kind concerns conveying adequate, accurate, 
and timely knowledge to those responsible for system realization, operation, and 
evolution tasks; it also involves confirming that the knowledge is understood and 
applied, and confirming that the progressive instantiation of the system of interest 
is converging on its measures of effectiveness.

Systems engineering, having been largely focused on problematic situations 
that were deterministic or, in controlsystem parlance, statedetermined, must 
increasingly cope with stochastic and nondeterministic situations, the latter typi
fied by autonomous systems and nparty competitions. The major implication of 
this for systems engineering knowledge management is that the halflife of systems 
engineering knowledge declines from approximately ten years in the statedeter
mined case to approximately one year in the stochastic case to approximately one 
tenth of a year in the nondeterministic case. The ones who learn fastest win.

The Strategy for a Whole System Modeling Capability (Ring 2009), produced 
by 15 senior systems engineering practitioners, highlighted the importance of 
generating, exchanging, and vetting knowledge. The problematic situations that 
society brings us for remediation are becoming ever larger and more intercon
nected. Further, the systems engineering workforce is beginning to decline because 
the baby boomers are retiring faster than systems engineering education programs 
are producing replacements. A rough estimate indicates that we must increase 
systems engineering productivity and innovation tenfold by 2020. The strategy for 
doing so hinges on advancements in knowledge discovery, exchange, and service.

Status
A report prepared in 2004 jointly by the INCOSE Intelligent Enterprises Working 

Group and the Central Arizona Chapter (Austin et al. 2004) highlighted the gap 
between the (then) current practice of systems engineering and the attributes of 
intelligent systems engineering. This gap continues. Currently INCOSE members and 
the larger systems engineering community are not good exemplars at producing all 
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three kinds of knowledge relevant to all three kinds of problematic situations.
Regarding the enabling kind, INCOSE is participating in the GRCSE project of 

the Systems Engineering Research Center. The SEBoK this project produces may 
supersede the Systems Engineering Handbook. However, a printed body of knowledge 
is not sufficient. Instead, we must create and sustain an ongoing busy bazaar of 
knowledge exchange.

Regarding the discovery kind, INCOSE is conducting an MBSE Initiative. The 
scope and pace of this initiative falls far short of the need for a tenfold increase in 
systems engineering productivity and innovation, particularly for stochastic and 
nondeterministic situations.

Regarding the service kind, little attention is being paid to the interoperation of 
systems engineering personnel with engineering of systems personnel, especially 
for sustained convergence on a system of interest that satisfies its measures of 
effectiveness.

Intervention
Knowledge management as we know it today is not the answer. Knowledge 

management became a popular subject two decades ago and currently involves 
thousands of people in government, industry, and academia — and yet exemplary 
solutions have not appeared. Given that systems engineering is probably the most 
complex activity in which humankind engages, we can expect that satisfying all 
three kinds of knowledge management across all systems engineering projects 
will require dramatic “out of the box” thinking and innovation. It may be helpful 
to look at the problem from a different perspective. The balance of this paper 
considers the challenge from the viewpoint of methods and systems that facilitate 
knowledge exchange and vetting.

Drucker (1998) has said that knowledge cannot be managed because knowledge 
exists only in people’s heads. Others talk about environments and infrastructures 
for knowledge exchange and vetting wherein encoded knowledge as in art, images, 
rules, patterns, and models are stacked in files or repositories. Still others foresee 
giving users access to all encoded “knowledge” whenever and wherever they need 
it. Unfortunately systems engineering practitioners seeking adequate, accurate, and 
timely information are not well served by current knowledgemanagement schemes.

Knowledge is not a resource like funding or energy. Knowledge has time value. 
Knowledge is situated. What is useful knowledge in one situation is irrelevant 
in another. The value of knowledge appears only during knowledge exchange. 
Exchange begets new knowledge. New knowledge makes current knowledge 
obsolete. Often the knowledge that matters is subject to rapid and abrupt shifts. 
Knowledge turnover is the key metric. This manifests as velocity of knowledge 
promulgation throughout a systems project. In contrast, a newly formed body of 

knowledge invites rigor mortis.
Knowledge exchange by a systems engineering workgroup includes not only 

the acquisition of new knowledge but also the recognition and remediation 
of inadequate, erroneous, and irrelevant knowledge. In both acquisition and 
remediation, mutual error detection and correction is essential throughout the 
systems engineering workgroup and with their sponsors and customers.

All three kinds of knowledge management are driven by the extent, variety, 
and ambiguity of the problematic situation. Extent signifies the sheer quantity of 
cognates involved. Variety signifies the quantity of unique cognates, both temporal 
and semiotic. Ambiguity signifies the resultant uncertainty, due to vagueness 
and cognitive overload. This means that systems practitioners must get beyond 
prescient design of deterministic systems and cope with stochastic systems and 
systems of the third kind—nondeterministic systems. This means becoming 
proficient at initializing autonomous or intelligent enterprises.

Likewise, all three kinds of knowledge management are driven by the 
competencies of the specific practitioners in a project as well as the anticipated 
competencies of the systemrealization personnel. Although systems engineering 
personnel can cope successfully with statedetermined situations by using 
traditional causal thinking, the stochastic and especially nondeterministic 
situations demand different degrees of systems engineering competencies such 
as lateral thinking, Janusian thinking, Hegelian thinking, and even recognition
primed intuition (Klein 1998).

Concept of Operations, Sketch 1
Suppose the systems engineering practitioners on a given project, after soaking 

up the (then) relevant parts of the SEBoK, turn to mutual exchange of knowledge 
among one another and with their myriad stakeholders. Then consider W. Edwards 
Deming’s warning that the system in which people are embedded enables or 
obstructs achievement of any given objective. This means that systems engineering 
practitioners must create and evolve a project system that enables them to perform 
the work of systems engineering. Such a “systemsengineering system” is marked 
by what it IS, KNOWS, and DOES. A systemsengineering system IS a set of 
practitioners working as a human activity system and equipped with sufficient 
tools. A systemsengineering system KNOWS (a) what the participants know, (b) 
the encoded knowledge in the SEBoK, (c) the knowledge encoded in the model the 
participants are evolving about the system of interest, and (d) the ongoing estimate 
of the probability of satisfying the measures of effectiveness that apply to the system 
of interest. A systemsengineering system DOES (a) establish the system ontology, (b) 
model the envisioned system of interest, and (c) converge creativity to closure (Ring 
and Wymore 2003).
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It has been said that manufacturing applies knowledge to materials to produce 
more valuable materials. Similarly, systems engineering applies knowledge to the 
problematic situation in a way that generates adequate, accurate, and timely encoded 
knowledge for those who will accomplish system realization, operation, and evolution.

An example systems engineering inproject learning environment is described 
by Ring, Buede, and Bolling (2005).

Measures of Knowledge-Exchange Effectiveness
ROKE: return on knowledge exchange. Return is determined by the exchange’s 

cycle time. Although most formulations of knowledge management speak of a 
quantity, e.g., body of knowledge, the temporal value of knowledge makes the 
velocity of knowledge exchange the key ROKE factor. A leading indicator to ROKE 
is the interpersonal style of the participants (Starkermann 2003). Interpersonal 
style determines whether participants generate the sum of participant knowledge, 
the product of participant knowledge, or a power of participant knowledge. 
Considering a systems engineering project as an intelligent enterprise, I have 
described measures of effectiveness for an infrastructure for all three kinds of 
knowledge exchange (Ring 2002).

Opportunity for the Knowledge Management Working Group
The Knowledge Management Working Group (KMWG) can serve INCOSE mem

bers by (a) acknowledging that current practices regarding the three kinds of 
knowledge management are insufficient, especially across the three kinds of prob
lematic situations for which sponsors will want intervention systems, (b) devising 
a system design and architecture for the information and decision automation that 
comprises a systems engineering environment, and (c) envisioning and fostering a 
comprehensive, responsive program of action.

The KMWG should provide guidance and oversight to the following endeavors:
•	The SEBoK effort, to ensure the SEBoK is sufficient for all INCOSE members.
•	Efforts intended to recommend or standardize systems engineering education 

(Ring and Wymore 2003), practices, and infrastructures, to ensure meaning
fulness and mutual coherence.

•	Efforts to automate systems engineering activities and decisionmaking, such 
as modelbased systems engineering.

•	The ways of serving those who will accomplish the realization, activation, and 
evolution of the system of interest.

•	The metrics for establishing how much of what kind of systems engineering is 
enough.

•	Methods such as reflection (Schon 1983) for discovering knowledge about 
oneself.

Beyond the KMWG, all INCOSE members must work together to make sure that 
the future of knowledge exchange capabilities in INCOSE are not underconceptual
ized. For instance:
•	INCOSE must acknowledge coping with problematic situations that are high in 

extent, variety, and ambiguity simultaneously in the next version of Systems 
Engineering Vision 2020.

•	INCOSE must articulate a standard of care.
•	INCOSE must include error detection and correction as a systems engineering 

practice.
•	INCOSE must support efforts not only to revitalize formal education but also 

to modernize formal education for problematic situations with high extent, 
variety, and ambiguity.

•	INCOSE must advise members regarding which methods, techniques and tools 
do or do not respond to the current challenges of extent, variety, and ambiguity.

Potential Benefits
The 7,800 members of INCOSE (and the approximately 600,000 who should 

become members) deserve three benefits:
1. The ability to produce systems models at tenfoldgreater level of productivity 

and innovation than today.
2. The capability to learn from others with nearzero latency.
3. The ability to vet all propositions, principles, and theories with respect to 

their effectiveness rather than having to conform to standards established by 
acclamation.

This indicates that INCOSE must accomplish three tasks:
1. Devise a way of characterizing our field of discourse as the field continuously 

evolves. A taxonomy is not appropriate. Current ontologies are not sufficiently 
agile because autonomous systems generate new facets of their ontology.

2. Devise a way of encouraging knowledge sources everywhere to proactively 
register and share their knowledge with respect to an INCOSE field of 
discourse.

3. Devise a way of rewarding those who share their knowledge. 
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Ring continued Creating an Environment for Knowledge Sharing: Corporate 
Knowledge Sharing at Rockwell Collins Raymond W. Jorgensen, raymond.jorgensen@incose.org

Knowledge management: Linking people to people 
and people to information.

his is the definition of knowledge management that 
we apply at Rockwell Collins, providing a vision for 
our corporate knowledgemanagement strategies. 

Like other large organizations, we struggle with how 
to transfer knowledge from those who have knowledge 
to those who need knowledge, which becomes an ever
greater struggle as the corporation becomes more global in 
operation.

A 2006 study by the American Productivity and Quality 
Center (O’Dell 2006) revealed three major focus areas 
that corporations were investigating to improve their 
knowledgemanagement capabilities:
•	Increasing collaboration
•	Transferring best practices
•	Building better communities of practice

Corporations are seeking better ways to encourage their 
employees to share their knowledge with one another. 
However, that same study showed significant barriers to be 
overcome:
•	Getting people to participate. People are reluctant to 

share their knowledge, since they perceive it to be their 
“job security.”

•	Cultural barriers to sharing. The corporate culture 
creates its own barriers to sharing knowledge. Natural 
barriers to sharing knowledge include organizational 
structure, leadership examples (or leadership failing 
to lead by example in knowledge sharing), entrenched 
processes, and cultural traditions.

•	Too much focus on technology — seeking the “silver 
bullet” with technology — and ignoring the people side 
of the equation.

As evidenced by the focus areas and challenges, a 
knowledgemanagement system is not about the technol
ogy or tools, but rather the human social interactions 
that generate knowledge sharing. Tools and technology 
are enablers for knowledge management, but the real 
knowledge sharing occurs when people interact with one 
another to contribute and collaborate on topics of mutual 
interest. At Rockwell Collins, we have several knowledge
management initiatives in progress or under development 
to increase interaction and collaboration.

People-to-People Knowledge Sharing
The main purpose behind each of these initiatives is to 

decrease the distance between the knowledge seeker and 
the knowledge provider, and to break down the natural 
barriers and resistance to exchanging that knowledge.
•	Communities of practice: Informal communities that 

gather together around a common theme, such as 
the System Engineering Excellence Community of 
Practice (514 subscribers) and the Project Management 
Community of Practice (560 subscribers). Each com
munity meets monthly around a topic or presentation 
to share and discuss best practices. Enablers for the 
communities of practice include:

 Ì Free lunch—provided by corporate shared services
 Ì Time charging — on your own time, typically over 

the lunch hour
 Ì LiveMeeting virtual connections to encourage 

regional site gatherings and remote participation
 Ì Primary leader and regional coordinators to 

coordinate events
 Ì Presenter and discussion leader to focus open 

discussion and sharing
•	Expertise location system: Subjectmatterexpert loca

tion and skill identification system, a tool that enables 

T
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leaders to identify critical resources and expertise across the enterprise. Though 
not perfected, concepts continue to explore the following:

 Ì Skill inventory (database) of engineering competencies
 Ì Exploring improved ideas to help locate expertise and skills with various 

approaches attempted over the years with mixed success.
 Ì Exploring socialnetworking possibilities — how can social media or 

mentoring tools enable improved expertise location?
•	Professional mentoring: Connecting those who seek knowledge with those who 

have knowledge through menteedriven relationships, with individuals seeking 
and pursuing knowledge partners.

•	Rockwell Collins University: Creating a learning culture and environment with 
course curricula (role maps), instructorled training, and computerbased train
ing including a College of Engineering concept with faculty instructors.

People-to-Information Knowledge Sharing
The purpose behind these initiatives is to place the information as close to your 

fingertips as possible, decreasing the time it takes to find the information that you 
are seeking.
•	Epedia: A wikibased engineering library, the “engineering encyclopedia,” 

a onestop shop for all topics relating to engineering. A library of structured 
content with unstructured evolution and continual improvement.

•	ETIforum: A discussion forum fully integrated with Epedia to help users 
find answers faster. Moderators keep watch on the questions and seek out 
the experts. All contributions are encouraged to grow the online knowledge 
library — encouraging correspondents to reply by adding or modifying content 
in the Epedia library.

•	TeamSpace: Microsoft SharePoint site to encourage collaboration and 
teamwork, creating a portal for working together.

•	eSearch: An enterprisewide search capability, helping users find the 
information they are seeking.

The Way of the Wiki
Central to Rockwell Collins’ knowledge management is an environment wherein 

employees are encouraged to share their knowledge in practical and tangible ways 
within a wiki environment called Epedia — the engineering encyclopedia. Epedia 
is the engineering library, an evolving resource to share practical knowledge and 
contribute to our collective understanding of the best practices in engineering.

What is a Wiki?
A wiki is a website that allows the easy creation and editing of any number of 

interlinked web pages via a web browser using a simplified markup language or a 
WYSIWYG text editor. A wiki invites all users to edit (contribute to) any page or to 
create new pages (articles) within the wiki Web site, using only a plainvanilla web 
browser without any extra addons. This type of site promotes meaningful topic 
associations between different pages by making pagelink creation almost intui
tively easy and showing whether an intended target page exists or not. A wiki is 
not a carefully crafted site for casual visitors. Instead, it seeks to involve the visitor 
in an ongoing process of creation and collaboration that constantly changes the 
website’s landscape (see Leuf and Cunningham 2001).

By using an inexpensive wiki engine, Rockwell Collins has successfully created 
a structured library of engineering practices for people, processes, and tools. Our 
library has been steadily growing as the engineering community contributes its 
knowledge of the state of the practice of engineering.

The wiki has many features:
•	The engineering reference source — Migrating away from pockets of practices 

held in department shared drives or web pages
•	Uptodate and reliable — information maintained by the user community, not 

just a select few “experts.”
•	Community involvement and contribution — Not fixed in stone (or PDFs), but 

changes with the changing times or advances in “best practice.”
•	Structured — Uses the foundation engineering process definition as the frame

work of article organization.
•	Threaded — Simple crossreferences between articles; navigable threads 

between associated topics.
•	Collision and confrontation — Encouraging differing views to be expressed 

differently; not “one size fits all,” but encourages folks to express variants of 
practice.

Contributions to the wiki, however, should never be anonymous. Contributors 
must log in with their user account, and any changes that they make leave a trail of 
breadcrumbs showing the results of their work.

There are many challenges yet to be overcome with using a wiki for this pur
pose. A wiki is not a silver bullet for knowledge sharing, but an enabler. Unfortu
nately, many potential participants in knowledge sharing are intimidated by wikis:
•	Fear of new technology — “I don’t know how to contribute,” “This is too compli

cated.” The wiki provides instructions for writing even the most simple, basic 
article. The best means to overcome fear is through education, “show and tell,” 
and handson activities to break the ice and get potential contributors involved 
in writing.
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•	“Why bother?” attitudes — Many knowledgeable partners don’t want to partici
pate because they don’t see the incentive or reward for divulging their “well
kept secrets.” Sharing knowledge takes time, which is a valuable commodity for 
overloaded engineers. To encourage contributions, promote the wiki with both 
tangible and intangible rewards:

 Ì Provide recognition and awards for contribution, such as most new 
articles, and most valued submission.

 Ì Educate community on value of intangible rewards such as increased cor
porate proficiency, increased opportunities, and personal recognition as a 
subjectmatter expert.

•	“Books” vs. “virtual library” — Many potential contributors are still thinking 
that a book needs to be written to capture valued knowledge. Without a binding 
or publication in a PDF format, it just isn’t “real.” To transform thinking, dem
onstrate the wiki as a library—not a book—of many articles threaded together; 
demonstrate ease of navigation between articles and ease of threading articles 
with links.

•	Written in stone (empowerment vs. authority) — Among the “process champions” 
of corporate culture, there are many who believe that only a select few hold 
the keys to “best practice,” and thus many potential contributors refrain 
from sharing because they are not among the “select.” Who has the authority 
to publish information? To create a culture of sharing, educate potential 
contributors about their own expertise and special knowledge. Encourage 
process champions to share their own wisdom—yet be open to dissenting 
opinions or alternate perspectives. Encourage “central control” advocates to 
relax their reigns of control and encourage other experts to share their ideas.

•	Knowing your audience (or not) — Oftentimes, contributors to the wiki don’t 
know how to effectively communicate their knowledge, and make common 
mistakes. For example, they often like to pour out their thoughts and create the 
next novel — way too much information in one article. Keep articles short and 
to the point. Rule of thumb: No more than two display screens long. If more 
content is needed express those thoughts, consider breaking the article into 
multiple articles that are then threaded together with tactically placed links. 
Another common mistake occurs when potential authors create an article that 
is too general or of little use to the reader. An article author has to consider the 
knowledge seeker and how they are most likely to find useful content quickly. 
If necessary, divide content between general and specific content in different 
articles and link them together.

INCOSE Knowledge Management – Envisioning the Future
INCOSE has an opportunity to become a knowledgesharing hub of systems 

engineering, providing a virtual library and community of people to turn to for 
assistance in the application of system engineering principles. To enable more 
effective knowledge sharing within the INCOSE community and to reach outside to 
potential partners and future members, I propose the following knowledgesharing 
capabilities:
1. iCommunity — An area for members to share information about themselves 

(interests, projects, activities, expertise, connections) and discover new associ
ates within the INCOSE community (similar to Facebook, LinkedIn, or MySpace 
community).

•	Your personal public home page—Post your resume, biography, papers writ
ten, papers working on, special interests, etc., and build your network of peers, 
partners, and working groups.

•	Who’s online—indicators for online activity with instantmessaging capability; 
single select to activate online communication.

2. iSubscribe — Accessibility for both nonmembers and members
•	Provide memberonly areas and services, but enable nonmember subscriptions 

to search and test drive for free, explore for a fee, with potential recruitment to 
member status.

•	Public space and private space managed together — seamlessly — with 
subscriber access level controls.

3. INCOSEpedia — The systems engineering body of knowledge.
•	Not just a handbook, but also a library of knowledge that uses the systems 

engineering process as the structure to bind it all together.
•	To be effective, the wiki needs structure, branding, and communication.
•	ONE Library — Not 30 –50 small disconnected libraries (iConnect wikis).

4. iConnect — Share information and collaborate on development of new materi
als.

•	Use to collaborate on development of artifacts or working group products that 
require more configuration control rigor.

•	Products in iConnect joined to public wiki pages

Information Management: Knowledge of System Engineering
The methods used at Rockwell Collins are examples of how INCOSE could 

enable its members to share their knowledge of the system engineering process and 
» continues on next page
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best practices. Creating 
an environment like that 
developed at Rockwell 
Collins would enable the 
expression of competing 
theories, ideas, and 
diverse opinions, and 
creates an environment 
for collisions, which 
ultimately results in 
improvements to our 
collective knowledge. 
Similar concepts may be 
applied to our systems 
engineering knowledge of 
products (requirements, 
design, test, etc.); 
they may also apply to 
knowledge sharing of 
product definition, though 
further work is necessary 
to verify this. 
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Most enterprises see their inhouse knowledge as a deci
sive competitive factor. This knowledge can get lost, 
however, as the fluctuation of employees produces 

“knowledge drain.” In view of this danger, some companies have 
implemented strategies for minimizing the degree of fluctuation. 
Whereas the general mechanical engineering population shows 
a fluctuation rate of 8% (OECD 2007), these companies cut down 
this rate significantly, sometimes even below 1%. Nevertheless, 
the migration of employees cannot be avoided completely and 
the fluctuation rate is higher than average for specialists and 
executive staff. On the one hand, the demographic change in 
most industrialized countries results in an increasing demand 
for welltrained staff. On the other hand, to cope with the global
ized working environment companies desire to have flexibility in 
assigning employees, which leads to shorter periods of affiliation 
with one enterprise. The older pattern of lifelong affiliation with a 
single enterprise is disappearing.

Figure 1 shows four main causes behind the 
increasing need for efficient knowledge transfer. 

Aside from the problem of increasing fluctuation, employees today 
accumulate more knowledge than in former times. This results 
from a higher product complexity and the omnipresent need for 
integrative work, such as in the development of complex mecha
tronic products.

Not only does the amount of accumulated knowledge objects 
increase but also the employees’ knowledge about the dependen
cies between these objects increases. Such dependencies are 
mainly stored in the mind of employees and constitute part of 
their experiential knowledge. For example, the object knowledge 
about the products, production sites, and customers of an enter
prise can be easily documented and transferred between employ
ees. An experienced employee, however, knows that the order 
of product A by customer B at site C typically results in severe 
problems. Such knowledge about dependencies increases in a 
cooperative working environment, does not get documented, and 
therefore is difficult to transfer between employees.

Figure 1 further mentions “unique knowledge owners.” These 
are employees who account for important tasks and who are the 
only ones possessing the required knowledge. Increasing spe
cialization and subdividing of business processes create these 
“unique knowledge owners.” If the knowledge of such employees 
does not get transferred in time, their leaving can result in harm
ful consequences for an enterprise.

Thus employees collect more knowledge objects with more 
interrelations than in former times. Additionally, many employees 
only work for some years in the same enterprise. And some employ
ees are unique knowledge owners: that is, they are the only ones 
who possess specific enterprise knowledge. This means that more 
knowledge has to be transferred (more objects and dependencies), 
knowledge transfers are required more often (increasing fluctua
tion), and a high quality of transfers must be assured (unique 
knowledge owners). In addition, only short time slots are available, 
as the retirement of employees can be planned, but midcareer job 
changes may only become known a few months in advance.

Figure 1. An employee with unique knowledge passing through a plant for a 
relatively brief assignment results in the increasing need for knowledge transfer.
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Conventional Knowledge Transfer
Figure 2 shows a typical type of knowledge transfer by simple handover of 

documents. This way only knowledge objects can be transferred. The dependencies 
between knowledge objects mostly represent implicit knowledge. This is not docu
mented and therefore cannot be easily transferred with such an approach.

Another approach to 
knowledge transfer is having 
a knowledge owner and a 
knowledge recipient work 
together on a project as mentor 
and mentee. However, this 
does not fulfill the constraint 
on short available time slots. 
Enterprises need a method for 
transferring knowledge that 
meets all the requirements 
mentioned above: successful 
handling of complex, linked knowledge objects, applicability within short time 
slots, and ensuring a high transfer quality.

Application of Knowledge Correlations
Here we present an approach to knowledge transfer that does not aim at the 

documentation of knowledge (as done by several other approaches to knowledge 
engineering such as Studer et al. [1998, 161]). On the contrary, we support mentor and 
mentee in transferring knowledge through efficient workshop discussions. This sup
port includes the systematic identification of relevant knowledge bundles and knowl
edge gaps, as well as possibilities for an intuitive visualization and user interaction 
with knowledge objects and dependencies. In this way we provide bundles of related 
objects and comprehensible checklists for executing efficient knowledge transfers.

Our Approach
Our approach to knowledge transfer is systematized in five steps, which will be 

detailed in the following.
1. Acquisition of a Mentor’s Knowledge: Objects and Dependencies
We start each transfer with the systematic description of the mentor’s relevant 

knowledge objects and dependencies have to be acquired. Therefore, relevant 
knowledge domains have to be determined. Figure 3 exemplifies the classifica
tion of knowledge objects into the four domains of tasks, competences, networks, 
and methods. These domains have proven their generic applicability in most of 
the knowledgetransfer situations we have investigated. Nevertheless, the specific 

? ?
??

 

Figure 2. Transfer of knowledge objects by documents

knowledge of a mentor might 
require adapting the domain 
model. For example, the large 
and complex network of a 
sales director may demand 
subdividing the network 
domain.

In a workshop we collect 
and classify the mentor’s 
knowledge objects in the 
domains. This task can be 
supported by using a com
mon “mind map” (Buzan and 
Buzan 2006). At first, we note the elements mentioned by the mentor without any 
specific arrangement. Next, we classify the elements in the hierarchical decomposi
tion of the mind map. The main branches represent the four domains. Hereby we 
revise and complete the collection.

After collecting the mentor’s knowledge objects, we acquire their dependencies. 
This task is more demanding than collecting the knowledge objects and therefore 
requires adequate methodical support. Figure 4 shows a matrix layout for the 
description of dependencies between knowledge objects. The objects from all four 
domains are arranged at the vertical axis, whereas only the objects from the task 
domain are arranged on the horizontal axis. Marks in the matrix cells mean that the 
objects in the corresponding row head is required for fulfilling the task noted in the 

corresponding column head. In a workshop, the 
mentor has to declare which knowledge object is 
required for which task. As can be seen in figure 
4, only the existence of dependencies—not a 
quantification or explication of them—is acquired. 
This means that not the mentor’s detailed 
knowledge, but the dependencies between a 
mentor’s knowledge objects are acquired in 
the matrix layout. This binary acquisition of 
dependencies instead of detailed knowledge 
descriptions minimizes the acquisition effort. 
We precede the matrices row by row with the 
mentor. In this way we can assure that all possible 
dependencies have been considered (Lindemann 
et al. 2009). Nevertheless, it is a difficult task for 
the mentor to complete the matrix (due to the 
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Figure 4. Acquisition of a mentor’s 
knowledge dependencies
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Figure 3. Acquisition of a mentor’s knowledge objects in domains
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amount of matrix cells), and we always support the acquisition by a moderator.

2. Acquisition of a Mentee’s Knowledge Gaps
Once we have acquired the mentor’s knowledge objects and dependencies, 

the knowledge gaps of the mentee have to be identified. Whereas the acquisition 
process with the mentor is demanding, the mentee only has to invest little effort. 
The mentee only has to declare his or her state of familiarity with the mentor’s 
knowledge objects. The mentee does not have to consider dependencies between 
knowledge objects. Thus, the mentee can go through the list of the mentor’s knowl
edge objects and note the mentee’s own state of knowledge. Typically, we apply a 
threestage rating (no, little, or good familiarity) in our workshops.

3. Creation of Relevant Knowledge Bundles
Relevant knowledge bundles contain knowledge objects, which need to be 

transferred in combination with each other. We identify them based on the mentor’s 
information about knowledge objects and dependencies and the mentee’s informa
tion about his familiarity with the knowledge objects. For example, say a mentee is 
not familiar with three competences required for fulfilling a specific task (as speci
fied by the mentor). In that case, the transfer of only one or two of these competences 
would not be helpful. Only if all three competences were transferred could the benefit 
(the ability to fulfill the task) be reached. Consequently, knowledge bundles contain 
all knowledge objects relevant for a transfer in order to achieve a specific benefit.

We apply knowledge bundles in two different ways of knowledge transfer (see 
figure 5). The first use case considers the knowledge transfer from the mentor to 
the mentee in case that the mentee is not familiar with a specific task. In this case 
is important to identify associated enablers (competences, networks, methods, 

or further tasks), which are 
also unknown to the mentee. 
The dependencies acquired 
with the mentor depict which 
enablers the mentor requires 
for fulfilling the task in ques
tion. Consequently, a knowl
edge bundle includes the 
mentee’s unknown task and 
unknown enablers, which the 
mentor declared as important 
for fulfilling the task.

Two extreme cases of 
knowledge bundles exist: On 

the one hand, it is possible that a mentee is not familiar with a specific task, but 
he knows about all required enablers. Then the individual knowledge bundle only 
contains the task. This can be “learnt by doing,” as the mentee holds all required 
enablers, but has not executed the task so far.

On the other hand, an individual knowledge bundle can contain an unknown 
task and a large quantity of enablers that are also unknown. This means that the 
mentee would need to learn many competences, networks, and methods before the 
mentee would be able to fulfill the task in question. In such a situation the mentee 
lacks the background of a task and it can be doubted that this is the right person to 
execute it in the future. Mentees with a different professional background from the 
mentor often face that problem.

The second use case for knowledge bundles considers the identification of a best 
practice for fulfilling a task. In this case the mentee was familiar with a specific task. 
However, the mentor identified enablers for this task, which are unknown to the men
tee. In other words, this constellation prescribes that mentor and mentee both fulfill 
a specific task, and this task normally would not be an object for the further knowl
edge transfer. However, mentor and mentee have different enablers at their disposal. 
Now, the individual knowledge bundle contains the task in question and the men
tor’s enablers, which are unknown to the mentee. We then discuss with mentor and 
mentee the relevance of the enablers. We illustrate the significance of this use case 
by a short example: Mentor and mentee both can copy data between digital office 
documents. However, the mentee applies commands from the menu bar using the 
mouse, whereas the mentor knows about the possibility of using keyboard shortcuts. 
If we were only to look at the knowledge of the focused task, the enablers would not 
become the object of knowledge transfer.

4. Prioritizing Enablers for Detailed Consideration
Knowledge transfers often have to be executed within short time slots. In such 

cases the transfer of all relevant knowledge is impossible, and prioritizing the most 
important enablers is helpful. A suitable rating criterion takes into account the 
amount of required input and reachable output. Input means the need of enablers 
for the mentee to learn tasks. Output means the amount of new tasks the mentee 
can fulfill by applying these enablers. The more tasks become fulfillable by a spe
cific enabler, the more important this enabler becomes for the knowledge transfer.

We visualize the importance of enablers in the input–benefit diagram, which 
contains four sectors: “quick wins,” “first to teach,” “tough wins,” and “last to teach.” 
Figure 6 shows a generic example for the application of this diagram. The graph at 
the left side shows that only Enabler 1 is required for the Unknown Task 1. Thus, 
Enabler 1 represents a quick win in the diagram, as one single input (transferred 
enabler) leads to one benefit (enabled task) for the mentee. Next, figure 6 displays 
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Figure 5. Knowledge bundles applied for transfer
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Enabler 2 as required input for Unknown Task 2 and Unknown Task 3. Compared to 
Enabler 1, the same amount of input results in higher output. Consequently, Enabler 2 
is characterized as “first to teach” in the input–benefit diagram.

Rating Enabler 3 and Enabler 4 is more difficult, as more than one input has to 
be considered in these cases. Figure 6 shows in the graph that Enabler 3 is required 
for the two Unknown Tasks 4 and 5. But even if Enabler 3 gets transferred from the 
mentor to the mentee, Enabler 4 is still required for Unknown Task 5. That means 
that transferring Enabler 3 only results in an output of two executable tasks if 
Enabler 4 gets transferred as well. Thus, Enabler 3 is characterized as “tough win” 
in the diagram, because a high benefit (two enabled tasks) can only be reached by 
high input (two transferred enablers). Finally, the rating of Enabler 4 is even worse. 
This enabler is required for executing Unknown Task 5; but Enabler 3 is required in 
addition. So, the isolated transfer of Enabler 4 from the mentor to the mentee would 
not even allow the mentee to learn one task. Enabler 4 is characterized as “last to 
teach” in the input –benefit diagram.

5. Visual Support for Transfer Workshops
We apply an intuitive visualization and provide easy access to the knowledge 

bundles in workshops. This supports mentor and mentee in their direct knowledge 
transfer. They can pick out specific knowledge bundles and discuss specific tasks 
and their enablers. For the presentation of such visual checklists we apply the 
software Loomeo (http://www.teseon.com). This tool is designed for interacting with 
linked system elements in forcedirected graphs. It allows the user to navigate in 
the knowledge network, remove elements from the depiction, and add comments 
for later discussions. Users do not need specific methodical training and can 
therefore concentrate on the knowledge transfer itself. This transfer becomes 

wellstructured and more efficient when the user sequentially browses through the 
graph visualization of knowledge bundles.

Lessons Learnt and Future Work
We have executed several projects on knowledge transfer in industry applying the 

approach presented here. For the acquisition of the mentor’s knowledge network we 
have chosen a level of detail that resulted in a total amount of approximately 250 ele
ments. Even if this quantity of elements could be captured and classified within one 
day, these elements were linked by more than 1200 dependencies. Collecting these 
dependencies always has represented the most demanding and exhausting task 
and, in this instance, took about three full workshop days for completion. The entire 
investment for acquiring the mentor’s network, the mentee’s knowledge gaps, and for 
prioritizing relevant knowledge bundles summed up to approximately eight person
days per transfer project. These preparations of the workshops were affordable for 
the participants, and the acquired network of the mentor was sufficiently detailed 
for executing the transfer workshops that followed. The workshop support by visual 
representation of and interaction with relevant knowledge bundles turned out to be 
helpful. Mentors and mentees attested the targetoriented and wellstructured discus
sions based on the depiction. The amount of transfer workshops differed from one 
transfer to the other, depending on the knowledge gaps of the mentees.

Even though our approach works well in industrial applications, we still see 
the need for future improvements. On the one hand, our applied domain model is 
very generic; we believe that specific use cases could benefit from a userspecific 
adaptation of the domains. Therefore, we will develop a catalogue of appropriate 
domain constellations. On the other hand, we will facilitate the use of software 
support. The objective is to provide software interaction for mentor and mentee 
that sticks to standard user interactions known from common office software. 
An additional field of future research will be the improvement of prioritizing 
knowledge bundles. We will consider further criteria and constraints in order to 
better predict the importance of enablers even in large knowledge networks, such 
as representing the knowledge of a whole department of an enterprise instead of 
single employees. 
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Formal systems engineering has always evolved as systems 
and projects increased in size and complexity. The develop
ment of large, complex systems in the Internet era required 

a new discipline and way of thinking to conceive, manage, and 
manipulate their properties as entities embedded in an informa
tionintensive enterprise, which greatly differ from a view of a 
system as the logical sum of its parts. Knowledge management 
also developed as a formal, systematic means of applying what 
we do naturally — categorize, organize, store, and access informa
tion — to the complex and large quantities of available data.

Since MITRE’s inception, knowledge management has 
played a vital role in its systems engineering culture. The MITRE 
Corporation, a notforprofit corporation that operates five 
Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) 
with principal locations in Massachusetts and Virginia, was 
chartered in 1958 to work in the public interest and address a 
critical national problem — applying emerging technologies 
to defend the nation against the threat of Sovietlaunched 
missile attack. Creating this complex system required a unique 
combination of military, operational, and technical knowledge, 
and experience from government, industry, and academia. What 
began as a traditional approach to systems engineering at MITRE 
continues to evolve into systemofsystems and enterprise 
engineering enabled by a knowledgesharing culture. This 
need for integrated knowledge increased as the projects and 
systems grew in scope and size (Maybury 2003). Complex systems 
engineering requires a team of engineering experts and a culture 
of information sharing.

MITRE’s approach to knowledge management focuses on 
how its people, culture, processes, and technology — the build
ing blocks of knowledge management — enable and enhance its 
systems engineering practice. Our formal and informal systems 
engineering knowledge bases are also fundamental to maintaining 
and developing our core competency — systems engineering.

Connecting and Training Our People
Leveraging expertise is important to MITRE’s systems engineers. 

As an independent and objective advisor, we apply expertise in 
systems engineering, information technology, operational concepts, 
and enterprise modernization to address our customers’ critical 
needs. Regular information sharing and interaction among technical 
and domain experts distributed throughout both of our headquarters 
and our 60 customer locations enables rapid creation of highquality 
“solutions that make a difference.”

The MITRE Institute, MITRE’s training and development organi
zation, supplies a full course catalog of systems engineering courses. 
It recently developed the SEWorks program, which combines class
room instruction with normal project work assignments and mentor
ing by senior systems engineers. The goal of this program to increase 
the consistency in our systems engineering practice and allow flex
ibility to tailor this knowledge to the variety of systems engineering 
roles and projects that our staff support.

The SEWorks program is based on the MITRE Systems Engineer
ing Competency Model (SECM), also developed by the institute. The 
SECM helps define systems engineering job behaviors at MITRE, 
benchmark the corporation’s systems engineering capability 
and help members of the staff enhance their abilities in systems 
engineering. This model reflects MITRE’s “government view and 
approach” to systems engineering in our FFRDC role.

Differentiated Culture and Strategy
Highlevel executive commitment and motivating incentives are 

key to our successful knowledgesharing behaviors and culture. This 
commitment is implicit in MITRE’s corporate values: “people in part
nership,” “excellence that counts,” and “outcomes in the public inter
est.” Our performance and development plans for each employee 
reflect these values. We also incentivize knowledgesharing behavior 
through a formal and visible awards program.

MITRE’s knowledge team reassesses our knowledge strategy and 

Knowledge management 

at MITRE is successful 

because knowledge 

sharing is deeply 

embedded in our 

corporate culture.
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its achievements every two to three years to identify strengths and weaknesses in 
our knowledgeleveraging capability, to benchmark the corporation against other 
knowledge leaders, and to recommend new objectives, capabilities, and outcomes 
(Small and Tatalias 2000). In 2009, MITRE systems engineers identified four areas 
where knowledgemanagement services could improve their ability to deliver 
quality systems engineering to their customers (see “Areas of improvement” in 
figure 1). These four areas are the foundation for the four goals created to close the 
perceived gaps in knowledgesharing behaviors (figure 1, “Goals”). We expect these 
knowledgesharing activities to enable reaching back into the corporation and com
munity to help resolve critical national problems, and increase the effectiveness of 
our systems engineers as consumers and producers of knowledge (figure 1, “MITRE 
outcomes”).

MITRE views collaboration as key to knowledge sharing and dissemination. 
In MITRE’s early days, informal cluster or specialty groups emerged that enabled 
communities of experts to collaborate. Later, management established technical 
centers of excellence in software, networking, artificial intelligence, and economics 
to enable effective allocation of scarce expertise and, efficient knowledge shar
ing, and to peerreview products for quality assurance. Today, technicalexchange 
meetings (TEMs) gather MITRE experts in forums to exchange ideas in specific 
areas, start new projects, learn about new technologies, share resources, and col
laborate across programs and organizational boundaries. When formal TEMs are 
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Figure 1. MITRE’s knowledge framework

not needed, engineers may establish informal networks that meet over lunch to 
share the use of theory or method or a new technology, or to provide an overview of 
a topic area and current project work in that field.

Knowledge Management Enables Effective Systems Engineering Processes
Knowledge management can support systems engineering by enhancing the 

performance of the organization and the people in it and “facilitating situational 
understanding and decisionmaking” (US Army 2008, 7–10). The ultimate outcome 
of integrating knowledge management with systems engineering is more effec
tive and efficient systems engineering. Applying knowledge practices and tools to 
MITRE systems engineering efforts allows engineers to
•	link expertise and engineer availability to project needs;
•	reuse requirements, code, schematics, process documentation, and other sys

tems engineering artifacts;
•	develop a knowledge base of best or proven practices and lessons learned, and 

a means to capture and access the knowledge it contains;
•	establish formal and informal means for peers to interact and exchange infor

mation, lessons learned, processes, and products discovered, and provide 
mentoring and guidance;

•	provide meeting spaces and opportunities to use them; and
•	foster growth of systems engineering and knowledgemanagement skills.

MITRE’s Systems Engineering Practice Office (SEPO) is a corporate resource 
for practical advice and guidance on systems engineering and acquisition. It was 
created when MITRE systems engineers identified a need to codify what they knew 
about systems engineering, and they formally documented our standard systems 
engineering practices. SEPO captures, refines, and shares this information across 
MITRE and with government agencies to improve the practice of systems engineering 
for the benefit of MITRE’s government sponsors. This is accomplished through 
SEPOoriginated publications, an internal webbased library, a public web collection, 
and various electronic and paper media on a broad spectrum of information and 
knowledge in topics such as acquisition, systems engineering, software engineering, 
decision support, and process management. One example is the recently developed 
MITRE Systems Engineering Guide, which distills best practices and lessons learned 
from across MITRE and other sources on systems engineering in an FFRDC role. 
SEPO staff members also actively participate in a variety of programs and provide 
them with consultation and referral services.

MITRE’s knowledge focus is on providing better ways to enable systems 
engineering teams through information sharing, reuse, learning, discovery, and 
creation. Outcomes are dependent on identifying specific goals, then developing 
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and accomplishing the activities required to achieve them. MITRE systems 
engineers understand how these methods can improve systems engineering 
processes, decision making, and innovation. For example, a staff member from 
San Diego recently asked the ServicesOriented Architecture List about a trend in 
enterprise architecture and its likely impact on MITRE customers. Within three 
days, a dialogue among ten senior engineers across four locations developed to 
share insights on this topic. Another MITRE systems engineer realized that many of 
our customers were working on similar projects and took the initiative to analyze 
the researchanddevelopment portfolios of these different government offices to 
identify synergies, gaps, and redundancies. Her efforts resulted in the creation of a 
new crosscorporation community of interest that enables engineers doing similar 
work to become aware of each other and share best practices.

Knowledge Tools to Enable Systems Engineering
Knowledgeenabling tools and a knowledgesharing culture allow MITRE staff 

to readily and easily leverage the expertise required to meet a customer’s need. 
MITRE systems engineers select knowledgemanagement techniques and tools in 
the same manner as any other tool in the systems engineering toolkit: deliberately 
and purposefully. Appropriate application of these knowledge practices and tools 
supports all phases of systems engineering (see figure 2). The MITRE Information 
Infrastructure (MII), our corporate 
intranet, is the first resource staff 
consult when looking for subject
matter expertise, projectrelated 
information, stored content, 
alerts, and for networking. 
Members of the staff access the 
tools and services located on the 
MII to collaborate and network 
with other systems engineers. 
These knowledgeenabling tools 
are categorized into five areas:

1. Finding expertise and project 
information. A locally 
modified instantiation of 
Google mines employees’ 
personal storage spaces 
called transfer folders. 
Topical searches of our 
corporate intranet provide 

access to documents and links to the individuals with expertise in that topic. 
We recently deployed “Project Pages,” which provide a transparent window 
into all the projects that comprise MITRE’s Technical Work Program. This 
compilation represents our collective intelligence and is the most expeditious 
way to mine our technical work program.

2. Storing content and getting alerts. MITRE personnel use our SharePoint 
implementation “Community Share” as their repository for project artifacts. 
Community Share consolidates project information into a central, searchable 
location with Really Simple Syndication (RSS) channels that enable staff 
to maintain awareness of key topics that are internal and external to the 
corporation.

3. Cocreating and publishing. Our pilot MITREpedia wiki is a popular choice 
for cocreating information. MITREpedia contains nonsensitive information 
on our people, projects, organizations, customers, technology, and other 
information of potential interest to MITRE staff.

4. Networking and community interaction. Our online phonebook provides access 
to a plethora of information, including date of hire, organization, calendar 
availability, telephone, work location, resumes, and transfer folders. We are 
an emailcentric company where approximately 70,000 technical inquiries 
are sent to 1,500 lists monthly. We also are prototyping an internally 

developed socialnetworking tool, 
“Handshake,” to investigate the 
value of enterprise networking 
tools for conducting business.
5. Video teleconferencing (VTC). 
VTC capabilities grew from an 
investment made in the late 
1980s that enabled managers to 
overcome geographic separation 
between headquarters and 
customer sites. It evolved into 
modern team rooms with 
shared video teleconferencing, 
networking capabilities, and 
desktop sharing tools. We 
maintain more than 170 team 
rooms and auditoriums equipped 
with collaborative tools at 
MITRE’s main campus and across 
many sites.
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Figure 3. Quality-workflow pyramid
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MITRE systems engineers are frequently required to respond to tasking quickly. 
The processes for identifying and leveraging applicable past analyses and data, 
informed professional judgments, and relevant experiences are focused on enabling 
the highestquality response within the constraints imposed. Ask any MITRE sys
tems engineer about bringing the corporation to bear, and most have an example 
of a customer asking for MITRE assistance, thought leadership, or knowledge about 
a particular technology and being able to readily and easily connect with and 
leverage the expertise required to meet that customer’s need. MITRE scientists, 
engineers, and support personnel use list servers to ask questions to communities 
of interest that are answered, often within the hour. They search personal storage 
areas where engineers store documents to be indexed so that others can find them 
and the experts who wrote them.

Systems Engineering Knowledge Base
We continually develop our knowledge base to improve our ability to respond 

to future customer needs. Guidance given to engineering staff ensures that they 
understand their responsibilities as knowledge stewards, and enables them to 
manage their technical information by encouraging them to
•	keep project files in the Community Share;
•	share as broadly as possible while protecting information according to policy, 

contractual requirements, and licensing agreements;
•	use best practices to organize Community Share information;
•	go beyond simple searching;
•	manage project and team communications with a tool that works for all the 

various needs of the team, program, and management;
• leverage	people	connections;	and
• customize	the	MII	to	meet	their	information	

needs.

As a current example of developing our 
knowledge base, one of our business units 

is piloting a quality workflow to make 
the right connections between doing 

the right work and doing the work 
right (see figure 3). This pyramid is 

founded on datadriven technical 
products that rely on MITRE’s 

knowledge base and connecting 
those with deep technical 

expertise. This foundation 

of datadriven technical products is where much of MITRE’s corporate memory, 
knowledge development, institutional infrastructure, and synergy of technologies 
and communities are established and fostered. MITRE’s technical stature with 
customers, industry, and academia is built at this level. This stature reinforces 
the credibility and force of MITRE’s recommendations, which are vital to 
building support with the key stakeholders. Not only does MITRE operate as an 
integrated and efficient engineering organization leveraging the diversity of skills, 
experience, and knowledge, but it also reaches out to industry, standards groups, 
academia, and other FFRDCs to bring their best ideas to the technical product 
and recommendations we make. This outreach and engagement contributes to the 
success of stakeholder decisions.

Maintenance of MITRE’s knowledge base is aided by the subjectmatter experts 
in our Information Center. These experts are information analysts with advanced 
degrees and substantial corporate library and knowledgemanagement experience. 
They provide engineers with focused research and analysis into emerging technol
ogies, trends, or other areas related to a specific customer’s work program.

Knowledge management at MITRE is successful because knowledge sharing is 
deeply embedded in our corporate culture. Knowledge sharing and collaboration 
are emphasized at the executive level and in our guidance, tools, and training. Our 
knowledge strategy is practiced at all levels of MITRE’s core competency — systems 
engineering. 
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hat better context for discussing knowledge manage
ment with systems engineers than a conversation about 

managing the information contained within the Guide to 
the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK)? One of the 
hallmarks of the maturation of a discipline is an agreement by the 
professional community regarding what knowledge is included 
in the discipline and how that knowledge should be captured and 
organized to facilitate its use by practitioners, researchers, and 
educators (i.e., a guide to its body of knowledge). With this goal in 
mind, this article is intended to spur community involvement and 
support for the SEBoK development currently underway, through 
constructive and lively conversations about the management of the 
body of knowledge of systems engineering.

The Body of Knowledge and Curriculum to Advance Systems 
Engineering (BKCASE) team has been evolving a body of knowl
edge for systems engineering since December 2009 (Squires et 
al. 2009) when the first author workshop was held. At this author 
workshop, 21 authors and team members developed an initial 
structure for the SEBoK based on the existing INCOSE Systems 
Engineering Handbook (Haskins 2010) and the ISO/IEC 15288 stan
dard (ISO and IEC 2008); they then subdivided the work and began 
to write. Other key references for the team’s initial efforts included 
previous work completed by INCOSE members and documented 
across three editions of INSIGHT (Axelband et al. 2006; Friedenthal 
2006; Harwell 2006; Leibrandt et al. 2002).

At the second workshop in March 2010, 29 authors and team 
members expanded the contents of the SEBoK to include applicable 
knowledge outside of the system life cycle process space, including 
systems thinking and concepts. The authors organized the SEBoK 
around knowledge areas, topics, and subtopics, an approach simi
lar to that used by the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge 
(Abran et al. 2004).

At the third workshop in July 2010, 35 authors and team 
members agreed on the final content areas for the first draft version 
0.25 of the SEBoK (Pyster et al. 2010a). The fourth workshop in 

October 2010 focused on the finalization of the accompanying 
Graduate Reference Curriculum for Systems Engineering (GRCSE), 
version 0.25 (Pyster et al. 2010b). The fifth workshop in January 
2011 marked the return of the community review comments on 
SEBoK version 0.25 and the development of a new structure to 
the SEBoK that was adopted by the 32 author and team members 
in attendance. In this phase of the evolution, the expansion 
of knowledge areas that had previously occurred was now 
reorganized into a higherlevel structure, comprised of “parts,” 
with some additional missing pieces identified. This current 
knowledge structure is outlined next.

Current SEBoK Knowledge Structure
Many SEBoK version 0.25 reviewers recommended changing 

the overarching structure of the document and in some cases 
provided suggestions on how to do this. Based on a preliminary 
review and refinement of one promising recommended approach 
and the presentation of that approach at the fifth workshop, five 
overarching parts were defined for the next iteration of the SEBoK 
material. The authors agreed to a set of guidelines for each of these 
five parts and allocated chapters of the SEBoK version 0.25 to each 
part. Nevertheless, the author team assigned to each part will still 
continue to refine the draft structure and present recommended 
structures to the entire author team at the next workshop in April 
2011. The five parts and their associated version 0.25 chapters and 
new chapters, as well as the topics that are covered within each 
chapter in SEBoK version 0.25, are as follows:

n Part 1: Introduction, Foundations. This will cover the introduc
tion to and foundations of the discipline, tips for navigating the 
SEBoK, and an overview of the SEBoK. Version 0.25 chapters and 
topics include these:
•	Chapter 1: Introduction. Topics include overview of systems 

engineering, value of systems engineering, systems engineering 
aliases, graphical map of the SEBoK.

Managing the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge
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•	All chapters. Topics include overview and introduction to each part and knowl
edge area.

n Part 2: Systems. This part will discuss what systems are, the basic characteris
tics of systems, and the languages for discussing and describing systems. This 
part introduces the basic vocabulary and philosophy of systems but does not 
address how to build them (for this see part 3). Version 0.25 chapters and topics 
include these:
•	Chapter 2 (first half): System Concepts. Topics include types of systems, system 

topologies, systemofinterest, system perspectives, complexity, and roles of 
systems.

•	Chapter 2 (second half): System Thinking. Topics include hard and soft systems 
thinking, paradoxes, models, and languages.

•	Chapter 3 (partial): Systems Engineering Overview. Topics include its relation
ship to other disciplines.

•	New Chapter: Product Systems. Topics still to be determined.
•	Chapter 5: Service Systems. Topics to be determined.
•	Chapter 6 (partial): Enterprise Systems. Topics include the enterprise as a sys

tem.

n Part 3: Engineering across the Life Cycles. This part will cover the how and 
when of systems engineering, the actual engineering of systems, how engineer
ing may be performed, how engineering is managed, and the implications of 
engineering activities throughout a system’s life. This part covers how to build 
the systems discussed in Part 2. This part will also discuss the different com
mon life cycle models. Version 0.25 chapters and topics include these:
•	Chapter 3 (partial): Systems Engineering Overview. Topics include fundamentals 

of systems engineering, principles of systems engineering as a life cycle 
approach, principles of systems engineering as a service integration approach, 
principles of systems engineering as an enterprise approach, sociotechnical 
issues, and systems engineering standards.

•	Chapter 4: Life Cycles. Topics include life cycle characteristics, system life cycle 
process drivers and choices, and representative system life cycle process models.

•	Chapter 6 (partial): Enterprise Systems. Topics include related business 
activities, enterprise systems engineering (ESE), ESE process activities, and 
enterprise capability management.

•	Chapter 8 (partial): Systems Engineering Management (from an implementation 
perspective). Topics include systems engineering planning, assessment and 
control, risk management, measurement, decision management, configuration 
management, and information management.

•	Chapter 9: System Definition. Topics include stakeholder requirements and mis
sion analysis, system requirements, architectural design, and system analysis.

•	Chapter 10: System Realization. Topics include implementation, system integra
tion, system verification, and system validation.

•	Chapter 11: System Deployment and Use. Topics include operation of the system, 
system maintenance, and logistics.

•	Chapter 12: System Life Management. Topics include service life extension, 
capability updates, upgrades, and modernization, and system disposal and 
retirement.

•	Chapter 14 (partial): Cross Cutting/Specialties (from an implementation perspec-
tive). Topics include integration of specialty engineering, affordability and design
tocost, human system integration, safety, security, spectrum management, 
electromagnetic interference and TEMPEST, radiation hardness, reliability and 
maintainability, manufacturing and production, quality, logistics and support
ability, occupational health and work environment, disposal, and resilience.

n Part 4: Organizing to Perform Systems Engineering. This part will cover the 
who and the where of systems engineering, organizational aspects of systems 
engineering, and who manages and performs systems engineering, as well as 
organizational considerations such as where systems engineering is housed 
and competency models for systems engineers. Ethics, roles people play, and 
professionalism are covered in this part. Version 0.25 chapters and topics include 
these:
•	Chapter 7: Enabling Systems Engineering in the Organization. Topics include 

managing systems engineering at the business level, and standingup, 
improving, and establishing systems engineering in an organization

•	Chapter 8 (partial): Systems Engineering Management (from an organizational 
perspective). See part 3 for potential topics.

•	Chapter 13: Agreement. Topics include acquisition processes and supplier 
processes.

•	Chapter 15: Competency. Topics include system deployment, application, and 
future work.

•	Chapter 14 (partial): Cross-Cutting/Specialties (from an organizational 
perspective). See part 3 for potential topics.

•	New Chapter: Systems engineering in the global context and across different 
cultures

n Part 5: Implementing Systems Engineering. This part will cover the analysis of 
existing systems engineering case studies in relation to the SEBoK and how well 
they address specific SEBoK topics. This part will contrast and compare three 
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different applications in systems engineering across domains and differentsize 
projects, and bridge terminology and perspectives from the external case studies 
to the related sections of the SEBoK. This part will also define casestudy criteria 
and discuss casestudy development approaches, and serve as guidance for the 
development of new case studies in systems engineering. Version 0.25 chapters 
and topics include these:
•	Chapter 16: Applications/Case Studies. Topics include casestudy process and 

operation of the system.
•	Companion Case-Study Guide (not yet released for public review). Topics include 

casestudy outline and development, casestudy criteria and analysis, domain 
background, and mapping and relationship to the SEBoK.

Forward Plan for a SEBoK Wiki
As part of the community review cycle for SEBoK version 0.25, reviewers were 

asked to comment on the integration of the SEBoK information into a wiki format. 
Responses indicated general support for this strategy. For the SEBoK 0.5 wiki, 
each topic within a knowledge area or chapter would be considered one “article.” 
Examples of these topics are listed after each chapter in the summary in the 
preceding section. The current proposed governance model is that of a “static wiki” 
with periodic updates. In this case, a wiki with static content would be updated 
periodically en masse, like a traditional document. However, the wiki backbone 
will provide the ability to capture semantic linkages using a systems engineering 
ontology as well as community comments related to each individual topic. In 
addition, all references and glossary terms will be located within their own pages, 
providing opportunities for annotation and discussion.

This model was 
chosen in lieu of an open 
wiki (like Wikipedia) 
or a traditional docu
ment with hyperlinks to 
key terms or references 
because the author team 
believes that this will 
make the SEBoK easier 
to navigate and will 
improve value to the 
community. The current 
plan is to use the “static 
wiki” to first collect 

review comments on SEBoK version 0.5, and next to complete the final delivery 
of SEBoK version 1.0. A notional depiction of an article within the future wiki is 
shown in figure 1. Costs, sustainment needs, and specific implementation options 
for this approach are still being investigated.

In addition to this content wiki, the author team is discussing the possibil
ity of providing a space for discussions on specific issues, such as emerging and 
ongoing research. This type of “sandbox” may enable consolidated discussion 
in the community. The author team plans to gather feedback on these options as 
part of the review of SEBoK version 0.5.

The Challenge
The primary challenge for the BKCASE project is to bring together the diverse 

views of the developing discipline of systems engineering into a coherent guide to 
a body of knowledge for the benefit of the global community. A solid knowledge
management strategy is key to the eventual success of this effort. The challenge of 
developing the SEBoK requires a call to action: to bring the community together 
to support the successful introduction of SEBoK version 1.0 in the fourth quarter 
of 2012, through active and constructive reviews and written contributions, and a 
willingness to reach consensus on the top issues and challenges, in support of this 
important endeavor. 
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• All designers of systems which      
  include people
• Human system integrators
• Specifiers of user interfaces
• Designers of user interfaces
• Designers responsible for usability

• Systems engineers
• Software engineers who implement 
  user requirements
• System safety engineers
• Engineering managers and team 
  leaders

This world renowned short course provides valuable principles, and 
effective methods with which to implement those principles, taking a 
single system in workshop format from requirements through to design 
optimization. 

This world-leading course teaches methods of cognitive analysis and cognitive 
design, and illustrates how they can be applied to enhance human systems 
effectiveness and safety within system development and acquisition. 
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The course is consistent with a systems approach to problem solving, as 
advocated by defense administrations worldwide. Systems engineering is an 
interdisciplinary, collaborative approach to the engineering of system solutions 
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This course is a 5-day immersion in the development of military capability, with a 
focus on problem definition, Operational Concept Description (OCD - how the 
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operations (CONOPS - how the military outcome is to be achieved).
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Requirements problems are at the top of the list of why projects go wrong. The 
3-day Requirements Analysis module takes participants step-by-step in workshop 
format through a practical requirements analysis, to achieve an objectively 
adequate standard of requirements. In Specification Writing (2-days), you will learn 
how to structure a requirements specification, and how to best express require-
ments and other text in English. Real-world examples generate group discussion 
to assist in understanding.
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Fellows’ 
Insight

Key Issues of Systems Engineering
Presented by the INCOSE Fellows 
Introduction by William Mackey, william.mackey@incose.org

his is the sixth article for INSIGHT on key issues of systems 
engineering that were discussed at the Fellows’ meeting at the 
2009 International Workshop. An article was published in the 

December 2009 INSIGHT describing the process by which we decided 
on the issues to be discussed. The five issues previously published in 
INSIGHT and the teams that presented and documented these issues 
are as follows:

• Issue 1. What are the general principles applicable to systems? 
Authors: D. Hitchins (lead), B. Boehm, S. Sheard  
(refer to December 2009 INSIGHT)

• Issue 2. What is the “systems approach” and why is it 
fundamental to systems, systems thinking, systems methodology, 
systems design, and systems engineering? 
Authors: S. Jackson (lead), D. Hitchins, H. Eisner (refer to April 
2010 INSIGHT)

• Issue 3. How can you “prove” that your systems design will solve the 
customer’s problem before you build and prove that design? 
Authors: J. Ring (lead), H. Eisner, M. Maier (refer to July 2010 INSIGHT)

T
• Issue 4. What is the return on investment for using systems 
engineering? 
Authors: B. Boehm (lead), S. Sheard (refer to October 2010 
issue of INSIGHT)

• Issue 5. What distinguishes complex adaptive systems from 
other kinds of systems? 
Authors: A. Sage (lead), J. Ring, S. Sheard (refer to December 
2010 INSIGHT)

• Issue 6. How does systems engineering create innovative 
designs and solutions? 
Authors: J. Ring (lead), H. Eisner (in this issue of INSIGHT)

I hope that you find the article in this issue of INSIGHT as 
enlightening as the first five articles in the series were. For more 
information on the process and ground rules for these articles, 
please refer to my previous article in the December 2009 issue of 
INSIGHT.

I wish to thank all of the Fellows who participated in this 
endeavour. 

Key Issues of Systems Engineering, Part 6: How Does Systems Engineering 
Create Innovative Designs and Solutions? Jack Ring, jack.ring@incose.org

This essay is intended to highlight opportunities for more and 
better invention and innovation during system architecting, 
engineering, and adapting. Several other Fellows contributed 

input and critiques for this article: Howard Eisner, Joe Kasser, 
Jerry Lake, William Mackey, Mark Maier, David Oliver, and Stan 
Weiss. Further dialogue will be greatly appreciated. To prompt this 
dialogue on the subject, this essay parses the issue into a pattern 
of factors and relationships. An embedded numbering scheme may 
facilitate an ongoing dialogue.

Interpretations
1. As used here, systems engineering signifies a human activity, 

albeit machineaided, typically conducted by two or more 
persons. Systems engineering does not signify

a. a person or people,
b. an academic discipline,
c. a functional organization, or
d. generic descriptions of lifecycles, processes, and work 

products in standards, guides, and handbooks.
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2. Likewise, the systems engineering addressed herein does not signify innova
tion in the researchanddevelopment community, even though their work 
influences the readiness of technologies that the systems engineering activity 
may apply.

3. Create signifies “to cause something new to occur or to be acknowledged.”
4. Innovative signifies adopting an invention such as an idea, method, technology, 

or tool. Etymologically, innovation connotes changing an existing situation 
whereas invention connotes discovering a new situation.

5. Although systems engineering practitioners may individually accomplish 
invention, the issue here is how an overall systems engineering activity can 
foster the adoption and harmonization of myriad inventions throughout a sys
tem’s lifecycle while simultaneously suppressing those that do not enhance the 
probability of the system meeting its measures of effectiveness or the project 
meeting its objectives.

Claims
6. A systems engineering activity contributes to systems projects in three ways:

a. it clarifies the necessary and sufficient semiotics for conveying the system 
model to one another and to others,

b. it produces and continually refines alternative models of an intended 
system, and

c. it advises and consents on proposed changes as others come to under
stand the system model and as the systems engineering practitioners 
come to understand the implications of design and development decisions 
taken by others.

7. Adopting an invention means change. Although adopting an invention entails 
aspects of technology and methodology, the main challenge is getting the 
humans involved to adapt to and leverage the benefits of the new situation 
caused by the adopted invention.

8. Paraphrasing movie director Francis Ford Coppola, the secret to making a good 
system is getting everyone to make the same system. Outside of Hollywood this 
is often called integrated product and process development (IPPD).

9. This does not mean that systems engineering practitioners must become 
project psychiatrists. It does mean that the systems engineering activity must 
articulate, demonstrate, and otherwise convey

a. the system’s purpose, strategy, capabilities, and technologies, as well as
b. evidence that such as system will succeed, and
c. what such success will communicate about the competencies of those who 

created it.

10. System purpose is best stated as the measures of effectiveness (MOEs) by 
which the system will be judged and the standards of acceptance (SOAs) for 
each measure at each stage of system evolution.

11. Strategy consists of the allocation and scheduling of resources sufficient to 
overcome impediments to achieving an objective. In this case

a. The objective is represented by the MOEs and SOAs.
b. Impediments are the problematic situation attributes to be suppressed, 

namely:
i. the extent of the problematic situation;
ii the variety, both temporal and semiotic, inherent in the 

problematic situation; and
iii. the ambiguity due to

(1) the vagueness of the problematic situation,
(2) cognitive overload on the part of the systems engineering 

practi tioners and the followon, development, and realization 
staff, and

(3) the readiness of selected technologies.
c. Resources are the capabilities, including operating modes that the 

problemsuppression system must have to assure requisite variety (both 
temporal and semiotic) with respect to the impediments, while also 
ensuring parsimony (no solution less expensive) and beauty (no solution 
more desirable).

12. Evidence regarding an impending successful system is produced by objective 
and timely assessments of the probability of meeting the SOAs for the MOEs. 
This issue was addressed previously by Issue No. 3 in this series in INSIGHT 
(Ring, Eisner, and Maier 2010). Anticipated development and user person
nel should help make these assessments. They become valuable contributors 
in the early phases of a project and are more likely to carry an innovation 
through to completion.1

13. For those affected by an invention, the key question becomes whether 
adopting the new idea, or technology, or change, or whatever is worth the 
stress. This question usually boils down to “what’s in it for me?” The systems 
engineering activity can clarify the importance and relevance of the intended 
change with respect to system MOEs, project objectives, and individuals.

1. Richard Evans (1934–2008) of George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia (US), taught the principle 
of “Problem Down, Solution Up.” He pointed out that systems engineering practitioners are not likely to 
stay abreast of every relevant technology; therefore systems engineering practitioners should not presume 
to decide which technologies would yield the best solution. Instead they should strive for a clear and 
comprehensive description of the problem and rely on technologyaware designers to propose alternative 
solutions.
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Systems Engineering Practitioner Competencies
14. All this is fostered and facilitated by five key systems engineering 

phase behaviors, which
a. involve appropriate expertise,
b. prompt divergent, outofthebox thinking,
c. facilitate convergent decisions,
d. continually prototype and visualize the intended system and 

assess probability of meeting MOEs, and
e. convey knowledge to those who will transform the system design 

into an operational system.
15. Consider one type of systems practitioner, the surgeon. Atul Gawande 

(2008) reports five characteristics that differentiate highperforming 
medical innovators from other medical practitioners:

a. diligence,
b. moral integrity,
c. willingness to acknowledge failure,
d. ingenuity in seeking solutions, and
e. carefully tracking details of one’s own performance and outcomes 

achieved.
16. In order to exhibit the behaviors cited in numbers 14 and 15 above, 

systems engineering practitioners must understand and accommodate 
human social dynamics (Starkermann 2003).2 For example, mutual 
support for

a. risktaking and change, as well as
b. tolerance of mistakes (Turner 1990).

Unfortunately, systems engineering standards, handbooks, and text
books do not address this aspect of systems engineering.

17. Beyond the competencies of an excellent individual contributor are 
the competencies of the innovation orchestrator. Although invention is 
fostered by each individual’s combined knowledge base and intuition 
base, innovation is fostered by the degree of synergy among the 
various personnel involved. Table 1 shows that ten levels of synergy 
may be attainable by practitioners. The center column shows the kind 
of relationship that results when appropriate mediators are present, 
as shown in the rightmost column. Note that although most current 
literature speaks about collaboration as if that’s all there is, table 1 
suggests that there are three higher degrees of synergy to be attained.

2. Starkermann presents a mathematical model of the influence of group size and inter
personal styles on workgroup accomplishment.

Operations Concept for Creating Innovative Designs and Solutions
18. Many methods and tools have been developed to facilitate invention and innovation 

during the design and realization of products and systems. One tool is Operational 
Evaluation Modeling for ContextSensitive Systems (OpEMCSS), a “graphical, 
discrete event simulation library” by INCOSE Fellow John Clymer (available from his 
personal website, http://ecs.fullerton.edu/~jclymer/). Methods for purposeful innovation 
are demonstrated by IDEO (http://www.ideo.com/, “We help companies innovate”), Frog 
Design (http://www.frogdesign.com/)—which describes itself as a “global innovation 
firm” — and XPLANE (http://www.xplane.com/). The designer Jon Kolko (2010a, b, and c) 
describes several ways to foster innovation in a series of articles in Co.Design.

19. Most of these methods and tools have not been discussed in INCOSE, and deserve 
greater attention from the systems engineering community.

20. The following pairs of objectives and actions illustrate the scope and content of 
innovationfostering style of systems engineering. Alert practitioners attend to the 
following in whatever order is appropriate to the evolving situation. Each couple may 
be visited more than once in order to bring them all to a coherent state.

Relationship Meaning Mediators

Co-evolve Coherent morphing Change proficiency

Co-facilitate Value Out/Value In Tri-win situations

Co-learn Meaningful reflection Shared knowledge claims

Collaborate Help one another Desire to serve

Co-celebrate Enjoying one another Time & Space, F2F

Cooperate Compatible Actions Willing to wait

Commit Principled relationship Courage to plan

Converge Common compelling purpose Shared motivations

Communicate Share interests and values Common language

Connect Two discover one another Accessible attributes

Copyright ©2001 Jack Ring, Innovation Management

Table 1. Degrees of human synergy

» continues on next page
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Objective Actions

a. Form the front-end systems engineering 
team

Auction the opportunity to solicit and qualify volunteers 
(not by assigning participants). 

b. Understand the client’s problematic 
situation.
Identify the systems engineering team’s 
problematic situation.

Prepare a descriptive model of underlying problem 
system.
Discover the structure of the problematic situation 
through interpretive structural modeling or equivalent. 

c. Establish the expedition. Ensure that the systems engineering master plan (a) 
reflects the degree of extent, variety, and ambiguity in 
the problematic situation and (b) reflects the systems 
engineering team’s profile with respect to the required 
degree of human synergy, as shown in table 1. 

d. Secure the systems engineering team’s 
commitment to prudent levels of 
invention and innovation

Conduct a systems engineering team agreement session. 

e. Discern the impediments and 
opportunities involved in creating the 
intervention system. 

Clarify the systems engineering team’s problematic 
situation.
Highlight the Pareto (20/80) subset.
Include viewpoints from outside the domain.
Select system strategy sufficient for the extent, variety, 
and ambiguity of the problematic situation. 

f. Perform and encourage out-of-the-box 
thinking.

Embrace and leverage complex system tenets.
Scan leading-edge technologies.

g. Facilitate knowledge-exchange 
expeditions between

•	Problem	domain	sponsors	and	users
•	Technologists	and	component	

suppliers
•	Prototyping	and	evaluation	

Embrace different design methods such as Zwicky’s 
morphological box (Zwicky 1969).
Deliberately generate alternative designs (e.g., “Analysis 
of Alternatives” in acquisition parlance).
Use the “Problem Down, Solution Up” method 
championed by Richard Evans. 

h. Select the arrangement of function and 
feature that maximizes likelihood of 
achieving MOEs.

Ensure that the architecting process discovers best 
degree of modularization and orchestration for expected 
situation dynamics.
A good system model is equivalent to an ontology. 
Convey system architecture to those who will accomplish 
component engineering. 

i. Initialize development. Convey a unified model and emulation of system 
behavior and system architecture for at least all of these 
subsystems:

•	Mission	subsystem
•	Operational	availability	subsystem
•	Production	subsystem
•	Operator	preparation	subsystem
•	Test	subsystem

Objective Actions

j. Evolve the system model as learning 
occurs.

Refine expectations of achieving MOEs.
Converge creativity (engineering change proposals) to 
closure. 
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Table 2. Scenario for creating innovative design and solution

Systems Engineering as Improvisational Theater

Several years ago, Ward Cunningham and Kent Beck devised a way 
of designing in which the designers roleplayed as the objects that were 
envisioned as software components. Each designer represented one or more 
paper index cards known as CRC (Class, Responsibility, Collaboration) cards. 
This exercise fostered convergence on a necessary and sufficient set of objects.

When accomplishing systems engineering, convergence is preceded by 
emergence. In the emergence phase participants seek (a) discovery and 
recognition of the real problem, (b) nomination of intervention strategies and 
(c) implications of probable necessary and sufficient capabilities.

In the emergence phase of your next system engineering activity, consider 
yourself as a player in improvisational theater and apply the following seven 
clues as described by Michelle James at http://www.creativeemergence.com/. 
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Forum
On 25 May 1961 President John F. Kennedy proclaimed that the 

United States would send one of its own safely to the moon 
before the end of the decade. This decision set into motion 

one of the greatest technological achievements in the nation’s 
history. “Only the building of the Panama Canal rivaled the Apollo 
program’s size as the largest nonmilitary technological endeavor 
ever undertaken by the United States; only the Manhattan Project 
was comparable in a wartime setting” (Launius 2004, 1).

The Apollo program pursued several ambitious goals:
•	Landing people on the Moon and returning them safely to Earth
•	Establishing the United States as the unquestioned preeminent 

leader in space
•	Developing technology to meet national interests in space
•	Executing scientific exploration of the Moon
•	Developing the capability for humans to work in the lunar 

environment

President Kennedy’s decree and the goals of the 
Apollo program did not evolve overnight in the summer 
of 1961. In 1959, the newly formed National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA), in conjunction with 
executive and legislative leadership in Washington, DC, 
began to seriously investigate the possibility of land
ing Americans on the moon. In early 1960 studies and 
committee meetings had progressed to the point that 
modular spacecraft designs for different lunar mission 
modes were being examined. The United States had 
its eye on the Moon before the first human had even 
entered space.

In July 1960, Deputy NASA Administrator Hugh 
Dryden announced that the Mercury project’s follow
on program would be called Apollo. In the fall of 1960, 
NASA received 14 bids in response to a request for 
proposals for Apollo concept studies. NASA awarded 
three USD 250,000 contracts for these studies to Con
vair, General Electric, and the Martin Company. In the 

spring of 1961 the three 
companies presented their 
designs. Martin employed 
300 engineers and spent 
USD 3 million on a concep
tual design that included 
many of the elements that 
ended up being a part of 
the final Apollo design.

At the time of the 
announcement by Presi
dent Kennedy in May 1961, 
NASA was kneedeep in project Mercury and putting a man into 
orbit. Alan Shepard had just become the first American in space, 
spending just over 15 minutes on a suborbital flight. The goals of the 
Mercury program were, naturally, simpler than those for Apollo:
•	Orbiting a manned spacecraft around Earth
•	Investigating human ability to function in space
•	Developing mannedspacecraft recovery techniques and 

procedures

While developing Apollo, NASA realized that many questions had 
to be answered, especially regarding environmental and humanfac
tors concerns: What were the hazards of solar radiation? What were 
the hazards of micrometeoroid impacts? And what were the hazards 
of the lunar surface?

There were also many questions about technological readiness. 
Could astronauts survive in the hostile environment of space outside 
their spacecraft? Could two spacecraft find each other, rendezvous, 
and dock while traveling thousands of kilometers per hour in orbit? 
And could large reliable boosters be developed that were safe enough 
to be used for manned spacecraft?

While it developed the Apollo hardware, NASA initiated 
unmanned and manned programs to “banish many old specters of 
doom” (Brooks, Grimwood, and Swenson 1979, 167). Terrestrially 
based programs and unmanned space programs such as Pegasus, 

The American Mission to the Moon: Systems Architecting Lessons from the Past
Lieutenant Commander John Bush, johnbush98@gmail.com; and Lieutenant Commander Victor Glover, victor.glover2@gmail.com, United States Navy

Figure 1. Apollo 11 Launch (http://www.nasa.gov/
images/content/139726main_Apollo_11_hires.jpg)

Figure 2. Early Apollo concept based on the 
proposal submissions in spring 1961 (reprinted 
from Brooks, Grimwood, and Swenson 1979, 35)
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Ranger, Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter were used to study the effects of radiation, 
micrometeoroids, and the lunar surface.

Project Gemini was the manned program that bridged the gap between Mercury 
and Apollo and answered the technologicalreadiness questions. Gemini included 
these goals:
•	Exploring the physiological aspects of subjecting humans and their required 

lifesupport equipment to spaceflight up to two weeks in duration.
•	Developing manned extravehicular space techniques and procedures
•	Developing complex space rendezvous and docking techniques and procedures
•	Developing dynamic orbital maneuvering techniques and procedures using 

docked spacecraft
•	Perfecting methods of reentering the atmosphere and landing at a predeter

mined location

Over the course of the 
Mercury, Gemini, and 
Apollo programs that 
flew people into outer 
space during the decades 
of the 1960s and 1970s, 
American technology 
advanced from barely 
launching a ballistic cap
sule into suborbital flight 
to astronauts performing 
complex radarassisted 
breakup and rendezvous 
operations in orbit, and 
finally, to the crews of six 
Apollo missions landing on the moon. A comparison of the Mercury, Gemini, and 
Apollo vehicles is shown below in figure 3.

What made Apollo possible? The Apollo program succeeded for a number of rea
sons, including overcoming technical risk, effective management and leadership, 
logistic and support innovation, advanced manufacturing technology, thorough 
testing, and a little luck. For this article we will focus on product architecture.

Product Architecture
From 1959 through the end of 1962, a variety of modes were proposed to reach 

the Moon. Although the variations were endless and sometimes even preposterous, 
the proposals general fell into one of the following categories.

•	Direct ascent. A single space vehicle would leave Earth, land on the Moon, and 
then return to Earth. Although it was postulated that a Geminisized capsule 
might, with a very small margin, be able to perform a direct ascent mission 
with a Saturn V class booster, it was generally accepted that a very large Nova 
class booster would need to be developed to enable direct ascent.

•	Earth-orbit rendezvous (EOR). Space vehicles would leave the Earth’s surface, 
entering Earth orbit. These space vehicles would carry parts and fuel that 
would be used to assemble and fuel a single space vehicle; this vehicle in turn 
would leave Earth orbit, land on the Moon, and then return to Earth. Estimates 
of the number of Earthorbit flights required to support an EOR mission ranged 
from two to twelve.

•	Lunar-surface rendezvous. Space vehicles would leave terrestrial Earth, 
eventually landing on the Moon. After the space vehicles were safely on the 
Moon, astronauts would make a “oneway” trip to the Moon. They would use 
then use the prestaged parts already on the moon to assemble a craft that 
would get them back to Earth. A variation on this theme actually proposed 
sending the astronauts to the moon first, where they would wait for supply 
vehicles to reach them!

•	Lunar-orbit rendezvous (LOR). A modular space vehicle would leave terrestrial 
Earth, eventually entering a lunar orbit. A module of the spacecraft (the lunar 
excursion module or LEM) would then land on the Moon, and then relaunch 
from the Moon’s surface to rejoin the original portion of the spacecraft (the 
command/service module) that had remained in lunar orbit. This mode would 
be able to utilize a single Earth launch, as opposed to the multiple Earth 
launches of some of the other proposals, due to savings in fuel; at the same time 
the plan relied on what many considered to be a risky lunarorbit rendezvous.

Initially, designers did not favor the LOR mode lunarorbit rendezvous. Apollo 
architects, like their Soviet counterparts, initially favored the direct ascent, and 
then EOR approaches. Careful examination of functions and constraints, however, 
convinced Apollo architects that the lunarorbit rendezvous provided the best 
fit to their predicament. In choosing the LOR mode, Apollo architects followed 
many established systemsarchitecture heuristics. Their choices provided apt 
illustrations for several important quotations by the authors of The Art of Systems 
Architecting (Maier and Rechtin 2000). (Page numbers after the bold quotations 
below refer to their book.)

“Don’t assume that the original statement of the problem is the best, or 
even the right one.” (28)

“The beginning is the most important part of the work.” (30)

Figure 3. Comparison of spacecraft and launch-vehicle configura-
tions (Brooks, Grimwood, and Swenson 1979, 118)
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Initially, most Apollo plan
ners were stuck with a paradigm 
that matched booster size to pay
load weight and required velocity 
deltas. Up through 1961, almost 
everyone involved in the Apollo 
effort assumed that direct ascent 
would be used, and up through 1962 
nearly everyone assumed that EOR 
would be used. It took some serious 
outofthebox thinking to function
ally decompose the requirement to 
land humans on the moon in order 
to arrive at the conclusion that the 
fuelweight savings offered by LOR would allow the utilization of cheaper and more 
mature Saturn booster technology. Proponents of LOR faced an uphill battle first 
within NASA, then with outside forces including North American (the command 
and service module contractor) and political powers in Washington, including the 
President’s Science Advisory Committee (PSAC). Space historian James Hansen 
concludes that “without NASA’s adoption of this stubbornly held minority opin
ion in 1962 [LOR] the United States may still have reached the Moon, but almost 
certainly it would not have been accomplished by the end of the 1960s, President 
Kennedy’s target date” (Hansen 1995, 27).

“In partitioning, choose the elements so that they are as independent 
as possible; that is, elements with low external complexity and high 
internal complexity.” (28)

An advantage of the LOR mode over the other modes was more thorough parti
tioning between spacecraft modules. With a direct ascent or EOR mode, more parts 
of the spacecraft would have to operate in the lunar environment. The command 
module, service module, and lunarlanding module would all descend to and 
land on the moon. With LOR, the command and service modules would never 
penetrate lunar orbit. The Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) was the only vehicle 
that would have to make the actual trip to and from the lunar surface. In this 
way the peculiarities of the different stages of the voyage could be tackled more 
efficiently. Designers of the command and service modules could concentrate on 
launch, orbital, and transplanetary portions of the voyage, while LEM designers 
could concentrate on lunar operations. The primary interface between the two craft 
would be limited primarily to rendezvous and docking.

“Build in and maintain options as long as possible in the design and 
implementation of complex systems.” (29)

NASA consciously and continually had to balance time, budget, and reliabil
ity (their measure of performance). Of these three factors, time was often the most 
binding constraint, especially early in the program. Despite the time crunch, NASA 
did not decide upon a mode to reach the Moon until the second year of the decade. 
Fortuitously, the careful examination of the mode problem did not stop NASA from 
carrying on first with Saturn booster development, and then command and service
module development while the mode question was resolved. While the LEM was 
often identified as being the primary “pacing” item during the decade, the Saturn 
V, especially its technologically daring LOX/Hydrogen second stage, vied for and 
at times appeared to overtake the LEM as Apollo’s pacing item. The additional time 
allotted for booster development afforded by the early start paid big dividends in the 
end. Similar lessons can be gleaned from the command and servicemodule projects.

The Dignity of Simplicity
Simplicity is a wellknown heuristic in systems architecting. Many aspects 

of the Apollo vehicle design are testament to the dignity of simplicity. While the 
undertaking was easily of the most technically and politically complex goals the 
United States possessed, “the shaping of reliable, safe Apollo spacecraft owes its 
success to specific principles stressing the simplicity, both in originating and evalu
ating hardware designs” (NASA 1971, 15).

The daunting task of developing the Apollo spacecraft spanned nearly seven 
years from 1961 to 1968. Leveraging the success of previous programs, the designers 
used tried and true NASA design principles for the Apollo spacecraft (NASA 1971, 15):

1. Use established technology.
2. Stress hardware reliability.
3. Comply with safety standards.

Figure 4. Lunar-penetration portion of direct ascent 
vs. LOR spacecraft (Brooks, Grimwood, and Swenson 
1979, 68)

Figure 5. LEM design progression from 1962 to 1969 (Brooks, Grimwood, and Swenson 1979, 145)
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4. Minimize inflightmaintenance and testing for failure isolation, and rely 
instead on assistance from the ground.

5. Simplify operations.
6. Minimize interfaces.
7. Make maximum use of experience gained from previous mannedspaceflight 

programs.

An example of NASA’s commitment to simplicity in design can be seen in the 
extravehicularactivity (EVA) concept employed in the Gemini program, the prede
cessor to Apollo. Unlike the Soviet Voskhod 2, which employed an airlock, the Gemini 
simply depressurized the entire cabin to support EVA activities. The airlock design 
of the Voskhod 2 nearly resulted in disaster on 18 March 1965 when Alexei Leonov’s 
pressure suit overinflated, making it (initially) impossible to reenter his spacecraft.

Another example involves redundancy and automation. The Soviet Soyuz 11 mis
sion in June of 1971 ended with the deaths of the three crew members. While some 
work on the Soyuz 11 disaster has focused on problems with the explosive bolts and 
the pressureregulation valve itself, Alexei Leonov, who was originally scheduled to 
be on the mission, placed the blame on the automated system responsible for depres
surization. In the book he coauthored with a United States astronaut, Two Sides of the 
Moon: Our Story of the Cold War Space Race (Scott and Leonov 2004), Leonov conveys 
his dissatisfaction with the automatic system, and describes how he advised the crew 
commander to violate a technical order to trust the automatic system and instead use 
the manual override. In the end, Leonov felt that it was the crew’s reliance on the 
faulty design of the automatic system that caused their deaths.

NASA designed redundancy into many systems, even when automation was a 
primary feature. Despite the existence of an automatic landing system on the Lunar 
Excursion Module, NASA poured significant resources into the development of the 
Lunar Landing Research Vehicle, one of the first hardwarebased flying simulators 
that used computers to replicate the flying qualities that were to be expected in the 
lunar environment. NASA’s efforts paid off on the very first lunar landing, when the 
LEM’s automatic landing computer failed, and Neil Armstrong had to take over the 
landing manually.

The Apollo program was not without its own tragedy however. During a 27 
January 1967 ground test in preparation for the first manned spaceflight, a fire 
ignited inside the capsule trapping and killing all three astronauts. The test used a 
pure oxygen environment inside the capsule. The combination of the pure oxygen 
and command module materials created a potential risk that was not thoroughly 
examined. The fire during the Apollo/Soyuz 204 mission, later renamed Apollo 
1, resulted in major changes including the command module design and operat
ing procedures for ground testing. While this tragedy might have been avoided, it 

resulted in significant change that may have saved the Apollo program and NASA 
in those years. The tragedy resulted in a program pause that allowed time for 
muchneeded review and redesign.

In contemporary projects, we must not let schedule pressures relieve us of our 
responsibility to be critical of our own work. Hindsight is 20/20 but foresight is 
clearest when allowed time to focus.

Overall, from the development of a welloiled organization, to the crafting of 
a well designed modular spacecraft in Apollo, the United States mission to the 
Moon stands as one of the preeminent examples of where solid analysis, combined 
with application of timetested heuristics, resulted in the development of highly 
successful architectures. 
On 21 July 1969, the Apollo 
11 astronauts became the 
first humans on the Moon. 
Ten years of work came 
down to a single moment, 
watched on live television 
by an estimated audience 
of 500 million people. For a 
fleeting moment, a deeply 
divided world was brought 
together in awe. The fact 
that the United States made 
it look easy was a testament 
to the masterful systems 
architecting of NASA’s Apollo 
program. 
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Systems Engineering and Rationalism: What Alchemy will Remain?
Bill Mullins, william.mullins@incose.org

he enduring perception of the systems engineering profes
sion is that it entails nothing more than functional decom
position of artifact performance requirements; but there is 

more to systems lifecycle development than that. Before there was 
deductive chemistry there was inductive alchemy; despite its much 
greater predictive power, the former has never entirely displaced 
the latter. A similar situation appears to exist with understanding 
fully what systems engineering is ultimately about. Some aspect of 
our craft and discipline remains disturbingly intractable to deduc
tive methods — and it will ever be thus!

There seems to be a widespread belief that systems engineer
ing is deficient in one or more of the “core characteristics” of the 
engineering profession — that somehow it is not rigorous enough or 
too subjective. Concern with this perception is a matter of regular 
discussion in INSIGHT and similar forums. The perennial effort to 
address the question about systems engineering’s return on invest
ment speaks to an anxiety that some might conclude exists both 
within and outside the systems engineering community of practice.

The Systems Engineering Vision 2020 represents the INCOSE 
approach to addressing the recurring questions that seem to strike 
at the legitimacy of systems engineering as a distinct body of 
knowledge in its own right. The Executive Summary acknowledges 
that “the profession suffers from the lack of a set of unified prin
ciples, models that support a wide range of domains, and consis
tent terminology and definitions. Furthermore, there is a prevailing 
perception that systems engineering is overly cumbersome and not 
readily applicable to small projects or small businesses.”

The power of this lament can be seen in the December 2010 
INSIGHT article by Anatoly Levenchuk, “Systems Engineering Chal
lenges: A Russian Perspective.” Mr. Levenchuk reports that at a 
recent conference sponsored by the Russian chapter of INCOSE, a 
brave band of 70 Russian colleagues worked vigorously to define 
the challenges they perceived, ones that when met, can strengthen 
the intellectual foundations of the systems engineering enterprise. 
It is notable that those 70 were the secondday remnant of some 
350 who attended the first day of the conference; it appears that 

fourfifths judged the final work as more than a little off the beaten 
path of their practice. I found myself wondering why that might be.

I suggest that this fine report of our Russian colleagues illus
trates a strong desire to find a fully reductionist and linear “solu
tion” for what is judged to be a communications clarity “problem.” 
I offer this observation not as a criticism of their efforts per se, but 
rather to note the foreground analytical position that the Jungian 
faculty 1 Judging plays in the identification strategy and expression 
of results reported about the conference.

The specific expression from Mr. Levenchuk’s article that 
caught my attention was in regard to the “engineering of system 
architecture.” My itch first came when I saw that the author 
had designated as one of his focus areas the “Demystification 
of ‘systems engineering art’: Systems engineering knowledge 
discovery vs. knowledge design (in other words, the engineering of 
systems engineering)” (Levenchuk 2010: 47).

I offer that these two expressions vividly demonstrate the strong 
reductionist bias in the overall cognitive stance of the Russian 
conference — one common to many systems engineering “deep 
thinkers.” In Jungian terms reductionism is a Judging strategy for 
dealing with the results of precursor subjective percepts.

Thus I wish to question the premise that Jung’s counterpart 
Perceiving functions are necessarily subordinate to the Judging one 
that is otherwise so prominent in the conduct of classical engineer
ing. I suggest that, contrary to the common assumption in systems 
engineering practice, the system is the foregrounded “thing in 
being”—it is the subject of the work and thus to some degree is 
always subjectively apprehended. It follows that engineering is the 
elective manner of Judging a system’s efficacy. If correct, we must 
accept that engineering cannot explain all of systems engineering.

From my own IntuitiveFeeling cognitive orientation, I find 
a lot of implicit antipathy in this article to any nonreductionist 

1. By way of background: psychologist Carl Jung proposed the existence of 
two dichotomous pairs of cognitive functions. These are (1) the “rational” (Judging) 
functions, thinking and feeling; and (2) the “irrational” (prerational Perceiving ahead 
of Judging) functions: sensing and intuition. These functions form the core of the 
MyersBriggs Type Indicator (see the website of the Myers & Briggs Foundation,  
http://www.myersbriggs.org).

T
“…there is a prevailing 

perception that systems 

engineering is overly 

cumbersome and not 

readily applicable to 

small projects or small 

businesses.”

http://www.myersbriggs.org
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strategy and approach to sensemaking about basic issues in systems engineering 
development. Still I find myself asking: What if innovative systems architecting is 
a Perceiving art, rather than an engineering discipline waiting to be ISO standard
ized into a suitably robust Judging standard?

As our systems engineering community of practice incorporates more and more 
complex systems of systems we are coming to recognize that the terms enterprise 
and system are often interchangeable. The ontological reality seems to be that 
Perceiving (the modeling architect’s concept for lifecycle systematization) begets 
Judging (the engineering of capability specifics). This provides further evidence 
that there is a limit to the rationalist deconstruction of systems engineering 
practice.

Added support for this conclusion appears later in the same INSIGHT with 
Denise Howard’s (2010) review of The Design of Design: Essays from A Computer 
Scientist, by Frederick P. Brooks, Jr. Ms. Howard draws attention to similarities in 
thinking between Brooks and other “wellknown design sources” (54). She also 
highlights “a few new candidate heuristics,” like this one: “An articulated guess 
beats an unspoken assumption” (54). A little later she praises another idea from 
Brooks, namely, that “the best way to make a costeffective application system is 
to make an effective one, then costreduce it, rather than making a cheap one and 
augmenting it until it is useful” (54–55).

The question these two statements raise for me is: Are Brooks’ insights deduced 
from first principles (the linear judging way) or are they combinatorial perceptions 
induced from broad actual experience? I believe the latter is the fact and further 
contend that we must make room for the truth that something like the intuition
guided combinatorial practice, that we might associate with alchemist’s inductive 
stratagems, is both essential and integral throughout the conduct of systems engi
neering. We cannot dispense with those stratagems no matter how hard we try.

While confidence will grow in how systems engineering pays for itself in the 
nth+1 application of a standard project, such confidence will not carry over into 
the conduct of inherently exploratory expeditions into verylargescale systems 
of systems—ever. No graduate education in systems engineering could have 
resulted in “most any” journeyman certified systems engineer producing the 
radical Guggenheim or Bilbão museum architectures. Those novel outcomes must 
be Perceived, as works of intuition, before they can be rendered in engineering 
specifications to be Judged for their technical adequacy.

Thus I contend that the “what” and “how” of systems engineering will never be 
reduced entirely to a set of requirements statements. More subjective expectations 
of a provisional character (i.e., to be validated in evolving practice) will always play 
a role, and that is the domain of Brooks’ “articulated guess.” It flows from unleash
ing Intuition into the foreground of design attention long enough for that guess to 

formulate itself to the point of articulation. How that comes about is not entirely 
mysterious, but it is learned in the practice—not from the handbook. It may well be 
that the essence of systems engineering lies in the “articulated guesswork” needed 
to bridge the architect’s vision and the engineer’s practical constraints.

For me at least, the diversity of systems engineering application possibilities 
renders it unlikely in the extreme that any ISO standard could encompass and 
guide all the key choices working decisionmakers face at the major systemof
systems level of interaction. It pays, then, to make room for some alchemy—for the 
nonreductionist strategy and approach to discernment of challenges and paths 
forward—because complexity will prevail. If, through acknowledging this truth, 
our discipline gains a more balanced relationship with the conventional practices 
of engineering, where’s the harm?
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Accelerating SySTEM Education
Ken Berg, cochair for outreach, Motor Sports Working Group, bergk@cox.net

An Assertion

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) are brought to 
life as meaningful, worthwhile knowledge in the context of understanding 
systems. We adopt “SySTEM” as our “brand” and leverage it to foster conti

nuous, competitive improvement of goods and services.
INCOSE, through its Motor Sports Working Group and other channels, has an 

interesting opportunity but insufficient force to make meaningful, widespread 
improvement to the existing process for teaching SySTEM. INCOSE should form a 
coalition of engineering and allied organizations to create a critical mass of exper
tise to produce a sorely needed education process. To meet the challenges facing 
education in the United States, the critical mass must be capable of overcoming 
existing inertia in our education system all the way from Congress to classrooms.

If thought of as a race team, the education system quickly exposes its fatal 
weakness — having no inkling of winning, or what it takes to be a winner. Instilling 
the will to win at all they do is our intent for all students and for teachers as well. 
To do so it is essential that classroom teachers take part in the design of any new 
process to expedite the rearrangement of financial and intellectual support for 
curricula embodying SySTEM.
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Valuable initiatives have been taken to create systems engineering and motor
sports curricula, as well as to teach teachers how to use them. University design 
competitions, such as Formula SAE organized by SAE International, feature SyS
TEM at work. The evidence of the value of motor sports as an exemplar and teacher 
of SySTEM is obvious to those involved. It is not obvious, and is not within the 
scope, agenda, budget, or interest of those who are not seeking to be winners!

Recent experience with public schools in the United States indicates that there 
is little neartime hope of breaking into, let alone overcoming, the existing inertia. 
A campaign to do so will require great ambition, energy, and skill, wielded by pow
erful organizations hungry for improved graduates that are sought for employment. 
However, other venues can be used to get the ball rolling and create an obvious 
record of success.

Proposal
Create a map of the progression of topics in STEM education and relate that 

to the spectrum of realworld aspects of motor sports. An estimated 80% of the 
taxonomy could be gathered fairly quickly and cheaply, giving insights that would 
lead to capture of the other 20%. A survey of the field is essential, using systems 
engineering principles and techniques to identify and solve the navigation and 
management of complexity.

Once “brought to bay” the elements can be variously arranged and decisions 
made as to the most likely solutions, creating a systematic linkage of priorities, 
objectives, and procedures to increase the teaching, learning, and implementa
tion of SySTEM by enlisting participants, including especially classroom teachers. 
Small, initial successes will quickly foment wide dissemination of SySTEM.

Bringing the excitement and enthusiasm associated with motor sports into the 
classroom can be done now with digital means to capture and disperse the best 
learning objects to serve the widest possible body of students, whether in school or 
in the home, at work or play.

Background
The inertia in the US publiceducation system is immense! The appropriate 

motorsports metaphor may be a tractorpull contest. Stakeholders include 
wellmeaning government officials, bureaucrats, administrators, consultants, 
thinktank organizations, advocates, trade unions, diminished funding, media, 
conference organizers, learned publications, and authors of textbooks and 
curricula, in addition to secretaries of education at national, state, county and 
schooldistrict level, and personnel involved with school design, construction, 
administration, security, and custodial maintenance. All are involved in the 

educational infrastructure. Are they researching respective ways they can 
improve the process of teaching and learning? Are systems designed to capture 
and disseminate lessons learned? Do they develop recommendations from their 
experience? Have champions for improvement emerged?

The space between Washington, DC, and the classroom is filled with research
ers, grant proposals, and research papers. Most describe the myriad problems but 
few make actionable recommendations. Insufficient effort is made to coordinate 
objectives or collaborate on systems (a) to narrow the issues and bring common 
cause to joint efforts, (b) to connect pure research to applied solutions having 
doable and measurable objectives, managed and incrementally adjusted for best 
effect, and (c) to compile lessons learned that can be noted and used as the next 
level of research for wide dissemination for maximum benefit. As a result we fail 
to maximize return on the dollar, wherein return reflects national interests for an 
educated and competitive populace.

Earnest, effective classroom teachers deliver knowledge as best they can while 
beset with petty regulations, forms to be filled in, reports to be prepared, union 
mandates, upset parents, and students making difficult the effective teaching and 
learning of SySTEM and other life skills. In the state of Arizona, for example, the 
new state superintendent of public instruction found that he had 475 employees 
administering federal programs and only 38 paid by the general fund such that 
he could direct them.

Meanwhile, at USD 75,000 per year per inmate, the return on investment for 
the undereducated in jails, hospitals, and other public institutions, is far less 
than the USD 7,000 per year per student on economic grounds, let alone humani
tarian values. Unfortunately, the return on political investment goes the other 
way. Only systems thinking, feeling, and doing can change that.

Where is the clamor for delivery of SySTEM? If there is any, it comes from those 
who have experience in the real world and its dormant (or worse) condition result
ing from a nonsystematic deployment of such STEM knowledge as is dispensed and 
learned today.

Can politics be overcome to allow improvement? The ship of state for educa
tion in the US is at hazard — no rudder, no power, no captain, the belly of the hull 
is open from stem to gudgeon.

Can INCOSE save this ship? 
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he Systems Science Working Group (SSWG) was established 
last year to promote the advancement and understanding of 
systems science and its application to systems engineering. 

We have three objectives:
1. Encourage the advancement of systemsscience principles 

and concepts as they apply to systems engineering.
2. Promote the awareness of systems science as a foundation 

for systems engineering.
3. Highlight the linkages between systemsscience theories 

and empirical practices of systems engineering.

The group is working on several ongoing projects to help us 
meet these objectives, each of which is described below:

1. Synergies between systems science and systems engineering
2. System pathologies
3. Unified systemsscience theory
4. Unified ontologies of science and systems
5. Better systems engineering for INCOSE

1. Synergies between Systems Science and Systems Engineering
The connections between systems engineering and systems 

science trace back for decades. Many systems engineering proj
ects now directly involve largescale social and environmental 
systems, such as water management, intelligent communities and 
cities, healthcare, and others in the realm of service systems. The 
SSWG has begun a dialogue with several systemsscience societ
ies. A memorandum of understanding has been accepted between 
INCOSE and the International Society for the Systems Sciences, 
and INCOSE has become a member of the International Federa
tion for Systems Research. A white paper is being jointly written, 
describing the shared foundations between systems engineering 
and systems science. The lead author is Gary Metcalf.

Technical Operations

2. System Pathologies
This project, led by Len Troncale, will strive to examine exist

ing systems and their failure modes to identify a generalized set of 
system “pathologies.” A pathology is any deviation from a healthy 
or normal condition. It will use the branch of medical science that 
studies the causes, nature, and effects of diseases as a methodol
ogy to reach its goal. When they have identified and characterized 
these pathologies, the team will then look at how natural systems 
have evolved to overcome these pathologies. These disease
avoidance or recovery mechanisms will be catalogued to help the 
systems engineer design a system that is more tolerant of faults 
and failures.

3. Unified Systems-Science Theory
This project, also led by Len Troncale, will identify the hun

dred or so systems “processes” found in natural systems. The 
team will identify, categorize, and characterize these processes 
and document these in a systemsprocesses catalog, which will 
then be usable by systems engineers to understand the processes 
that can be brought to bear on different types of problems. By 
looking at natural systems and seeing how they address their situ
ation and continue to thrive in their environment under adverse 
conditions, this will give us insights into how we can better 
develop humanmade systems.

4. Unified Ontologies
This project, led by Jack Ring, will clarify the relationships 

among (a) scientific method, (b) systems, and (c) systems engi
neering. The team will then prepare maps of the myriad concepts 
and labels involved. Then they will develop formal ontologies, 
which can be used to produce computeraided versions of systems 
engineering. These ontologies will raise the level of language 

Scientific Foundations for Systems Engineering
James Martin, james.martin@incose.org; and Duane Hybertson, duane.hybertson@incose.org

T
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THE SHING  PRIZE
for OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

O

INCOSE OPERATIONS

Martin and Hybertson continued INCOSE Operations
obert D. Miller, executive director of the Shingo Prize for Operational Excellence, 
announced on 7 February that Lean Enablers for Systems Engineering has been 
awarded the Shingo Research and Professional Publication Award per the recom

mendation of the Shingo Board of Examiners. According to Mr. Miller, INCOSE authors Bo 
Oppenheim, Earll Murman, and Deb Secor join a distinguished group of recipients who have 
demonstrated a commitment to promoting operational excellence through written works. 
They were honored at the TwentyThird Annual Shingo Prize Awards Gala on 31 March 2011 
at the Shingo International Conference in Cincinnati, Ohio (US). The awards gala marked the 
conclusion of this fourday event centered on lean principles. The event also featured a stra
tegic selection of workshops, plant tours, keynote speakers, and breakout sessions geared 
toward providing the ongoing knowledge, insights, and experience for organizations on their 
lean transformational journey toward operational excellence. Visit http://www.shingoprize.org/ 
for more information.

used in modeling systems and vetting both the models and result
ing system. This will improve systems engineering productivity and 
innovation and increase affordable, operational systems of systems 
that are fit for their purpose. The project will include results from 
the unifiedtheory and systempathologies projects and inform the 
project on better systems engineering for INCOSE.

5. Better Systems Engineering for INCOSE
This project, led by Michael Dee, will attempt to leverage our 

knowledge of systems science to inform the practice of systems engi
neering. It has the following work laid out to accomplish this goal:

a. Create a complete classification of systems, and of systems 
engineering, identifying its boundaries and its context, 
starting from the premise that systems engineering is itself a 
system.

b. Classify the various aspects of systems engineering practice 
into logical categories to aid in human comprehension of, 
and capability to perform, systems engineering.

c. Identify missing or erroneous components of the current 
INCOSE definition of systems engineering practice, and 
identify the gaps relating to system science.

d. Prepare to communicate all this with a formal ontology 
that serves the systems engineering community, based 
in systems science, and linking to other contributing 
disciplines in the context of systems engineering.

e. Augment the Systems Engineering Handbook with 
companion works that will provide the theoretical 
underpinning to guide the education and practice of systems 
engineering.

The group has a collaboration workspace at http://sites.google.com/

site/syssciwg/. All of the project proposals are on this site and ongoing 
work products can also be found there. We have a lively systems
science discussion list at http://groups.google.com/group/syssciwg. Anyone 
is welcome to join this discussion group—just go online and sign up. 
We look forward to wide participation by the systems engineering 
community to help us better identify and understand the scientific 
foundations of systems engineering. 

INCOSE Product Wins Shingo Prize
Bo Oppenheim, bohdan.oppenheim@incose.org

R

Lean Enablers for Systems Engineering (LEfSE) is a collection of 147 comprehensive 
practices describing the best dos and don’ts of systems engineering and related aspects of 
product development, enterprise management, and supplychain management. The LEfSE 
have been designed by 14 experts from industry, academia, and government from the United 
States, the United Kingdom, Israel, France, and the Netherlands, assisted by the 174member 
Lean Systems Engineering Working Group of INCOSE (which is the fastestgrowing working 
group in the Council).

The enablers focus on value creation while eliminating waste. Lean systems engineering 
represents a synergy of traditional systems engineering process and lean thinking. Accord
ing to this methodology, traditional systems engineering is regarded as a sound practice 
leading to technical success when practiced and funded properly, but which is often bur
dened with inefficiencies. Lean systems engineering is not replacing traditional systems 
engineering; instead it is amending it with the wisdom of lean thinking. Lean systems 

http://sites.google.com/site/syssciwg/
http://sites.google.com/site/syssciwg/
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engineering does not mean less systems 
engineering, but rather better systems 
engineering: with better preparations 
of the enterprise processes, people, and 
tools; better program planning and front
loading; better workflow management; 
better managed with higher responsibility, 
authority, and accountability; leading to 
better, wastefree, predictable and robust 
workflow with better creation of value to 
the customer.

Under the leansystemsengineering 
philosophy, no legitimately needed task 
should be cut; instead product success 
or mission assurance should be treated 
as a nonnegotiable value, and any task 
that is legitimately required for success 
must be included, but it should be well
planned and coordinated, and executed 
with minimal waste. In other words, the 
enablers promote engineering the system 
rather than a bureaucracy of artifacts. 
Early implementation attempts at Rock
well Collins, Thales Aerospace in France, 
Thales UK, and Rafael in Israel indicate 
excellent results, saving program time and 
cost and improving quality. More informa
tion about lean systems engineering and 
Lean Enablers for Systems Engineering is 
available from the website of INCOSE’s 
Lean Systems Engineering Working Group 
at http://www.incose.org/practice/techactivities/

wg/leansewg/. All materials on the website 
are free and available to the public.   

Version 3.2.1 of the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook was approved in 
January 2011 and addressed changes resulting from the handbook going 
through the approval process to become an ISO technical report. It is 

anticipated that it will be released as ISO/IEC TR 16337 in mid 2011.
INCOSE’s certification program announced that starting in February 2011, either 

version 3.2 or 3.2.1 of the Systems Engineering Handbook can be used to prepare for 
the certification exam used for CSEP and ASEP. The minor differences between 
version 3.2 and version 3.2.1 have no impact on any exam items. As previously 
announced, version 3.1 was retired as of 31 January 2011, and should no longer be 
used. For more information on INCOSE’s certification program, please visit  
http://www.incose.org/educationcareers/certification/.   

INCOSE and Lockheed Martin Corporation have signed an agreement that will 
lead to additional INCOSE professional certifications for Lockheed Martin systems 
engineers. Through the terms of this agreement, qualified Lockheed Martin 

systems engineers are eligible for a simplified application process and discounted 
group application and renewal submittals. This agreement was signed in December 
2010.

“INCOSE looks forward to working with Lockheed Martin to build upon INCOSE’s 
Certified Systems Engineering Professional designation as the worldwide reference for 
systems engineering professionalism,” said INCOSE president Samantha Brown. “As a 
member of our Corporate Advisory Board for many years, Lockheed Martin has been 
a strong supporter of INCOSE and its technical activities. This agreement furthers our 
ongoing collaboration.” Organizations interested in leveraging INCOSE’s certification 
program should contact Certification Program Manager Dave Walden at the email 
address above. 

Systems Engineering Handbook Version 3.2.1 Approved by 
INCOSE, Can Now Be Used for Certification Exam
Kevin Forsberg, kevin.forsberg@incose.org; and Dave Walden, david.walden@incose.org

INCOSE Certification Agreement Signed with Lockheed Martin
Dave Walden, david.walden@incose.org

Oppenheim continued

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
A GUIDE FOR SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE PROCESSES AND ACTIVITIES

Version 3.2.1 January 2011

http://www.incose.org/practice/techactivities/wg/leansewg/
http://www.incose.org/practice/techactivities/wg/leansewg/
http://www.incose.org/educationcareers/certification/
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Highlights from the 2011 International Workshop in Phoenix, Arizona
Photos by Tim Ferris, tim.ferris@incose.org; and Andrew Pickard, andrew.pickard@incose.orgINCOSE Events

Anne O’Neill accepts an award for Achieving the Systems Engineering 
Vision on behalf of the Transportation Architecture Framework (TRAK) 
from President Samantha Brown with the assistance of newly named 
Technical Director Jean-Claude Roussel.

Robert Karban, the leader of MBSE Challenge Team for Telescope Systems Modeling, 
receives an award plaque for Achieving the Systems Engineering Vision from 
President Brown as Bjorn Cole waits to receive the plaque on behalf of the MBSE 
Challenge Team for Space Systems Modeling.

INCOSE Fellows Bill Mackey and Jack Ring received an award for Outreach on 
behalf of the Motor Sports Work Group.

President Brown presents a working-
group award for Collaboration to 
Gauthier Fanmuy, chair of the Systems 
Engineering for Very Small and Micro 
Entities Working Group.

The members of the Requirements Working Group proudly display their award plaque for Sustained Performance during a break 
from their meeting.

Measurement Working Group Chair 
Paul Frenz accepts a Product of the Year 
Award.

Deb Secor receives a Sustained Performance 
Award on behalf of the Lean Systems 
Engineering Working Group.

Bill Mackey accepts an award for 
Outreach on behalf of the Resilient 
Systems Working Group.

Dimitri Mavris receives an Outreach 
Award on behalf of the Architecture 
Working Group.

Nominations and Election Chair David Wright (at the podium) installs directors in 
their new positions on the board (from left to right in front of him), Member Board 
Cochair Eric Belle, Secretary Rich Grzybowski, and Technical Director Jean-Claude 
Roussel as outgoing secretary Bob Kenley looks on.

continues on 
next page
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Congratulations to all of our award winners!
More details about working group awards are available on the web at  
http://www.incose.org/about/hall/wg.aspx. 

Colin Mullery was announced as the recipient of the Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory Alexander Kossiakoff Scholarship at the soiree. 
From left to right: Colin’s grandmother Linda Harris, Sam Seymour of JHU 
APL, Colin, and Colin’s grandfather Don Harris.

Outgoing director Bill Ewald is honored for 
his many years of service to INCOSE and its 
board of directors.

IW2011 Highlights continued

his new section of INSIGHT features reports on recent systems engineering 
events sponsored by INCOSE or one of its chapters. To be included, the event 
must be directed to a regional, national, or international audience, and in 

most cases must last more than one day. We encourage all event organizers to send 
information for inclusion on the calendar to comms@incose.org. In each of issue of 
INSIGHT, we publish reports that shed light on the diversity of topics important to 
systems engineers, gives credit to organizers, inspires more events, and encourages 
increased future participation in INCOSEsponsored events.

First Annual Workshop on System Design and Simulation: Methodology and Tools 
for System Life Cycle | Rome, Italy, 21 October 2010
Reported by Raffaele Fiengo, raffaele.fiengo@incose.org

System Engineering Events from Around the World

The first workshop on system design and simulation organized by the Italian 
chapter of INCOSE was a great success: more than sixty attendees, six interna
tional exhibitor companies, seven sponsors, and ten highlevel papers. The event, 
hosted by Centro Sviluppo Materiali in Rome (http://www.c-s.m.it), was organized 
in cooperation with MIMOS (http://www.mimos.it), IE4EC Mindsh@re Community of 
FINMECCANICA, and AFCEA Rome Chapter (http://www.afcearoma.it).

The challenges of modern global economy and the growing complexity of 
systems suggest the use of increasingly complex and efficient tools and methods 
for design, simulation, and validation. This workshop provided an overview of 
the state of the art of the tools and methods for supporting the entire systems 
lifecycle: virtual product development through a collaborative design. The 
program covered the aspects of modeling and simulation over the system lifecycle: 

in particular, requirements 
analysis and validation; design, 
validation, and testing; training; 
procurement activities and 
business model. The upcoming 
2011 workshop, entitled “Design 
& Simulation: Methodology and 
Tools for System Life Cycle,” 
will be organized by the Italian 
chapter of INCOSE in Rome. 

T

Centro Sviluppo Materiali S.p.A., Rome, Italy (Photo courtesy of Centro Sviluppo Materiali)

Conference attendees (Photo by Elisabetta Amici)
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Reaching New Heights in Systems Engineering
William Lopez, william.lopez@incose.org; and Steven Slater, steven.slater@incose.org

ast July, in the center of North America, more than 800 systems 
engineers from all over the world, representing industries from 

aerospace to biomedical technology, gathered to celebrate, 
collaborate, make new acquaintances, and rekindle old ones at 
INCOSE’s Twentieth Anniversary International Symposium in 
Chicago. The event was orchestrated to recognize the past 20 
years of the International Council on Systems Engineering, while 
acknowledging the important work that lies ahead.

This June, the world’s leading systems engineers will take up 
the gauntlet for the future when they gather in Denver for the 
TwentyFirst Annual International Symposium. Those who attend 
are the world’s top systems engineers from various domains with 
complex programmatic challenges in public, private, and academic 
sectors. The catalyst of this event will be dozens of paper presenta
tions, tutorials, panel discussions, alongside social activities and 
technical tours.

One highlight of this year’s symposium will be 
keynote speaker Vice Admiral (retired) Conrad C. 
Lautenbacher. As Under Secretary of Commerce 
for Oceans and Atmosphere and Administrator 
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), Lautenbacher directed 
an extensive review and reorganization of 
the NOAA’s corporate structure to meet the 

environmental challenges of the twentyfirst century. As the NOAA 
administrator, Lautenbacher spearheaded the firstever Earth 
Observation Summit, which hosted ministeriallevel representation 
from several dozen of the world’s nations in Washington, DC, 

July 2003. Through 
subsequent international 
summits and working 
groups, he encouraged 
world scientific and policy 
leaders to work toward a 
common goal of building 
a sustained Global Earth 
Observation System of 
Systems (GEOSS) that 
would collect and disseminate data, information, and models to 
stakeholders and decisionmakers for the benefit of all nations 
individually and the world community collectively.

Technical tours will include a visit to the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory located in Golden, Colorado, a major solar and 
alternative energy research facility operated by the US Department of 
Energy. This is followed by a tour of the Laboratory for Atmospheric 
and Space Physics, in Boulder, Colorado, which designs, builds, and 
operates scientific satellites for NASA and other research organiza
tions. Current missions include SORCE, ICESat, and Kepler.

Much more has been planned already, and all the latest news can 
be found, along with regular updates and upcoming registration, at 
http://www.incose.org/symp2011/. As we continue our outreach, please 
consider completing our online survey at http://www.surveymonkey.

com/s/LHWLYDF. We look forward to seeing you as INCOSE rises to 
new heights at the TwentyFirst Annual International Symposium, 
held against the backdrop of the majestic Rocky Mountains. 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden Colorado

Vice Admiral Conrad C. 
Lautenbacher, Jr.

Photo credit: Wikipedia Commons

Photo credit: Wikipedia Commons

L
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INCOSE Foundation
INCOSE Foundation and Stevens Institute Seek 
Applicants for Doctoral Award

he INCOSE Foundation, in cooperation with the Stevens 
Institute of Technology, is soliciting applications for the 
Doctoral Award for Promising Research in Systems Engineer

ing and Integration. The purpose of this award is to inspire and 
recognize innovative doctorallevel research related to the field of 
systems engineering and integration. This award carries a USD 
5,000 grant to the doctoral student along with a plaque and recog
nition at the annual INCOSE International Symposium.

This doctoral award was initiated in 2002. It has been presented 
to students at Missouri University of Science and Technology 
(2010), the University of Aveiro in Portugal (2009), the Missouri 
University of Science and Technology and the Institut National des 
Sciences Appliquees de Toulouse (2008), the University of Southern 
California (2007), Southern Methodist University (2006), the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania (2005), Stanford University (2004), Stevens 
Institute (2003), and Leeds University (2002).

Applicants must submit a completed application, and must have 
two academic faculty references submit recommendations on their 
behalf. Application materials may be found on the INCOSE Foun
dation website at http://www.incose.org/about/foundation/doctoralaward.

aspx. The Foundation also requests a brief biographical sketch from 
each candidate. Completed applications, faculty references, and 
the biography must be received by 1 May 2011. To be eligible, an 
applicant must be a qualified doctoral student in a degree program, 
with an approved research proposal. The applicant must submit 
an electronic application. Applicants may not receive more than 
one award. Please submit applications to Ms. Holly Witte, INCOSE 
Foundation managing director, at holly.witte@incose.org.

INCOSE Foundation and Johns Hopkins 
University Applied Physics Laboratory Seek 
Applicants for a New Scholarship Award

he INCOSE Foundation, in partnership with the Johns 
Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, is soliciting appli
cations for the annual Alexander Kossiakoff Systems 

Engineering Scholarship. The scholarship carries an award of 
USD 5,000, a plaque, and recognition at the annual INCOSE 
International Workshop. The recipient will also be offered an 
optional paid internship at the Applied Physics Laboratory 
working on relevant systems engineering problems.

The applicants must be citizens of the United States and be 
admitted students in a master’s or doctoral program in systems 
engineering at an accredited university. Applications are to 
include the following documentation: a complete résumé, a 
brief biographical sketch, a description of a particular study 
or research areas of interest (at least three to four pages), two 
academic references, and a discussion of the contribution and 
expected outcomes that will benefit applications of interest to the 
Applied Physics Laboratory (one to two pages).

The application process is described on the INCOSE 
Foundation website at http://www.incose.org/about/foundation/

doctoralawardjhu.aspx. See http://www.jhuapl.edu for possible 
applications of interest. The research should also contribute to 
the publication of a paper in a systems engineering journal or 
conference. Any questions about the documentation criteria 
should be addressed to Dr. Sam Seymour at the Applied Physics 
Laboratory, +12402285711, sam.seymour@jhuapl.edu.

The complete application package must be received by  
1 December 2011. Electronic applications should be submitted  
to Ms. Holly Witte, INCOSE Foundation managing director, at 
holly.witte@incose.org. 

TT
FOUNDATION
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On Saturday 29 January at the 2011 International Workshop 
in Phoenix, Arizona, I was honored with the Annual 
Kossiakoff Systems Engineering Scholarship Award. Dr. 

Samuel Seymour of the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 
Laboratory and Dr. William Ewald of the INCOSE Foundation 
cosponsor this award, and I am profoundly grateful to them for 
their support. I had the opportunity to visit the lab on 24 February, 
where I was introduced to the directors of that institution and 
sought out a position for an internship this summer. I am a senior 
at George Mason University (GMU) studying systems engineering 
with a focus on computer systems. I have also been honored with 
an acceptance into the master’s program for systems engineering at 
GMU with a focus on system architecture and systems of systems. 
This article will detail some of my current interests in the field of 
systems engineering as well as explain some of my research as a 
senior at George Mason University.

Interests
Systems engineering can relate to almost any problem faced 

by engineers in the workplace today. It is flexible and multidisci
plinary, providing requirements and integration support to any 
system throughout its lifecycle. My areas of interest are twofold.

I am interested in the wide variety of topics that systems 
engineers are capable of dealing with. The scope of senior projects 
at George Mason this year range from an airlinemaintenance 
system and a healthcareanalysis system to a system that 
increases referee accuracy in soccer games. This broad range of 
subject matter reveals the versatility of systems engineering and 
I am interested in expanding that versatility to new areas. One 
particular facet of this interest is applying systems thinking to the 
space program by mapping out the possibilities of advancement, 
with the longterm goal being to capture untapped natural 
resources.

Another research interest I have is seeing how the application 
of software tools can aid in the systems engineering support of a 

project, specifically how to tailor that software to fit the needs 
of a particular project design. My proposed master’s research 
focus is architecturebased systems, which is a detailed view of 
how systems of systems can be integrated effectively and how 
software can aid in that integration. I hope to work with various 
software packages through these classes that enable me to see 
the increasing value of applied, custom tools to projects and their 
integration with other systems.

Research
My senior project at GMU involves two subestuaries of the 

Chesapeake Bay, the West and Rhode Rivers. The goal of this 
project is to create a system to reduce turbidity in these rivers in 
order to restore water clarity, thereby improving the ecosystem. 
Systems concepts have been the basis for this project from the 
initial problem definition to the modeling and analysis. An 
indepth systems analysis of stakeholders revealed the conflicting 
forces at play in this system and refined the solution alternatives 
that provide the least conflict with stakeholders and the most 
utility. The current alternatives include adding different types of 
shellfish to the rivers as filter feeders or improving the shoreline 
erosionprotection techniques via “living shorelines.” A tidal 
model was also created to measure the effectiveness and utility of 
each alternative.

I hope to work with the Strategic Systems or Strategic Analysis 
groups of Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory this summer 
and research a systemsrelated topic. 

Plans for My Research Supported by the 
Kossiakoff Award Colin Mullery, colin.mullery@incose.org
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In Memoriam In Memoriam James Long A 4 April 1936 – 12 December 2010

William Mackey, william.mackey@incose.org

During the last month of 2010, the INCOSE membership was 
shocked to learn that two distinguished INCOSE Fellows 
had passed. Jim Long passed away on 12 December and 

Don Clausing followed on 20 December (see Don Clausing’s sepa
rate obituary in this issue). The loss of these two fine gentlemen 
reminds us of our own mortality, but also makes us grateful that 
for a period of time we had their knowledge, wisdom from experi
ence, and friendship. I am challenged and honored to provide my 
expressions of loss along with other INCOSE members. We are all 
better engineers and persons as a result of the gifts of these two 
great systems engineers.

Jim and I both joined INCOSE in 1992 at the International Sym
posium in Seattle, Washington (US). It was less than fifteen minutes 
before we had begun a lifelong friendship. I was not unique —Jim 
was. Everyone he met became his friend in a short time.

Jim was born in 1936, and grew up in Hoopeston, Illinois (US), 
and gained insight there from being part of a hardworking farming 
society. He would tell me that the United States was perhaps send
ing the wrong young folks to the Peace Corps. He convinced me 
that developing countries needed the expertise of young farmers 
rather than hightech students.

Jim earned a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering degree from 
General Motors Institute and Master of Science in Astronautics 
from Purdue University. He was selected as an Eminent Engineer 
by Tau Beta Pi, the scholastic honor society for engineering. This 
designation was given as recognition for his career achievement in 
engineering.

Jim and I had a common interest in the Indianapolis 500 motor 
race. His experience in automotive design and my interest in open
wheel racing allowed us to share many stories.

Jim’s 47 years of engineering, systems engineering, and 
management experience included positions at Allison Division 
of General Motors, TRW, TITAN Systems, and Vitech Corporation. 
His engineering experience included assignments in flighttest 
engineering, electric propulsion, space trajectories, air defense, 
ballisticmissile defense, undersea surveillance, satellite 

surveillance systems, and military C3I systems.
Jim has been a practicing systems engineer and innovator 

since creating the first behavior diagrams (then called Function 
Sequence Diagrams) at TRW in 1967. He played a key technical and 
management role in the maturing and application of that system 
engineering process and technology at TRW and Vitech. Jim was 
also Vitech’s representative with the SysML Partners, a group of 
representatives of industry and government collaborating to define 
a modeling language called Systems Modeling Language (SysML). 
SysML is intended to extend the Object Management Group’s UML 
2.0 to provide support for systems engineering applications.

Jim served as president of the Washington, DC (US), Metropoli
tan Area Chapter, the largest chapter of INCOSE. Jim represented 
Vitech Corporation on INCOSE’s Corporate Advisory Board. He was 
also an active member of the Modeling and Tools Technical Com
mittee. Jim was awarded the status of INCOSE Fellow in recognition 
of his “significant contributions to the development of system engi
neering tools, and the use of system engineering in the intelligence 
community.” Jim was a missionary for good systems engineering 
and for years taught the introductory systems engineering course 
for new INCOSE members.

When I initiated the AntiTerrorism International Working Group 
(ATIWG) in 2001, I immediately reached out to Jim for assistance. 
Jim was way ahead of me: he had already formed a modelbased 
systems engineering description of the 9/11 terrorist attack. He 
had modeled the activities of the 19 terrorist participants, the 
four subgroups that hijacked the four airplanes, and the system
organizational dynamics of AlQaeda. He and I collaborated in 
the first ATIWG panel in 2002 during the INCOSE Symposium in 
Las Vegas, Nevada (US). We also wrote one of the first papers on 
combating terrorism from a systems engineering perspective.

When Jim and his lovely wife Diane both were becoming ill, 
Jim asked me to join him at Vitech and take over the Professional 
Services organization. I would have done anything for Jim and 
regarded him as my older brother. We had many enjoyable discus
sions during my 18 months supporting Jim and his sons, David and 
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Bob. I for one will miss our discussions and I thank God that I had the opportunity 
to work closely with him and to count him as a very close friend.

Jim loomed large in the life of INCOSE, and several prominent members have 
offered their recollections of Jim.

According to Cecilia Haskins, “Jim Long was a strong positive influence in my 
life. Not only was he the quintessential systems engineering professional, Jim was 
also a gentleman who encouraged and guided those who knew him to be not only 
better systems engineering but also better people. I have many fond memories of 
working with and learning from Jim, and I know that his legacy lives on in those 
who shared his visions and his life.”

Heinz Stoewer remembers Jim as “a gentlemen and a true believer in what he 
pursued. His admirable personality and his professional standing were recognized 
by many as a light tower and an example to follow. A great loss for his family, 
friends and our profession!”

Jack Ring states, “When finishing the conceptual design of the SAFE system in 
1976 I became aware that some guy at TRW had developed a tool and was selected 
to perform the analysis and simulation of the envisioned system. I changed careers 
about then but got to know Jim personally in 1992 when I signed up to turn around 
the startup Ascent Logic Corp. and RDD100. Jim Long not only treated me as a 
friend, he was a friend. Jim Long enjoyed helping others discover what they didn’t 
know they didn’t know, and did it in a caring way. Although highly committed to 
his passion of revealing systems, his values and vows always came first. And he 
enjoyed one thing few other men achieve, a son who took his ideas and made even 
more of them. I am glad to have known Jim Long, sad that he has passed away, but 
glad about the extensive legacy of systems thinking and tooling he left for the rest 
of us. As Shakespeare wrote, ‘So long as men can breath and eyes can see, so long 
lives this and this gives life to thee.’”

Donna Rhodes recalls, “I’ve had the pleasure of knowing Jim since my earliest 
days in systems engineering. Jim always took time for ‘teaching moments’ in his 
interactions with systems professionals. Having had intellectual impact on so many 
of us over the years, his contributions will live on as part of what we pass along as 
we teach and mentor the next generation of engineers.”

Wolt Fabrycky comments, “Blacksburg and Virginia Tech have lost a distin
guished citizen and academically inclined giant. Jim’s seminal contributions that 
began with Function Sequence Diagrams at TRW, then as RDD100, are now being 
advanced through the VT Corporate Research Center as the quintessential CORE. 
Since the beginning decades of the VT systems engineering interdisciplinary 
graduate program, Jim and Vitech have significantly influenced hundreds of 
practicing systems engineers worldwide.”

Dennis Buede writes, “Though INCOSE I have had the great pleasure to meet a 

wide variety of experienced and friendly systems engineers who are interested in 
lifelong learning. Even in this company of overachievers, Jim Long stood out from 
the crowd. I am forever in his debt. He and I were originally going to write a book 
together, but the crush of running a small business with his son David was too much, 
so I set out on my own. Every once in a while I would make a query for a midcourse 
correction and he always came through. His legacy will indeed last a very long time.”

Memorial contributions may be made to the James E. Long Memorial Fund of 
the INCOSE Foundation. 

In Memoriam Johannes Hofmeyr
Roger Young, roger.young@incose.org

Johannes Hofmeyr, a systems engineer and active member of 
INCOSE, died tragically in a motor vehicle accident on the morn

ing of 28 October 2010. Johannes had been a member of INCOSE SA 
since January 2003 and served on the Chapter Management Committee as member
ship officer from 2004 through to 2006. He did an exemplary job of running the mem
bership database during his term of office. Even after his term in office, Johannes 
readily volunteered to administer the chapter elections as well as datamine for 
information or historical data regarding INCOSE and its activities, in support of the 
chapter management. He presented a number of papers at conferences sponsored by 
his chapter, including one at this year’s Seventh Annual INCOSE SA Conference.

Johannes earned a Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical) at the University of 
Stellenbosch in 1994 and went on to ply his trade as a systems engineer on diverse 
projects from guided antitank missiles to diamond mines and hightemperature, 
gascooled nuclear reactors. He was a staunch supporter of the systems engineering 
discipline and was always willing to assist, doing so with enthusiasm and passion. 
Johannes led an active life, participating in charity work, motor sports, and canoe
ing, all the while being a dedicated husband and father. He will be sadly missed by 
the INCOSE community.

Johannes was most passionate and involved with a nonprofit organization called 
Angels with Hooves, which provides “horse riding and equine assisted psychology 
and equitherapy to underprivileged children, which assists in treatment of behav
ioral, physiological and physical problems caused by trauma,” using “rescue horses 
that were previously abandoned, mistreated and rehabilitated.” Should anyone wish 
to dedicate a little of their time or resources to the memory of Johannes, please feel 
free to look up the charity at http://www.angelswithhooves.org.za. Instructions for making 
a donation are available at the “Become a Sponsor” link. 
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In Memoriam Donald R. Clausing A 20 December 2010

Donna H. Rhodes, INCOSE Fellow and past president, donna.rhodes@incose.org

Dr. Donald P. Clausing, a longtime INCOSE member and key 
contributor to systems engineering, passed away on 20 

December 2010. His contributions included service on the INCOSE 
Board of Directors and as an associate editor of INCOSE’s journal 
Systems Engineering. One of the areas where Don had significant 
influence within INCOSE was in fostering the growth of commercial systems 
engineering practices. Don was awarded the rank of INCOSE Fellow in 2006 for 
contributions to the theory and practice of commercial systems engineering.

Before his retirement in 2000, Don was on the faculty at MIT, joining in 1986 
and serving as Gordon Professor of Engineering for nine years and then Xerox 
Fellow for five years. Prior to MIT he worked in industry for 29 years in a diverse 
career involving fundamental research, applied research, technology development, 
system development, systemengineering process improvement, and management. 
Don was on the MIT Commission on Industrial Productivity, which wrote the very 
influential book Made in America. He was a member of the original Defense Manu
facturing Board, where he cochaired the task force on concurrent engineering. His 
education included a BS in mechanical engineering from Iowa State University 
(1952), MS in materials science from California Institute of Technology (1962), and 
PhD in materials science from the same institution in 1966.

Many colleagues and friends offered thoughts that speak to Don’s contribu
tions to the community and systems engineering profession, as well as personal 
reflections. INCOSE Fellow Elliot Axelband states, “Don deserves a special tribute 
because amongst us he was quite unique. Don was a worldclass expert in robust 
engineering and its successful application in commercial industry, in no small part 
due to his personal efforts. His outstanding ability to forcefully and persistently 
instruct us about the inherent limitations and counterproductive and wasteful 
activities inherent in what some consider to be ‘best system engineering practices’ 
was a valuable contribution, and will be missed. Don’s influence continues as his 
students and those he mentored continue on the professional path he pioneered. 
I strongly remember his dedication to his beliefs, his ability to present and debate 
these, and to do so in a professional—if sometimes gruff—manner that I admired.”

INCOSE past president and MIT colleague Pat Hale comments, “In addition to 
being a friend and champion of commercial systems and processes in INCOSE, Don 
contributed passionately to helping graduate students understand what a culture 
of measurable continuous improvement (we would call it Design for Six Sigma) 
could contribute to customer satisfaction. He taught in MIT’s systems engineering 

course for the same remuneration that a teaching assistant would earn, to have 
the opportunity to ignite the same commitment to relentless understanding and 
improvement that he made a part of his life. He was a friend, mentor and patient 
instructor to me and many around me, and he will be missed.”

INCOSE Fellow and MIT professor Daniel Hastings comments, “Don was kind 
and gentle in his explanations. I read several of his papers on system engineer
ing. I recall discussing these papers with him and he gave me clear and compel
ling explanations for points that I did not understand. I really liked his studies of 
complexity in different devices. They helped my understanding. He will be missed 
in the community.”

Andy Sage, INCOSE Fellow and editorinchief of Systems Engineering, noted 
Don’s significant contributions to the journal. “Together with coauthors, Don 
published three papers in Systems Engineering. He began active reviewing for the 
journal in July 2001, and was later appointed an associate editor and member of the 
editorial board, positions he held at the time of his unfortunate death. He was very 
active for the journal and reviewed some 179 papers for publication since July 2001. 
His reviews were always very diligently accomplished and submitted in a timely 
manner. He will be greatly missed by the journal and its editor.”

Don had a very special relationship with faculty and students at the Technische 
Universität München (TUM), and fostered connections between this institution, MIT, 
and INCOSE. He was very proud to be coauthor of the outstanding journal paper of 
2000, “Development and Integration of Winning Technologies as Key to Competi
tive Advantage” (written with Armin P. Schulz, Ernst Fricke, and Herbert Negele, all 
former students of the TUM systems engineering group led by Professor Igenberg).

Professor Eduard Igenbergs thanks Don “for being a mentor for my teaching 
systems engineering at TUM. Meeting Don at INCOSE meetings as well as in 
Munich, he advised us to keep the basics of systems thinking while teaching and 
doing research. One way to remember his professional and personal contributions 
will be to read his statements and papers and to try to continue his work. Whenever 
I met him, I met a very positive man, and I felt that he supported our efforts. Don 
was the mentor of all our systems engineering activities and supported many 
master’s and doctoral theses as well as our INCOSE involvement.”

Herbert Negele (now of BMW) recalled his discussion with Don and Ernst Fricke 
in 1997 that initiated a cooperation between the TUM Igenbergs systems engineer
ing group, a relationship that extended over the years to include BMW and the 
involvement of other researchers. He noted, “Don visited Munich several times 
and gave lectures and presentations at the Technische Universität München and at 
BMW. Don’s profound experience of systems engineering had strong influence on 
the research in our group. He also was a personal mentor to all of us and supported 
the EuSEC 2000 in Munich. He was one of the foremost drivers of INCOSE’s opening 
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towards nontraditional and commercial systems engineering. I remember he was 
giving a short presentation to a group in Rochester in 2005, which Heinz Stoewer 
had called together. This led to the installation of the Commercial Steering Board, 
which was founded right in or after that meeting. So, with Don we lost an out
standing researcher, always helpful mentor and a good friend. We miss him!”

Armin Schultz (now of 3D Systems Engineering GmbH) remembers, “I got to 
know Professor Clausing in 1998, when working at MIT on my thesis with him as 
my supervisor. He introduced me to a different perspective on systems engineer
ing, which from then on strongly shaped my views. My time at MIT with him was 
very intense and groundbreaking. I owe him so much. He was a mentor for me for 
all the time since then. I think he is one of the most important practitioners and 
researchers on systems engineering and product development. I’m very grateful 
to have met him. Don had a wonderful deadpan sense of humor: I recall him leav
ing a symposium presentation that was, in his mind, too abstract. When asked 
about it he only stated with his typical smile and twinkle in his eyes: ‘It was 
about a framework for a model of a framework ....’”

Ernst Fricke (now at BMW) comments, “Don was for me personally a very good 
friend, a mentor, and especially a role model. He was the giant of commercial 
systems engineering and productdevelopment methods on whose shoulders I’m 
standing (and I’m not alone there), now and when I was still in research. He was 
open to other ideas, opinions, and approaches, while making clearly his point of 
view at the same time. His work on robust design and on the house of quality was 
absolutely fundamental. For me, it will never be the same again when I will visit 
MIT or Cambridge or an INCOSE conference. I did have a great discussion with 
him beginning of last December when I visited MIT; he was so vivid and sharp in 
his thinking—and he had a good sense of humor. We all have lost a great human 
being and my thoughts are with Ruth, his wonderful wife.”

For my own part, I met Don in the early years of INCOSE and had the pleasure 
of working with him as a colleague over the years in his multiple contributing 
roles within INCOSE and MIT. Don had significant influence in the strategic 
directions of INCOSE moving beyond its heritage in aerospace and defense. On 
a personal level, Don and I enjoyed discussing our mutual interests in family 
genealogy research. Just after his passing, a short article appeared in the Boston 
Globe that I wished Don could have read, citing new research that hypothesizes 
that thinking about one’s ancestors provides people with a positive psychologi
cal resource that increases their intellectual performance. Surely this applies at 
the community level as well. May we always remember Don, along with our other 
“INCOSE ancestors” recently lost. In our remembrance we leverage their wisdom 
as we evolve systems engineering as a profession and practice. 

In Memoriam continued

Book Reviews
The Imaginations of Unreasonable Men:
Inspiration, Vision, and Purpose in the Quest to End Malaria
By William H. Shore
New York (US): PublicAffairs, 2010 (ISBN: 9781586487645)
viii + 311 pp., including notes and index

Reviewed by Denise Howard, s.denise.howard@incose.org

Emerging Architecting

Malaria has killed more people than any disease in history.1 It is often a 
threat in developing nations. Why has it not been eradicated by now? 
There are two important factors. First, the infection cycle is part of a 

very resilient natural system. Lifecycle complexity affords the organism many 
opportunities for adaptation. Further, the disease process intersects many 
complex interacting social, political, economic, geographic, and technological 
systems, making unilateral interventions frustratingly prone to defeat from other 
influences. Second, and possibly the most serious impediment, the market for 
solutions to the malaria problem is limited.

Bill Shore’s book The Imaginations of Unreasonable Men describes some 
innovative ideas for addressing pressing problems that have no markets. Through 
his account of the efforts of several people, not only are readers given ideas for 
generating breakthroughs when confronting these problems, but they also have a 
chance to witness the emergence of systems architecting in a new domain. This is 
architecting in perhaps its truest and most challenging form—the unprecedented. 
The emerging architects we find in Imaginations add their experience to our cur
rent fund. Shore opens a rare discussion of the visionary process as well.

With the hopeful but wary eye of a “venture philanthropist,” Shore describes 
the progress made by three people, Steve Hoffman, Victoria Hale, and Jay Keas
ling. At least some evidence of an architecting approach is common to all three. 
All three also bring a spirit of disruptive innovation and entrepreneurship.

Steve Hoffman’s life as a physician specializing in tropical medicine and his 
work on a vaccine are at the center of the story. Hoffman says, “What I’m good 

1. Mary Carmichael, “Infectious Disease: Pinning Down a Deadly Shape Shifter; A Parasite’s Genome Is 
Yielding Clues to How Malaria Kills,” Scientific American, December 2010, 21. Some of these deaths have 
been on engineering projects, the Panama Canal for example.
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at is having a vision of what is possible, and putting together all of the pieces to 
achieve it” (89).

Victoria Hale, a pharmaceutical chemist and former FDA official, created the 
first nonprofit pharmaceutical organization. There are many examples of “match
ing” heuristics in architecting, and Hale aligns with them by providing another: 
“If you didn’t begin with thought about who the technology should impact, it will 
be mismatched” (143). Another of Hale’s observations might resonate with other 
systems architects when she says, “The success of a product depends primarily on 
the product team” (144).

Jay Keasling, a chemical engineering professor at UC Berkeley, is attempting to 
scale up the production and lower the cost of one of the most effective antimalarial 
drugs, artemisinin, through bioengineering. In architecting, and for Keasling and 
Hoffman, scale drives potential solutions. In another example Shore himself thinks 
like an architect when he notes that the architectural element may be the most 
important: “It is the model itself, combining science, philanthropy, and market 
economics, that may prove to be the lasting legacy of both Keasling and Hoffman” 
(139). But all are reminded, as Shore notes (quoting Tom Brewer), “The best science 
is not always the best solution” (159).

Imaginations also contributes to systems architecting by reflecting on the vision
ary process. Systems architecting, unprecedented, revolutionary, and out on the 
frontier, often demands courage and perseverance unlike anything encountered in 
evolutionary technology projects. Shore addresses this seldomdiscussed aspect, 
in a form that may one day be cast as a heuristic: “Just as big trucks require big 
wheels, and tall buildings require deep foundations, people with big dreams need 
a large reservoir of selfconfidence to maintain their balance and go forward” (24). 
He speculates that social support may be a necessary component of that founda
tion. Systems architects might think of his “visionary’s dilemma” as a heuristic as 
well: “The bigger the goal or aspiration, the bolder and more audacious the plan for 
attaining it, and the more skeptics and cynics there will be” (24).

It is easy to wonder how a reading of Eberhardt Rechtin’s founding text, Sys-
tems Architecting (Englewood Cliffs, NJ [US]: Prentice Hall, 1991) might influence 
these emerging architects. And how will their unique and likely uncontaminated 
experience integrate with what we currently think of as systems architecting? Will 
it challenge, demanding rethinking on both sides? Will it complement? Will it con
firm? Will it enlarge, requiring a new synthesis? The slight but important evidence 
we might gather from Imaginations indicates all may be required in some as yet 
unknown measure.

Imaginations gives us at least two important ideas to use immediately. First, it 
illustrates the great advantage of always beginning by looking for creative ways to 
reinvent (architect) the financial, organizational, or economic structures when con

fronting especially challenging problems. Second, we might consider that systems 
architecting and systems engineering are largely defined within marketable prob
lems, the kinds of problems that clients and sponsors routinely bring to us and to 
universities for solutions. What knowledge remains hidden in significant problems 
with such limited market potential that they are never examined? What generalities 
might we find that are not yet even suspected? These marginalized problems may 
hold key solutions that resolve our more familiar difficulties. Perhaps if we follow 
along the lines of Victoria Hale’s innovation, the strategy in the first idea, we can 
begin to explore the potential of the other. 

Verification, Validation, and Testing of 
Engineered Systems
By Avner Engel
Hoboken, NJ (US): Wiley, 2010. Wiley Series in Systems Engineering and 
Management. (ISBN13: 9780470527511) | 687 pp.

Reviewed by Joseph Kasser, joseph.kasser@incose.org

his book deserves a place in every systems engineering library. The work to 
realize an engineered system is divided into three streams: (1) management, 
(2) development, and (3) verification, validation, and testing (VVT). This book 

provides comprehensive, understandable coverage of the activities performed in 
the third stream — testing — throughout a system’s lifecycle, from concept definition 
to disposal.

In each phase of the system’s lifecycle the book not only describes what the 
activities in the VVT stream are, but also provides examples of how the work is 
done as well as outline templates of the enabling products produced in that phase 
of the system lifecycle. The book shows how tools, reliability, maintainability, 
costs, risk management, models and simulations, software and hardware testing, 
quality, and other topics are integrated into the development and VVT activities to 
realize the engineered system.

The book is written in clear language. The experience of the author, which can 
be intuited from the text, is supported with many citations to the literature (books, 
journals, and conference proceedings) and suggestions for further reading. Many of 
the citations are stateoftheart, namely citations to current and recent literature. 
The book also contains anecdotes of projects and the lessons that can be learnt 
from their successes and failures.

Bottom line: this book deserves a place in your library. Experienced practitio
ners will find it useful for refreshing their memory, while beginners will find it a 
useful introduction to many concepts. 

T
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If this book does nothing more than increase your skepticism about statements 
by acknowledged experts in various fields and published data, it will have 
achieved its purpose. David H. Freedman is a science and business journal

ist. He is a contributing editor of Inc. magazine and has written for The Atlantic, 
Newsweek, the New York Times, the Harvard Business Review, Fast Company, Wired, 
Self, and other publications. You might ask, if Freedman is not a scientist himself, 
how can he speak authoritatively on this subject? Your question shows that you 
have the skepticism that he calls for. With more universities now offering PhDs in 
systems engineering, the subject of objectivity in research is timely.

Freedman challenges some of the more cherished beliefs among researchers. 
The first is the sanctity of peer reviews as a way of validating research. The second 
is the value of teams as a way of arriving at the truth. Freedman is not saying that 
there is widespread fraud in research or even that most research results are wrong, 
but he is saying that there are far more pressures than are generally appreciated for 
arriving at a particular result. He does have an appendix containing a short sum
mary of many cases of real fraud. But fraud is not the main thrust of the book.

He has a short subchapter called “Typical Characteristics of Less Trustworthy 
Expert Advice.” One of these is that “it’s pushed by people or organizations that 
stand to benefit from its acceptance” (219). If there is a theme to the whole book, 
this is it. However, the word “benefit” must be interpreted very broadly. At one 
extreme it can mean research sponsored by pharmaceutical or tobacco companies. 
At the other extreme it can mean that a researcher will benefit from reaching the 
conclusion that he or she has set out to prove. This does not mean that the researcher 
is dishonest. It can mean, for example, that the researcher can delete or ignore data 
that tend to disprove the object of the research. Freedman quotes surveys that show 
that a surprisingly large number of researchers do just that.

Another cherished belief in systems engineering is that teams possess more 
wisdom than individuals. This idea is particularly prevalent in risk analysis, in 
which it is a commonly held belief that teams are better at identifying and analyzing 
risks than are individuals. Freedman counters by saying that teams are remarkably 
efficient at suppressing dissenting opinions. “Crowds,” Freedman says, “aren’t the 
solution to bad expert advice; they’re a big part of the problem” (89).

Probably Freedman’s most chilling comments are 
about the peerreview process, which is the cornerstone 
of scientific research. Most scientists will tell you that 
this is the process that keeps research honest. Freedman does not have 
kind words for this process. He cites many cases in which reviewers failed to report 
errors for fear of retaliation. In other cases universities have resisted any sort of 
oversight of their research. But the most telling evidence is that journals them
selves have found that their own reviewers do not even see their job as to look for 
fraud. But whether bad reviews are the result of fraud or just unqualified reviewers, 
the downside of this process, according to Freedman, is that the incorrect results 
stay on the books for many years and are treated as facts.

It is not fair to say that this book is antimedia. However, Freedman does note 
that most scientific research does tend to be exaggerated or distorted in the media. 
This is not to say that the reporters have any sort of evil agenda. It is only to say 
that the reports will only reflect their ideas, biases, and financial agenda. If a 
medical research project reports on the effects of a drug on mice, you can bet that 
the speculation about how that will affect humans will follow or even that in vitro 
investigation of many scientific things is justified by the possibility of some medi
cal benefit—e.g., tropical botany. In addition, the media are not inclined to report 
on any results that are either negative or even modest. In short, they want to sell 
papers or generate advertising revenue. If you are following the drift here, you will 
quickly come to the conclusion that Freedman likewise wants to sell books, and he 
has found a way to do it.

In a chapter called “The Internet and the Technology of Expertise” Freedman 
challenges the notion that the Internet is a valuable new research tool. On the con
trary, he says, there is so much bad information on the Internet that it makes the 
good information harder to find. This effect is compounded by the fact that much of 
the information on the Internet is manipulated to reflect a certain agenda. There is 
the “retaliatory effect,” in which data on the Internet are revised to remove negative 
stories about, for example, a corporate executive who had done something wrong.

So what does this book say to you and me who are just trying to conduct some 
serious research? First of all, in addition to just reporting honest data and results, 

Wrong: Why Experts* Keep Failing Us — And How to Know When Not to Trust Them
* scientists, finance wizards, doctors, relationship gurus, celebrity CEOs, high-powered consultants, health officials, and more

By David H. Freedman
New York, NY (US): Little, Brown and Company, 2010 (ISBN13 9780316023788)
296 pp.

Reviewed by Scott Jackson, scott.jackson@incose.org
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it tells us to be modest in our claims. Breakthroughs, says Freedman, are rare. 
Newton and Copernicus are examples. Freedman does fault Aristotle for set
ting back science for hundreds of years. Aristotle’s pronouncements about the 
universe were so wrong that they were hard to counter or recover from. So, as a 
general rule, just adopt the philosophy that the universe is a complex place, and 
if through our research we can come to an understanding of just a little bit of it, 
we will have accomplished all we can expect to.

Other advice is as follows: Present negative findings whenever they appear. 
Use qualifying statements to make it clear what the limitations of your research 
are. Be honest about refutational evidence, that is, other work that contradicts 
your work. Provide the context and the perspective of the research. Finally, be 
candid about what you really think and avoid clichés and generalizations.

Finally, in an appendix called “Is This Book Wrong?” Freedman asks the 
obvious question: If we are to look at all research skeptically, why should we 
accept the findings of this book? The answer is that you shouldn’t. He openly 
admits that there may be many errors in it, albeit, innocent errors. Furthermore, 
the conclusions themselves may be wrong, or at the very least exaggerated. 
Freedman challenges you, the reader, to apply the same skepticism to this book 
as you would to any work of research.

My own view, as a reviewer, is that if you devote a whole book to problematic 
results, then those results will seem much larger than they actually are. My 
own observation is that the problems are much less than Freedman would have 
us believe. He does, however, give us some good advice in conducting our own 
research and on reading others’ research. For example, do not trust results 
reported in secondary sources, such as newspapers. As for peerreviewed 
journals, know which ones to trust or to be skeptical about. In short, skepticism 
is the final word, and it should be practiced continuously, even in relation to 
this book.

Scott Jackson is an INCOSE Fellow and author of the book Architecting 
Resilient Systems: Accident Avoidance and Survival and Recovery from 
Disruptions (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2010). 
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FINAL THOUGHTS

Final Thoughts From the Chief Editor
Bob Kenley, insight@incose.org

he theme editors for our next issue on systems security 
should be in the midst of integrating their articles for submis
sion to me. I am still accepting independent submissions on 

general topics for this next issue of INSIGHT.
Doug Hamelin is prepared to interview our keynote speakers 

at the International Symposium in Denver for the thirdquarter 
issue of INSIGHT. Anyone who wants to volunteer to write a brief 
article on their experiences at the symposium should contact 
Doug or myself soon. The scope of activities is vast at our annual 
symposium, and any offers to augment our reporting staff are 
greatly appreciated.

Hervé Panetto is selecting doctoral research papers from 
the Quatrième Forum Academie Industrie AFIS that was held in 
Bordeaux, France, and the students will be updating their papers 
to be submitted as articles for our final issue of this year.

Upcoming submission deadlines and themes for INSIGHT

Issue Submission Date 
for General Articles

Theme Theme Editors

2nd Qtr 
2011

15 May 2011 Systems of Systems and Self-
Organizing Security

Rick Dove and 
Jennifer Bayuk

3rd Qtr 
2011 

17 Jul 2011* 2011 International Symposium 
Coverage: Denver, Colorado, US

Doug Hamelin**

4th Qtr 
2011

15 Oct 2011 AFIS Doctoral Symposium: 
Systems Engineering Research 
Challenges in French Universities

Hervé Panetto 

1st Qtr 
2012

15 Feb 2012 INCOSE Authors Cecilia Haskins**

* Submission deadline moves according to International Symposium date.
** Please contact the theme editor by 15 May to propose a theme article by the dated 

listed.

By 15 May, Cecilia Haskins will finalize her list of INCOSE 
members who have authored books and are willing to prepare 
articles that inform our membership about their works. I am 
sure that we will all be delighted at the depth and breadth of 
publications on display in this issue.

At the International Workshop, I discussed with several work
ing groups the possibility of producing the theme section for the 
July 2012 issue of INSIGHT. I hope to make a final selection after the 
conclusion of the symposium. Developing a theme section does 
require a group of volunteers to sustain their efforts for almost 
a year. I hope that you take the time to thank our theme editors, 
either in person or by email, for their dedicated efforts that serve to 
enrich all of us with knowledge that is both interesting and useful 
to systems engineers. I hope you will also be moved to respond to 
what you read in each issue by contributing your own article, book 
review, obituary, progress report, or letter to the editor. 

Timeline for producing the July 2012 issue of INSIGHT

Start Date End Date Duration 
(days)

Identify Topics & Authors 19 Aug 2011 29 Aug 2011 10

Develop Abstracts 29 Aug 2011 18 Sep 2011 20

Review Abstracts and Make Final Selection 18 Sep 2011 3 Oct 2011 15

Develop Outlines 3 Oct 2011 17 Nov 2011 45

Develop Draft Articles 17 Nov 2011 16 Jan 2012 60

Peer Review & Comment 16 Jan 2012 15 Feb 2012 30

Develop Final Articles 15 Feb 2012 16 Mar 2012 30

Integrate Articles 16 Mar 2012 15 Apr 2012 30

Submit Package to INCOSE 15 Apr 2012 30 Apr 2012 15

Theme Editor Reserve 30 Apr 2012 15 May 2012 15

Editing & Layout Support 15 May 2012 14 Jun 2012 30

T
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